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~~ LEARNING OsueEcTIVES

y will enable the reader to.

meaning of direction and requirem

followedin giving orders

process of motivation

d reinforcementin motivation theories

This chapte

e Explain the

« Describe the principles to be

e Discuss the meaning, nature and

e Analyse important content, process an

» Examine the systems perspective of motivation

Relate the research on motivation in India to the Japanese model of motivation

« Understand the meaning ofjob satisfaction andits relationship with productivity

e Identify organisational commitmen
t

Understand the meaning of morale andits relationship with productivity

+ Relate some morale studies in India

» Describe the functions ofa first level supervisor an

effective

ants of effective direction

d the guidelines to makethefirst-level supervision

ene implementation of any administrative decision,

_The manager muststimulate action by giving di ti

C iudieociaate

y giving direction

»

ieee heasebi orders and also supervise their work to ensure that the plans and policies

nae fas aha and results. Planning, organising
andstaffing are concerned only with the

Se iaresmiaiedlaoa and it is the direction which alonestimulates the organisation and

¢ plans. Henceit is also called management-in-action
.

Direction is a vital managerialfunction. For th

planning, organising and staffing are not cnoug
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jon means jasuance ol orders and leading and motivating subordinates as they go about
» arth ' syeg ‘ ae ‘ ‘ ;pire! iaders: Without the issuance of orders, without leading and motivating subordinates, nothing,

( . “(" aye “ "

,eculinl ory little, can be accomplished. Accordingto Haimann, ‘Directing consists of the process andxe ve si:

art sii «utilised issuing Instructions and making certain that operations are carriedon as originally
ee 1 , ’ , ’ 'Thiranit ,

PL According1 Koontz and O'Donnell, ‘Direction is the interpersonal aspect of managing by

plane pordinates are led to understand and contribute cflectively andefficiently to the attainment of
‘ | o2 Thea ft ‘ ’ ran ‘ ¢. tatwhit objectives” The function of direction thus breaks downinto two major activities:

1s

ent ing orders (0 employees, and
Givi

) peading ane
{ motivating them,

mao   

 

   
ECTIVE DIRECTION: |

tion is one ofthe most complex functions of management which can be learned and perfected only
“(I .

[res h long experience. However, some important principles or requirements of effective direction
yu ined as under.pe outline’

may |

jarmony of Objectives

organisation functions best when the goals of its members are in complete harmony with and
0plementary (0 the goals of the organisation, Such an ideal situation seldom exists in any organisation.

Not should a manager ever: expect this Situation to exist. But in directing subordinates he must take

advantage of individual motives fo Sain group goals, In other words, he must direct the subordinates

in such a Way that they perceive their personal goals to be in harmony with enterprise objectives.
Thus, for example, if employees are told to work hard so that the company’s profits mayincrease, they

robably will not. But if they are told to do so in their own interest (e.g., to receive additional bonus

or promotion) they are morelikely to work hard,

Unity of Command

This principle implies that the subordinates should receive orders andinstructions from one superior
only. The violation ofthis principle may lead to conflicting orders, divided loyalties and decreased
personal responsibility for results. Another reason whythis principle should not be violated is that the
immediate boss is the only person who knowsbestaboutthe nature of his subordinates and abouttheir
responses to different motivation techniques. Consequently, he alone is in the best position to select
whichever directing techniques maximise productivity, No other outside interference in the supervision
of subordinates should then be permitted.

Direct Supervision

Every superior must maintain face-to-face direct contact with his subordinates, Direct supervision
boosts the morale of employees, increases their loyalty and provides them with immediate feedback
on how well they are doing.

—_____| ;
Theo Haimann, Professional Management (New Delhi: Eurasia Publishing House, 1966), p. 408.?ta4 D Koontz and Cyril J, O'Donnell, Principles of Management—AnAnalysis of Management Functions (Tokyo:sGraw-Hill Kogakusha, 5th edn.), p. 499.

ee
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Efficient Communication

Communication is an instrumentofdirection.It is through communication that the superior o:

allocates jobs, explains duties and ensures performance. Efficient communicationis q two. BlVeg den

It not only enables the superior to know how his subordinates feel but also helps the sub a Proce!

know howthe company feels on a numberofissues concerning them. In communication, ¢g Ordinates

is more important than the content. How muchinformation is correctly understood by the ae CNsig,

is more important than whatis said and how it is said. This can be ensured only if the ma Ubordinate

provision for a proper feedback.
"ager Makes

Follow-through

Direction is not only telling subordinates what they should do butalso seeing that they do iti
in e

desired way. The manager should, therefore, follow through the whole performanceofhis subord:
ir activities but to help them in their act, to show them whrinateg

e theirnot merely to keep a check onthei

deficiency, if any, lies and to revise their direction if it needs revision, and so on.

GIVING ORDERS

The order is a device employed by a /ine managerin directing his immediate subordinatestostart an actiy;

stop it and modify it. A staffexecutive does not issue orders. To some menthe matter ofgiving orders fi

having them obeyed seems a very simple affair but the factis thatit is surrounded by manydifficulties

Mary ParkerFollett lays down the following principles which should be followed in giving orders: ,

1. The attitude necessary for the carrying out of an order should be prepared in advance. People wil]

obey an orderonly if it appeals to their habit patterns. Therefore, before giving orders,it should

be considered how to form the habits which will ensure their execution.

2. Face-to-face suggestions are preferable to long-distance orders.

An order should be depersonalised and made an integral part ofa given situation so that the question

of someone giving and someonereceiving does not comeup. Thus the task of the manageris to

make the subordinates perceive the need of the hour so that the situation communicatesits own

message to them.Identification with the results to be accomplished fosters a natural willingness

to cooperate with a programmeofaction. This is knownas the Lawofthe situation.

Chester Bamard lays down four conditions which make an order acceptable. These are:

1. Order should be clear and complete;

2. Order should be compatible with the purpose of the organisation;

3, Order should be compatible with the employee’s personalinterest; and

4. Order should be operationally feasible.

Orders may be communicated verbally or in writing. Written orders are-appropriate when

the subject is important;
several individuals are affected;

many details are involved;
. considerable time will pass before the work is completed; and
. there is geographical distance between the order-giver and the recipient.w
r
w
n
r

|
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tow-4P i sensesoveaf0 _ employeeslearn that their manager“means what he says".

Frnage may follov yp methods to ensure compliance to his orders: |

f

Forces
* paternalis™s

|

pargain, and im aout

q

. viormony of objectives.
| |

. +, 4 ys a

}

nula followed in “force” is: “Do what

I

sayorelse ...", meaning thereby that an employee a
he for * >

1 unished if he does notfollow orders. Theresultsarefrustration, restriction of output, sabotage,

h
e

w
s

D
O
—

ine jonism, ct¢- din “paternalism” i
1 ‘ed in “paternalism” is: “

fn followe ) m” is: “Do what I say because I am good to you.” The result
¢ formula . :

_ jg that the employees develop a feeling of gratitude and indebtedness toward the manager which

pene 19 not like. Further, paternalism operates in violation of the law ofeffect. Instead of increased

0 «following increased compliance, the paternalistic manager provides rewardsfirst and expects

ewe fiance to follow.

rhe formula followed in “bargain” is: “You do as I say in certain respects and I do as you say in

tai other respects.” The sult ofthis methodis that the manager’s control is gradually reduced.

the formula followed in “harmony ofobjectives”is: “If we perform together each will achieve his

val” This in fact is the best formula for ensuring complianceto orders.
goal -

!

ft

the comp

TT
he term motivation can be traced to the Latin word movere, which means“to move”. This

meaning is evident when we rememberthat amanager gets work donethrough others. If there is any one

keyt0 “setting work done through others”, it is his ability to move other peoplein the right direction

day after day. To putit differently, regardless of howtalented people are, they must be movedto action

and continued in the course of action already initiated. Motivation, therefore, concerns those dynamic

processes which produce a goal-directed bahaviour. The process always begins with the individual

feeling certain needs (also referred to as drives, instincts, wishes or motives). There is no unanimity

among psychologists regarding the number andkinds of these drives. A five-fold classification which

is frequently cited in management literature is that developed by A.H. Maslow.

These needs (along with incentives or inducements, if any, placed along the course of goal-directed

behaviour to keep the individual on the track) give an energising thrustto the individual toward certain

goals which he perceives rightly or wrongly as possible satisfiers of his needs.

So, what controls human behaviour and gives direction to it is not the goal or the incentive but the —

need. The goal or incentive whichis external to the individual only provides him with the opportunity 7

for satisfying his internal needs,’

We can show the motivation process by meansof a diagram (Fig. 15.1).
'

 

however, refute this. They say that what controls human be-

ncentive (positive or negative) one can

s concem with the needs and drives of

be seen, measured or

* Advocates of BF, Skinner’s Behaviour Modification Theory,

haviour and gives direction toit is not the need butthe incentive. By changing the i

change an individual’s behaviour. Skinner’s Behaviour Modification Theory thus avoid

the individual, Rather, it is founded uponthe observable, that is, the behaviour or the response that can

modified. (Read this theory ahead.)  https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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Fic. 15.1. Motivation process

Nature of Motivation

Motivationis not an easily observed phenomenon. We observean individual’s actions and
his observed behaviour in terms of underlying motivation. This sometimes leaves a wi

error, Our interpretation does not necessarily reveal the individual’s true motivation,

points reveal the complexities involved in understanding true motivation:

1. Individuals differ in their motives. The viewpoint (called “monistic approach”)thatthere ;

one “economic drive” which determines behaviour is untenable. The goals to which individual . omy
differ and so do their motives. This is well illustrated by an oft-quoted story. There were thee

cutting stones near a cathedral about three-fourths completed. A stranger came along and said m

first man, “Myfriend, what are you doing?”Thefirst manreplied, “Me, what am I doing? I am woes

for 10 shillings a day.” He went to the next man and put to him the same question. The second °
said, “Me, what am I doing? I am squaring this stone, see. I have to make its edge absolutely straight”

Thestranger walked on to the third man and repeated the same question. The third man replied. “ye

what am I doing? You see that cathedral up there. I am helping to build that. Is not it great?” In this
story the major sourceofsatisfaction to the first man was the wages he eamed. Thejobitself contrib.
uted very little. But job itself was the outstanding sourceofsatisfaction to the second man. Thethird

man viewed the completion of his group goal—the building of the cathedral—ashis primary source

of satisfaction. This meansthat there is no single motive that determines howall workers willreactto

the same job and,therefore, there can be no single strategy that will keep motivation and productivity

high for everyone everywhere. The managerhas to deal with human diversity.

2. Sometimes the individual himself is unaware ofhis motive. Freud uncovered this phenomenon

while analysing his critical patients. He found that in many ways man is like an iceberg. Only a small

part is conscious andvisible, the rest is beneath the surface. This below-the-surface conceptis uncon-

scious motive. The presence ofthis explains why man cannot always verbalize his motive to attain

certain goals or even tell what his goals are. An example can be drawn from the famous Hawthome

experiments. One girl-worker complained to her counsellor about her foreman. Later on, it was found

that the reason why shedisliked her foreman wasthat she had a stepfather whom she feared and whose

physical appearance was very muchlike her foreman, with the result that she had unconsciously trans-

ferred to her foreman the unfavourable characteristics of her stepfather. -

3. Motives change. Hierarchy ofmotives of each individualcalled “structure”is notfixed.It changes

from timeto time. An individual’s primary motive today may notbe primary tomorrow, even though

he maycontinue to behave in the same way. For example, a temporary worker may produce more =
the beginning to become permanent. When made permanent he may continue to produce more—this

time to gain promotion, and so on.

then inte

de mary;
qThe followin
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Mot 5sderably between one Individual and another eit eveovary© avoid accepting re hits NC indivi430 ayit safe and ti ar SPonsibility for fear of railtu With a Strong security motive
1) “eqame security Motive may seek out Fesponsibj Ning and being fj

| rity t
lit

red. Anotherindjv;with! o same individual may Cxpress his MOtive qj Y For fear of being fir eeed for low erformaEve‘he beginning workshard to get promot; different times, Thus, es
wa Vv

yin the same purpose. ore .wht activities for | \ ig ’ Different “XPressions Complete i
rio! "Kno" what the employce’s true Motivationis Pictely mislead a

nojoes recomplex. It is difficult to explain
, . a

. .¢ Mo apparently favourable motivational dey;5 anf
0 . j i

‘

pon” posing motives into play, In a factory, when bluepines a output of men workers increased butthat of Wofait.

73 OOaan ok ‘simply hastr ade them look ‘simply ghastly’,n
Q

had

ntually lranslated into actions

(i)

i)W0idance-avoidance conflict wherethe Personis forced to Choose between two
which are considered equally undesirable by him. For example, there is the erson who, bei
dissatisfied with his present job, wants to leave it but also wants to avoid shemnplouneat me

(ii) Approach-avoidance conflict wherethe Personis attracted to the Positive characteristics ofhis

motives, both of

Motivation Theories

There is no shortage of motivation theories. We can classify them underthree broad heads:
|. Content theories
2. Process theories
3, Reinforcement theory

. The contenttheoriestell us what motivates an individual. They throw light on the various needs andIncentives which cause behaviour. The processtheories, on the other hand, answerthe question howbehaviour is caused. Reinforcement theory explains the ways in which behaviour is learned, shapedof modified,

Some important theories under each head are as under: 
 

j Dircate expressed differently, The Waysin Which ®CHlon and Supervision |
Moti

ee eehttps://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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Content Theories

|. Maslow’s NeedHierarchy Theory

2. Alderfer’s ERG
Theory

3, Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory

4, McClelland’s Achievement Theory

Process Theories

1. Victor Vroom’s Expectancy Theory

2, Adam's Equity Theory

Reinforcement Theory

1. Skinner's Behavior

w's Need-Hierarchy Th
eory

and others are un

he chain of events lea

as an unsatisfied need, he

1. Once a goal has been i

d. According to A.H. Masl

as discussedearlier, is S

social, esteem, and self-ful

ir Modification Theory.

riety of needs. At any given time, someof
All people haveava

satisfied. An unsatisfied need is the starting point in the mOliVvatign

ding to behaviour.

or she attempts to identify something that will satis
y

dentified, the person takes action to reach tha

ow, needs are arranged in a hierarchy or a :_

hownin Fig. 15.2. Physiological needsarea

filment needs.
the

Maslo

needs are satisfied

process. It begins|

When a person h

need. This is called a goa

and therebysatisfy the nee

offive successive categories,

lowest level, followed by security,

   1st | I

a

Fic. 15.2 Order ofpriority ofhuman needs

basic physiology oflife, for example,the need

artially satisfied for continued survival.

 

Physiological needs are those whicharise outofthe

for=water, air, etc. These needs mustbeatleast p

ecurity needs are the needstofeel both economically secure and psychologically secure. The former

incl i
at

venient from arbitrary lay-off and dismissal, disaster, and avoidance of the unexpected. The

man’s confidence that he will be able to deal with the problems that might confront

him in future.

Social needs
. .

are needsto associate with other people and be accepted by them; to love and be loved.

“affiliation motive” and
These n :

the Hke but atbare,ther, referred to as “the hard instinct”, “gregariousness,”
, they point to the fact that man finds a satisfaction in association with others and

feels a real deprivation when it is not possible.

h
m

©
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needs are those whichrelate to respect and prestige. A need for dominance may
ecm

ff

|
ii}

!
of the egoistic needs. These are of twotypes:self-esteem and esteem from others. | }

idual’s need to feel inside himself that he is worthy. He has also the need that |

|

|
|

j

 

 

__ sti OF : one
! a div

rea worthy. ot , .; ' os '
clink he 18 eds are needs for realising one's potential, These include the need for realising one's

anes vale ne testfOr accomplishing what one is capable of accomplishing, for becoming what
I the tu sing. A musician must make music,an artist must paint, a poet must write if he is to

at able of beeris needis also called need for self-realisationor self-actualisation. This term,first
oeoybal jazeeits refers to a person’s motivation to transform his perception of self into reality.
ae a <low, people attempt to satisfy their physical needs first. As long as these needs

wine “sing t0 4  yominate behaviour. As they becomereasonably satisfied, however, they lose their
ified, the and the next level of needs, security needs, becomes the dominant motivational

7 ontinues up the need hierarchy. As each level of needs becomesrelatively satisfied,

aye cherlevel becomes dominant. ;ey ayt bighe human needs: Human needscan also beclassified as (a) lower order needs, and
ye ne rics O : . .
Be gracterisl 4 The first two needs of Maslow’sclassification constitute the lower order needs.

 !

if}
|

gt }ON
ant’ . se process ¢

(na eeds. . a

x) highe® © oar called higher order needs. Table 15.1 presents some important characteristics ofwp) he
the!

The °syst needs-

1 characteristics of Human Needs
fale 15. n 455    

   

 

mFS eeee ce at tad ha TL
aMacrornilasess ieSs ‘Higher-order needs
ce bap Ae >

+ a fa the physiology of an individual, these needs A. Being related to the mind and spirit of an individual, these
 aeing tel
  
(1 isiand not hidden.Its, therefore, easy to understand —_—rneeds are hidden and nebulous.It is, therefore, very difficult
pee for others, even for the individual himselfto understand them.|

| these fetus, “a : |pe needs are frit. 2. These needs areinfinite.
These . , rs

é | needs are universal but vary in intensity from individual 3. These needs are not universal and may even exist as op-
P via posites in two persons. One person mayfind satisfaction in

being aggressive, anotherin being submissive. _

4, These needs are strongly conditioned by experience, andvce needs are conditioned by socialpractice, e.g., if it

iscustomary to eatbreakfast in the morning then the body maturity.

somes to respond accordingly. | sete fn aad |

 tiese needsareprimarily satisfied through the economic 5. These needs are primarilysalisfied through symbolic behav-!
__1._Jourofthe psychicandsocialcontent__ i

Maslow's theory points out a fact which is ignored in the conventional approach to the management
of people, namely, a satisfied need is not a motivator of behaviour. A restructuring occurs whenever
inced has been so well satisfied that it sinks into the background andall others move up a notch to
replace it. The theory is, however,criticised on two main grounds:

|. The hierarchy ofbasic needs is not alwaysfixed, The order in which the needs becomestrongeris
not rigid. Different people may havedifferent orders. For example,in the case ofcreative people
like singers, painters, etc. their self-actualisation needs may become the dominant motivation

avis, Human Relations at Work, Tata McGraw Hill, New Delhi, 1967.

hl dtl
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force even before their lower order needs are satisfied, Similarly, in the case
whose attempts to satisfy needs at a higher-level have repeatedly failed, Noveusta

again become the dominant motivating force because these people may Nerom! level p mal
efforts toward these needs, Sometimesall needs simultaneously operate within and Feditecy ty

example, a person may be hungry andat the same time need love and affection, NGiViduay p

It is difficult to knowabout the needs and motives ofan individual from the anal . oy

Analysis of behaviour would be simple if'a person's behaviour at a given time a Of be Vig)
one motive and one alone, but this is seldom the case, Behaviouris multi-motivates Feu
all types and intensities influence one anotherto accomplish a particular need andi M ives op

search for the motive very complex. "5 Makes te

Alderfer’s ERG Theory Alderfer modified Maslow'’s theory of motivation and pro
reducing the need categories to three: Posed a Mode

1. Existence 2. Relatedness 3. Growth

Maslow’s Safety and physiological needs are the building blocks of existence needs; Social
are similar to relatedness needs and self-actualisation and esteem needs make up growth needs Needs

A majordifference betweenthese twotheories is that Maslow’s theory offers a static needs hie
whose pinnacle is fulfilment, whereas the ERG theory presents a flexible, three-needs system bri
has been better received. But it is argued that like Maslow’s, its vagueness makesit difficult to veri

Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory Maslow’s hierarchy of needs provides someinsights about Peon!
and their behaviour. Using this as a base, we can now look more specifically at work motivation, -

Perhaps the most popular theory of work motivation is based on research started by Frederic,

Herzberg.In his original studyalso calledthe Pittsburgh studies, Herzberg and his associates interviewed

200 engineers and accountants. They asked them to think of times when they felt especially good ang

times when theyfelt especially bad about their jobs. The engineers and accountants were then askeg

to describe the factors that led to these particular feelings.

Whentalking about especially bad times, the engineers and accountants broughtupthings like unfair

companypolicies, poor relationship with their boss and co-workers, and low pay. In contrast, when

asked about good job experiences, they generally did not mention these factors. Instead, they talked

about recognition they had received for a well-done job, or the opportunity their jobs gave them for

personal growth and development.

Herzberg and others repeated these interviews with a variety of workers in different types of

organisations. Their results were generally the same. Based on these findings, Herzberg developedthe

two-factor theory of work motivation. .

According to Herzberg, the absence of certain job factors tends to make workers dissatisfied.

However, the presence of these samefactors in themselves does not produce highlevels of motivation.

They merely help avoid dissatisfaction and the problems it creates, such as absenteeism, turnover and

grievances. Herzberg called these factors maintenance or hygiene factors since they are necessary to

maintain a reasonable level ofsatisfaction to serve as a take-off point for motivation. He concluded

that there were ten maintenance factors, namely:

a
e
?

2
3
7

r
t

Fair companypolicies and administration

A supervisor who knowsthe work
A good relationship with one’s supervisor

A goodrelationship with one’s peers.f
o
e
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ood relationship with one’s subordinates

5. A fair salary
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sep working conditions

| Stats, He relative ranking that a person holdsin a group“ build high levels of motivation, a different set of
0 . factors is necessary. However,if these factors
not present, they do not in themselveslead to str— ong dissatisfaction. Herzberg called these the
wyators OF satisfiers. These are six in number:

molly

Opportunity alateomplish something significant" Recognition for significant accomplishments

Chance for advancement

Opportunity to grow and develop onthe job" Chance for increased responsibility

"Thejobitself

t
a

t
o
-

N
n
i
n

Asthelist indicates, the motivators are job-centred; theyrelate directly to the contentofthe jobitself.
In contrast, maintenance factors relate more to the conditions and environment in which the work is
done. These two groups of factors are respectively also knownasintrinsic and extrinsic rewards. Intrinsic
rewards are SO calledbecause they are internally generated by the task itself and are not tangible and
visible to others. Extrinsic rewardsare distributed by other people andaretangible andvisible to others.

It is important to rememberthat these two types of rewardsare not completely distinguishable. Many
rewards have both intrinsic and extrinsic components. For example, a person who winsa sales contest
receives the prize whichis an extrinsic reward. At the same time, however, winning in a competitive
situation may be more powerful, yet be an internal reward.

Herzberg noted that the twosets offactors are uni-directional, that is, their effect can be seen in
one direction only. In the absence of maintenancefactors, for example, workers may feel dissatisfied.
There may be more absences, more quits, and moregrievancesin union organisations. But the presence
of these factors does not motivate them. Similarly, in the presence of motivators, workers may feel
motivated but their absence does not make them dissatisfied.

Herzberg admits that the potencyof any ofthe job factors mentioned, as a motivatoror dissatisfier,
is not solely a function of the nature of the factoritself. It is also related to the personality of the
individual who maybeeither a “motivation seeker” or a “maintenance seeker”. A motivation seeker (high
nAch) is motivated primarily by the nature ofthe task and has high tolerance for poor environmental
factors. Maintenance seeker (Jow nAch), on the other hand, is motivated primarily by the natureofhis
environment and tends to avoid motivation opportunities. He is chronically preoccupied anddissatisfied
with maintenance factors surrounding the job. He showslittle interest in the kind and quality of work.

Although an individual’s orientation as a motivation secker or a maintenance seeker is fairly
permanent, it can be influenced by his environment. Thus, in ar environment of achievement,
responsibility, growth, and recognition, a maintenance seeker tends to behave like, and acquires the

values of a motivation seeker. On the other hand, the absence of motivators causes many motivation

seekers to behave like maintenance seekers and to become preoccupied with the maintenance factors

in their environment.
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To a certain extent, Herzberg’s theory also fits in with the earlier discussion of Need
Fig. 15.3 the maintenance factors mainly satisfy physiological, security, social and Sinn, As Shown ;

cs

 

 
 

  

 
 

  

The motivators are directed at some part of esteem, andself-fulfilment needs. teem Nea
‘4,

Maintenance Factors Motivators

Solf-
i fulfilment

Estpom
i
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Social '
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'

Security i

'
Physiological

 
 

Fic. 15.3. Herzberg’s theory and Maslow’s theory compared

Herzberg’s theory has drawn attention to the importanceofintrinsic job satisfaction in work MOtivation,
He deemphasises economic motivation and off-the-job and around-the-job need satisfactions, Accordin
to Herzberg, one important wayto increaseintrinsic job satisfaction is through job enrichment. By‘oh
enrichment is meant the deliberate upgrading of responsibility and challenge in work. Job enrichment
should be distinguished from job enlargement in which a job is madestructurally bigger by adding
other tasks from the horizontal chunk. According to Herzberg, this does not motivate a worker because
the mere increase in the size of his task does not make it more interesting. Job enrichment makes a
job moreinteresting by increasing its planning and controlling contents and reducing its doing content.
This can be accomplished in several ways, such as by:

(a) eliminating a layer of supervision,
(b) increasing worker’s autonomyand authority (e.g., when to start and stop work, when to have a

break, to plan work, to assign priorities, to decide work methods, to solve important problems
independently, and so on),

(c) giving worker a complete natural unit of work. A natural unit of work calls for a variety ofskills

and increases one’s task identity because one can clearly see one’s contribution. Forinstance,

instead of a worker doing a specialised task, then passing it off to another worker for doing

another part of the task, undernatural unit, the worker would be given a complete module of

work to do (job enlargement) and importantly, would be held responsible and accountable forit.

Job enlargement would simplify coordination and would wastelittle time in moving work from

one step to another.
(d) giving direct feedback to the workers without the supervisors coming in b

more happy when they receive comments from the clients directly,and

(e) introducing new and more difficult tasks not previously handled, providing th

the worker’s psychological growth.

The theory has been criticised for a number of reasons. These are as under:

1. The theory is based on a sample of 200 accountants and engineers. Critics ask whether this

limited sample can justify generalising to other occupational groups with different technology,

etween. Workers feel

e opportunity for

————
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kground. For example, job enrichmentis difficult to truly implement where

c refer an old familiar job or their current pattern of social life at work or their

ployee’ ay to any enriched job with increased autonomy and responsibility.
¢

gent bines from the following weaknessesinherentin the critical incident methodology
; utheory §

The

UF"

used by Herzberg: fs

eas

ii hey are* whic wa s, when satisfied, attribute the causes of their feelings to themselves. When they

(i) Pe of d. they attribute their own failures to the causes outside themselves. Therefore,

es di fences are at work when people say they aresatisfied or dissatisfied. |

the €B° “orisation of factors into motivators and hygienes (maintenance) requires not only
(ii) The Oedent’S accuracy andveracity ofself-reports, but also the interpretation ofthe rater

: ryvitiates the results.
-

methodology has the bias of being able to recall only the most recent job conditions

ci 4 feelings. Further, a currently satisfied person whorespondsto his retrospective feelings

a havea Satisfied respondentbias.

mn | and maintenance factors are not wholly uni-directional in their influence. They

3 Nemaril) in one direction, butalso partly in the other direction. For example, in the case

iyeolla workers, maintenance factors such as pay and security may also work as motivators.
0

+, Need for Achievement Theory According to McClelland, the three basic needsthat
cielland ® nd acquire from their culture are: the needforaffiliation (n Aff), the need for power

. ane “need for achievement(n Ach). Each of us develops a dominant bias towards one of
pow) mo ‘the basis of socialisation and past experiences. A person with a high need foraffilia-
pee needs med about the quality of an important personalrelationship. Thus, social relationships

as ne over task accomplishmentfor such a person. A person whohas a high need for power

-ae ‘oi obtaining and exercising power and authority. The person is concemed with influenc-
vad winning arguments. A person who hasa high need for achievement has three distinct
mg
characteristics.

These are:

1, Preference for setting moderately difficult but potentially achievable -_

2, Doing most things himself rather than getting them done by others. He wants to take personal
. responsibility for his success orfailure and does not wantto hold others or chance responsible for

It.

3, Seeking situations where concrete feedback is possible.

  
which ¥  

Me

tio

This theory does not recognise the lower-order needs. A job with the above characteristics goes a
long way to motivate an individual.

Victor Vroom’s Expectancy Theory According to Vroom, underconditionsof free choice, an indi-
vidual is motivated towards that activity which he is most capable of rendering and which he believes
has the highest probability of leading him to his most preferred goal. Following are somebasic concepts
of this theory.

|. First and second-level outcomes There can be variousjob-related goals before an individual, such
4, promotion, increase in salary, recognition, praise, and so on. Theseare second-level outcomes. Each
ile outcome holds some distinct value for the individual. This is called valence. The valence
ioe may be positive, negative orzero.It is positive for an outcome which an individual
tain and “ied (for example, promotion). It is negative for an outcome which he does not want to

is zero for an outcome toward which heis indifferent.
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Each second-level outcome can be achieved in a numberof wa. : . , 8. FPromotion either by leaving the organisation or by absenting hime OF exampleby joining some pressu by attend elf as a show ore Can ayy jo s essure group orby attending a trainin of diseay thie& & programmeor by developin ‘tisfacy,his boss or bybribing somebody or by improving his performance and s - Mima.

|

%level outcomes.
© On. The ;

2. Instrumentality All first-level outcomes do not have equal “probability of lead;to the second-level outcome. The indiv; j ‘ect . Cading the ;. ,.
e individual has his own subjective estimates of these” IMdivig,ranging from -I to +1. These are called instrumentalities, —| indicates a beliefth: Probabiy.,outcomeIs certain withoutthefirst-level outcome; 0 indicates a belief that the se at the Secong),is impossible with thefirst-level outcome, and +1 indicates a belief that t ondweitvel Outen,certain with the first-level outcome.

OtomeThese instrumentalities help in determiningthe valence of eachfirst-level outcomeeachfirst-level outcomeis the summation of all products arrived at by multiplying its ; = Valence ofwith the related valences of the second-level outcomes. ens instrumental3. Expectancy Expectancylike instrumentality is also a probability estimate Which jojvidual’s efforts to first-level outcome. The individual asks himself ‘Can I do it?’ and makesof the probability of making

a

givenfirst-level effort. Being an effort-outcome aSSOCiation .values are always positive, ranging from 0 to 1. renPectancy

he second-leye

the indj.

CStimate

4. Motivation Motivation is a multiplicative function of the valence for each first-leve| Outcome (yand the believed expectancy (E) that a given effort will be followed by a particularfirst-
1.e., M=f(V, X E).

The working ofthe above concepts can be better understood with the help of an example ofa Workerfaced with variousfirst- and second-level outcomes, as shownin Table 15.2.

1level Outcome

Taste 15.2 Working of Victor Vroom’s Motivation Theory

Toes

ee

eaeRyCelt htCl Instrumentality

|

Second-level outcomes VETeae fei VEIT ;
} ,

| aa a}(a) More work Valence = SeGetting promotion oe

10

    

 

 

  

0. (6.4) + (10) + (0.5) = 16.9 ieGetting more salary a
[* 0.1 Getting recognition and 4

praise a
M 0.6 (b) Developing intimacy with 0.6 Getting promotion 8 |

the employer — |
ie Valence = baer Getting more salary _ 0
(Motivation (4.8) + (8.0) + (0.5) = 13.3 0.1 Getting recognition and ‘5
force to praise
perform)

ns

eS 0.5 Getting promotion ; a|

= \ (c) Bribery _—— a
ee 08 Getting more salary, odCee Sset = | ee ee eee ae set - — ~ ne a 5

Valence = Os Getting recognitionand Tay

aeeaaEEeleSas
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hove illustration,the motivation force to put in more work is (16.9) X (0.3) = 5.07, to develop |

In mith the employer is (13.3) X (0.6) = 7.98 and to resort to bribery is (6.0) X (0.8) = 4.8. Thus, it can |
ini redictedthat the worker would be motivated toward developing intimacy with his employer. His
be ion will depend notonly on the valence ofthe first-level outcomebut also on the value ofexpectancy.
mihoug vroom’s theory does notdirectly contribute to techniques of motivating personnel in an

|

igation, it is of value in analysing the process of motivation. The theory tells us that what an |
orga jal d0cs depends on a three-step thought process, First ofaadi ll, he determines the relative importance
afhis v3 scainee th alii recognition, etc. These are the second-level outcomes

chim. He then determines the probability of the organisational goals,i.e. the prescribed standards of
je and behaviour (which are first-level outcomes) leading him to his second level outcome. This

is the instrumentality of thefirst-level outcomes.Finally, he decides whatis his ability to achieve each
grst-level outcome. This is expectancy. The theory thus recognises the differences in motives or needs of

individuals and emphasises the role of individual’s internal Judgements. This can be said to have moved
motivation research in the direction of contingency thinking.

This model has several important implications for a manager. It tells him that to motivate an
individual, it is not enoughto offer him rewards. He mustalso believe that:

|. The outcomeswill be satisfying (Satisfaction)

2. The prescribed effort will lead him to those outcomes (Trust), and

3, He has the ability to putin the prescribed effort (Confidence).

4 .

rious personal goals such as money, security,  

 

—_—_—_—
————

The experience of one manufacturing com
being convinced that by working they will
planned to expandits operation and the m

pany dramatically demonstratesthe importance of people
receive rewards that are important to them. The company
anagement knew that a numberof new supervisors would beneeded. To preparefor the expansion, the company decided to run

a

training programmefor hourlyemployees to pepe them to become supervisors.The programme wasopentoail employeesat no
cost, They were required, however,to attend the programme on their own time. When the programmestaried, managementwas shocked—only three people Participated.Interviews with emplovees whodidnot participate explained the poorparticipation. Manyindicated that they would like to be promoted butdid not feel that attending the programme would help. "Promotion is based on whoyeuknow, not whatyou know", was a commonly expressed opinion.In other words, although promotion was an imporeaiaton factor to manyofthe employees,they did not participate in the training programme becausey did hot believeit would help them get promoted—theyhad negative expectations.    

lo as model, however, operates in those situations only where the employees are rational and
et ¥ calculating and have the freedom to maketheir choices among alternative courses of action
Chaviour, In those situations, where these assumptionsdonotholdtrue, this modelwill not operate

A ’ . ‘ . . :oa Ss Equity Theory* This theory is based on the thesis that a major factor in job motivationormance, and satisfaction is distributive justice®, i.e. the individual’s evaluation ofthe equity or

5
Sta “ 5 : :\ cy Adams, “Toward an understanding of inequity”, Journal ofAbnormal and Social Psychology, Nov. 1963.

Is justice is only one part of organisational justice. The other part is procedural justice
sti Cals with the analysis of faimess and equally followed in reaching a decision. More recently equity theory has been

€d to the analysis of procedural justice as well.

We Must remember that distributive
Which d
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faimess of the reward he orshe is receiving. In this theory, equity is def
individual's job inputs (suchas effort, skill, experience, education and «e ne

, nio
d as a ratj. Ob

rity) and the jopthSets as payor promotion) comparedto the rewards others are receivin ,
2suggests that an individual’s motivation, performance and satisfoci Maejob inputsubjective evaluation of the relationship between his or her effort/reward . x “epend on seratiSonn the effoge

hersinsimik Crema
Ops with; ilar situat »

Ithin them ¢.”
ople try to resolveo

roofersinsintuations Ths, nethe epstheyhh‘id i c y are being paidfortheir efforts with what
receive for theirs. Whenthey feel that inequity exists, a state of tensio a cf
psychologists use the term cognitive dissonance to describe this situati ve
tension by appropriately adjusting their behaviour. A worker who wrod :
underpaid, for example, maytry to reduce the inequity by exerting less effo, that he or she is bes

the other hand(also in a state of tension through perceived inequity) a onOverpaid Workers at
Because individuals differ, their methods of reducing inequity will “iso differ sini “a

resolve the inequity by rationalising that their efforts were greater or lesser than th oe nelviduals Will
them to be, or that the rewards are moreor less valuable. For example, one ore ne-Ny Perceived

a promotion may “decide” that the previously desired job actually involved too On pine > "ceive
Another may removean inequity by quitting the job altogether. Still oth Hen esponsibility

workers with whom they are comparing themselves chan : thers maytry to makethose
a I ge their behaviour. Those work team -

receiving the same pay butexerting less effort, for example, may be persuadedorcoerced j members

harder. Alternatively, high-performance workers may be discouraged in orderto “stop anWorkin

of us look bad”. For managers, equity theory has several implications, the most important of fe rest

that, for many individuals, rewards must be perceived asfair in order to be motivating. The ‘i “ai

widely useit to set pay scales for jobs. OES

Skinner’s Behaviour Modification Theory The theory (also known as Operant’ Conditioning Theo

has developed out of researches done by B.F. Skinner. According to this theory, people behave -

way they do because;in past circumstances, they have learnedthat certain behavioursare associated

with pleasant outcomesandcertain other behaviours are associated with unpleasant outcomes. Because

people generally prefer pleasant outcomes, they are likely to repeat behaviour that they have leamed

will have pleasant consequences. For example, people, in an organisation are likely to obey manager’s

instruction because they have learned at homeandat schoolthat obedience to authority leads to praise

and disobedience leads to punishment. Thus, the frequency of the various kinds of behaviour in the

organisation can be seen as contingent on the immediate consequences ofthese behaviours.

The consequencesthat increase the frequency of a behaviour are positive reinforcement(e.g., praise

or monetary reward) or negative reinforcement (i.e., escape from someaversive situation). An example

of negative reinforcement might be a manager whorequires all subordinates to attend an early morning

staff meeting whenever performance ofthe organisation falls below a certain level. Subordinates would

then work very hard to avoid the unpleasant early morning meetings andstrive for a high level of

performance. The consequencesthat decrease the frequency ofa behaviour are extinction (i.e., ignonng

the behaviour) and punishment(e.g., reprimand,fine, frown, etc.). a

The reason whypositive or negative reinforcementis more effective than punishmentor extinction Ip

inforcement gives the employee a great dealof
increasing the frequency ofa desired behaviouris thatret

——_____. oa . i its

7 An operant can be described as a “class of responses, the subsequent likelihood of which may be modified by !

consequences,”

eeehttps://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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‘on about the desiredbehaviours. Under extinction or punishment the employee only knowsthat iiq(orm he or she is doing is Wrong.It “arTles NO informational content about the desired behaviour,whateverreward or positive reinforcementis being usedto increase the frequencyofa desired behaviourwhen sportant task to be performed by the manager is to identify effective reinforcers through trial 1the firsta is unlike other motivational Approachesin which what employees want—more money

sn aed jobs,is taken as predetermined. Ag soOn as effective reinforcers are identified, thefrequencyof “ i, availability should be determined. Rewards can be administered continuously—every desired
Pane ‘ — aoe 1 ' ’ ‘
tt sour can be reinforced—orthey can be ad n intermittent basis. Normally a manager7

Clary may be complemented every time he typesbegins ©: e letter. Then as the behaviour becomes pe
ac-fre

rmanent, the rewards are gradually tapered off to
orermittent or random basis. Instead of Praising theinte secretary for every error-free letter, the manager“begin skipping now and then. (Also read “Process of Change”in Ch, 19.)a above theory, unlike the other two theories does not require us to understand an individual’ssternal cognitive system, Le. his needs, wants, values and expectations,to predict how he will behave= iven situation. Rather, it is founded upon the observable, that is, the behaviour or responses whicha seen, measured and modified. Dealing with i

 
en

rformance in manyareas.Skinner’s behaviour modification theory is criticised on two grounds. First, it is said that itoveremphasises the importance of extrinsic rewards i eople are better motivatedby intrinsic rewards, Second, It 1s argued thatthe th i
manipulate and control his employee’s behaviour,
we are constantly affecting others’ behaviour wheth
cnticise, or praise, we are reinforcing or punishing
what we are doing and makesure wereinforce th

Systems View of Motivation

adequately stress that human behaviour is multi
relatively complex and difficult to translate int

Systems view of motivationtells a manager
four factors:

The Individual
The Organisation
Job Characteristics
Exogenousvariables

-determined and multi-motivated, Process theo
O actualpractice.
that motivation is the result of interplay ofthe following

ries are

tq.
5 Skinner, B.F., Beyond Freedom and Dignity, (N.Y.: Knopf., 1971).

aul W. Gellerman, Motivation and Productivity, 1970, D.B. Taraporevala, Mumbai.
§
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|
The Individual

To understand what motivates employees we must know something ab i
beliefs. Obviously people differ in these characteristics, and their mi ri a4
example, ‘self-efficacy’, i.c. an individual's belief in his capabilities to suc sasfulhe
The motives of any two individuals with different beliefs in their capabiliti

needs, inte
> tere

; also differ Te ang
Sfully perform a given © fop
€s can neverbe + 3

The Organisation Ne same!

backedbythethreateneduseofpenaltiestendtoproduce legalcomings og ePHS® auhres o produce legal compliance with people’ author;
being at the minimumlevel; those which use system-wide or individual wank a ke pee
motivation, those where the activities carry their own rewards evokeinternalisednbs tloneumen
no additional incentive, and so on. ‘vationthat p

Hawthome experiments haveshown that the climate ofthe organisation also has an importa

determining a worker’s motivation. For example, a football player who may playpoorly for Nt part in

but much better for another because of the change in the context. Similarly, a worker also wer
poorly in one organisation but much better in another because of the changein the humanre, vor

developmentclimate or culture of the organisation, which rests on the following eight val ae

called OCTAPACEvalues: Nes together

e Openness, i.e. willingness to share and receive information.

Confrontation,i.e. willingness to face and solve problems.

Trust, i.e. faith which people have for one another.

Autonomy,i.e. degree of freedom enjoyed by the workers.

Proactivity, i.e. the tendencyto think ahead of the problem.

Authenticity, i.e. people say what they mean and mean what they do.

Collaboration,i.e. people’s tendency to live and work together as cohesive groups.

Experimentation, i.e. the existence of supporting environmentto take risks and innovate.

 
Ce
fal

Peds | 

 Job Characteristics

Job design from the perspective ofjob characteristics rather than from Herzberg’s motivators is another

important determinant of motivation. According to Hackmanandhis associates!', these characteristics

are skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy and feedback.

Skill Variety refers to the extent to which the job requires the employee to draw from a numberof

different skills and abilities. Task identity refers to the extent to which the job is a complete module

of work. Task significance refers to the importance of the task to the pride ofthe employee and :7

organisation. Autonomyrefers to employee’s freedom in making decisions relating to his work schedu :

choice of means to accomplish objectives,etc. Feedbackrefers to objective information about progre

and performance which can come from the job itself or from superiors or an information syste_

Accordingto the authors ofthis work-design modelthe above characteristics create in Maton

following psychological states, which result in a self-perpetuating cycle of positive work mo I

 
man, New York, 1997. veati aur and

sign of Work: Test of a Theory, Organisational Behavi
our10 Bandura, Self-Efficacy: The Exercise of Control, W.H. Free

! Hackman J.R. and Oldham G.R., Motivation Through the De

Human Performance, 1976, pp. 250-279.  
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and for redesigning of jobs showing concem aboutthe impact of work on workers hasThis Sonn as Quality of Work Life (QWL).
come to

progenous Va

rker’s life is not divided into two watertight compartments, one inside the organisation and theA WOTKE
tside it. The two are closely boundtogetherso that the trouble and joys of the job life cannotother asde when reporting for work, nor can organisation matters be

ee Both on-the-job and off-theafter work

Among those lookingto the Japanese modelfor answers to the motivation and production problems has
been William G. Ouchi, whosaysthat the key to increased productivity lies in the various characteristics
of Japanese business organisations. He names these characteristi
characteristics give a quick but comprehensive view of the subjec

department to another.
Slow Promotions on the Basis of Seniority.
Down-up Decision Making Called Ringi System.

- Employmentof Quality Circles.
. Concern for Young Workers Seniorsact as “godfathers” with almost paternalistic concern forworkers’ personal problems.
- Equality Common uniform, can
and low wageratio betweenthe t

- No Industry-wide Unions
harmoniousrelations betwee
Genuine Meritocracy.

- Performance-
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aL
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|Job Characteristics Critical PsychologicalStates

ie)i
|

Variety ofskill
HyIdentity of the task Meaningfulness of the work |

4

}
Significance of the task

Autonomy —————————> Responsibility for work outcomes |
Feedback —-———————» Knowledgeofresults from work activities

riables  ee
_

—
—
—
E
E
E

dropped when retuming home |
-job lives play a Strong motivationalrole. R |

japanese Model of Motivation-Theory Z |

cs as Theory Z. The following ten
t:

Collective Responsibility Performance is viewed overwhelmingly as group performance andan individual’s contributions are neverisolated for praise or for blame becauseit is consideredinimical to group harmony. Emphasis on group responsibility eliminates intra-grouprivalry.
. Non-specialised Career Paths Thereare no function
system of continuoustrainingin all

teens, parking and work placesforall categories of employeesop and the bottom foster employee equality.
There are only company-wide unionswith no outsiders. This createsn management and worker’s,

focused Lifetime (Continuous) Training
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Motivation of Workers in a Host Country

An expatriate manager whowishes to motivate workers in a host country must upgradehig k
of native needs and cultural idiosyncrasies. [In some countries motivation may need to be Wedog

in terms of money, in some others in terms of safety and security, and so on, Motivators rey te

be appropriate in an advanced country may not be workable in a less-developed country, Ich Would

JOB SATISFACTION mos

In the most general sense, job satisfaction is a pleasurable or positive emotional state or feelin
individual which occurs when he finds his various job aspects and job experiences meeting hie Of an

and values. It is thus a specific sub-set of attitudes held by anindividual and is different fromws
motivation that is concerned with the behaviours that occur on the job. work

There are three major theories of job satisfaction, viz. (a) Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene the
(b) need-fulfilment theory, and (c) social reference group theory. Herzberg’s theory has already bee
discussedin a preceding section. Under the need-fulfilmenttheory,it is believed that a personis Satisted
if he gets what he wants and the more he wants something, or the more importantit is to him '
more satisfied he is whenhe gets it and the more dissatisfied he is when he does notgetit. The soci
reference-group theory is similar to the need-fulfilment theory, except that it takes into accountnot the
desires, needs and interests of the given individual, but rather the point of view andopinionsofthe

groups to whom the individual looks for guidance. Such groups are defined as the ‘reference-groups’
for the individualin that they define the way in which he should look at the world and evaluate various
phenomenain the environment(including himself). It would be predicted, accordingtothis theory, thatif
a job, meetstheinterest, desires and requirements ofa person’s reference group,hewill likeit, andifit
does not, he will notlike it. A good example ofthis theory has been given by C.L. Hulin.!? He measured
the effects of community characteristics on job satisfaction of female clerical workers employed in
300 different catalogue order offices. He found that with job conditions held constant, job satisfaction
was less amongpersonsliving in a well-to-do neighbourhood than among those whoseneighbourhood
was poor. Hulin thus provides strong evidence that such frames of reference for evaluation may be

provided by one’s social group and general social environment. However,it is obvious that the theory

is an incomplete explanation, since while some people may go along with group opinions and group

evaluation of organisational phenomena, manypeople are independentof these pressures.

In summary, the three theories reveal that

1. job satisfaction is a function of, or is positively related to, the degree to which the various

motivators or satisfiers are present in the job situation;

2. job satisfaction is a function of, or is positively related to, the degree to which one’s personal

needsare fulfilled in the job situation; and ,
3. job satisfaction is a function of, or is positively related to, the degree to which the characteristics

of the job meet with the approval andthe desires of the groups to which the individuallooks for

guidance in evaluating the world and defining socialreality.

 

12 = . ’
C.L. Hulin, “Effects of community characteristics on measuresofjob satisfaction”, Journal ofApplied Psychology, 1966,

50, 185-192,
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tes of Job Satisfaction Ai
rela _cor to AbrahamA. Korman,"? there are two t |
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ypes of correlates of job satisfact; :Accoental effects, and (b) personalvariables, sen Tse a
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pavironmental Effects |
veupational level ine higher the level of the job, the greater the satisfaction of the individual.. .< jg because higher level jobs carry greater prestige and self-control, This relationship between i* sions level and job satisfaction stems from the social reference-group theory in that our societyoe come jobs more than others. Hence, people in valued jobs will like them more than those whonon-valued jobs. The relationship may also stem from the need-fulfilment theory. People in

are in lowerlevel ones. There is less
‘ her level jobs find mostoftheir needssatisfied than when theyhi ae as7arity between whatsatisfaction these people (in higherlevel jobs) expect and what theyrealise.

> Job content The greater the variation in job content and the less the Tepetitiveness with which the-s must be performed,the greater the satisfaction ofthe individuals involved. Since the job content,

in terms of variety and nature of tasks called for, is a function ofthe occupationallevel, the theoretical
arguments given above apply here also.

3, Considerate leadership Peoplelike to betreated with consideration. Hencé eo” ; e considerate leadership
results in higher job satisfaction than inconsiderate leadership.

4, Pay andpromotional opportunities Allother things being equal, these two variablesare positively
related to job satisfaction. An explanation forthis findinglies in both the theories discussed above.

5, Interaction and the work group Here the question is: whenis interaction and the work group a
source ofjob satisfaction and whenisit not? Interaction is mostsatisfying when

(i) it results in the cognition that the other person’s attitudes are similar to one’s own, since this
permits the ready calculability of the other’s behaviour andconstitutes a validation of one’sself:

(ii) it results in being accepted by others;

(iii) it facilitates the achievementof goals.

Personal Variables

For some people, it appears that most jobs will be dissatisfying, irrespective of the organisational
conditions involved, whereas for others, most jobs will be satisfying. Personal variables like age,
educationallevel, sex, etc. are responsible for this difference.

|. Age Most of the evidence onthe relation between age andjob satisfaction, holding such factors
as occupational level constant, seemsto indicate that there is generally a positive relationship between
the two variables up to the pre-retirement years and thenthereis a sharp decline. An individual aspires
for better and moreprestigious jobsin thelater years ofhislife.

2. Educational level With occupational level held constant, there is a-negative relationship between

the educational level and job satisfaction. The higher the education, the higher the reference group
whichthe individual looks to for guidanceto evaluate his job rewards.

es

"AK. Korman, Organisational Behaviour (New Delhi: Prentice-Hall, 1978).
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3. Sex There is as yet no consistent evidence as to whether womthan men, holding such factors as job and occupational level con ian "5 note Satisfied With
case, considering the generally lower occupational aspiration ofwalt nine might Predict thi orbSomeother correlates ofjob satisfaction, which have been fj idin, metworkers, are as under: nen found in the studies relating

e Ease of commuting to work,
”

Working hours,
Companyprestige,
Recognition,
Autonomy, and
Fair evaluation of work.

Relationship between Job Satisfaction and Productivity Experiments h
very little positive relationship between job satisfaction and job performanc er
Vroom,'* in his review of literature has shownthat there is a median cortelatio,
satisfaction and performance, whichhas little theoretical or practical imipfortsines This j
two are causedby different factors. Job satisfaction is closely affected by the amount v8 Because the
an individual derives from his job, while his level of performanceiscloselytadWhich

shown that. there ;an individual, Vie

of only 0.14 bety r

attainment ofrewards. An individualis satisfied with his job to the extent that his job pro ae
with what he desires, and he performseffectively in his job to the extent that effectivepert neTManceleads to the attainment of what he desires. This meansthat instead of maximising satisfacti
ally, an organisation should be more concerned about maximising the positive relationshi i"=

performance and reward.It should be ensured that the poor performers do not get more scyanioaee
the good performers. Thus, when a better performer gets more rewards, he will naturally fee] hon
satisfied. This approach, we must remember,is quite different from the usual human relations Sad
of trying to maximise satisfaction generally.

 

ORGANISATIONAIN COMMITMENT

The term “organisational commitment”is an attitude reflecting the employees’ loyalty to their organisation.

It is measured in termsoftheir desire to stay with the organisation,their willingness to exert highlevels

of effort on behalf of the organisation andtheir beliefin the needs,priorities and goalsofthe organisation.

The employees’ organisational commitmentis determined by a number of personal(such as age,

tenure in the organisation, positive or negative disposition) and organisational (such as job design,

leadership style, opportunity of career advancement) variables.

Asin the case ofjob satisfaction, there are mixed outcomes oforganisational commitment. Whereas

some studies show thatthere is a positive relationship between organisational commitmentand desirable

outcomes,such as high performance, low turnoverandlow absenteeism, others do not showthis relationship.

Yet, most researchers agreethatin the contextofpresent-dayfocus on team work, empowermentandflatter

organisations, organisational comm:'tment is a somewhatbetterpredictor ofdesirable outcomea

thanjob satisfaction, and thus deserves management’ attention. But, in the face of many slit

forces (suchas the fear of downsizing,loss ofjob security, overwhelming changein technology,stress ¢

 

'V.H. Vroom, Work and Motivation (NY: Wiley, 1964).
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Direction and Supervision :rk, and so on) whichare acting againstthe0 i}employees’ ‘sat; ‘ ; .|wer ereaseit, is not easy. Dessler'> suggests the followingpoevSmmilment, management's“apy 10 " it to people-first values,

|
rl and communicate your mission and ideology.Gueteeetmeoct," "Eee woay communication and1 create a sense ofcommunity; emphasise team work,: support employee development; commit to actualising; Provide job challenge: empower; promote

~ from within.
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     Morale refers to theattitudes of a group of employees towards job!6-Itis thus a £Toup conceptalthou [|

some writers useit to describe the basic feelings of an individualin relation to hisj . |

that describes the attitudes of the employeesthe company, working conditions, fellow
attitudes of the collective body. In other words,it is the composit

1 |
attitudes of the employees making upthe group. Attitude is a Predisposition to respond,positively ft
or negatively, to different aspects of the job. A greater presence of Positive attitudes indicates high 3
morale while a greater presence of negative attitudes indicates low morale. There are certain indices
to measure the height or depth of morale. These are resignations, accidents, sickness, absenteeism,ices give low readings and the group

sees only frustration beforeit. No
in all circumstances,

= e. So = E 2 °o 3 @

Supportive climate and le»PP adership at work, ‘motivation’ has becometheSignificantly different froMm jobsatisfaction under the custodial theory.

Relationship between Morale and Productivity
Thereis a definit€ relationship between morale and productivity. Low morale can never result in high
Production for a long period.It will manifest itself in low production, sooner or later, depending upon———__

i
* Gary Dessler, “Howi to Eam Your Employees’ Commitment, “Academy ofManagement Executive, Vol. 13, No.2, 1999.Robert Dubin, The World of Work, Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 1958.   
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the nature of work. WI i» Where the work involves the totmuch . aves otal man (for exaore more rapidly to decreased productivity. A scientist who feels mee R&D), low ra
rus manager will rapidly become unproductive. But wl esentment toward hi © will |

(e.g., machine-paced work whi r Where the work doesnot j MS Otganisais!- aI paced w ork which usually employs only a part of a man’ not involye the t "Satin
=ms be required before the adverse effect of low morale will manifesttes) a longer peno Ne production, increased grievances andsimilar developments aid fir elf in the form oneigh morale may or may notresult in high production, depe dit inally in lower Perf “eg

as shownbelow. y “Pencing upon the kind of hightee
1. P, j is ki i; steunismorale Thiskind of moralerepresentsa situation where most of ¢,

Pe re a eirtime and energiesin satisfying their personal objectives unrelateda em
goals. The result is happy employees with good morale but unhappy managers with , the Ompany)

0 ,w Production2. Production-oriented morale This kis kind of morale represents a situati: ein: ation ‘identity betweenthe individual and the organisation goals and, therefore Hothhe mr is
employees work together on common production goals. Theresult is that both th
There is high morale and high production. °

Ployegs ar

Omp]

employers anq the
Parties are happy

Building Company Morale

Morale-building is not a simple process, ora set of easy, clearcut steps. There are numer
and contradictory causes ofvariations in people’s attitudes. Events that evoke pleasant feelin oi
employee may have just the opposite effect on the other. Thus, any morale building sosanalon
not lose sight of the fact that policies which may have a positive effect on one person can hav yh
the opposite effect on another, and that the samepolicies may affect the same person in differentway
at different times or places.

Basically the following factors are essential for maintaining a high morale in a work group:

1. The members ofthe group must have a commongoal.

2. The members mustregard the goal as worthwhile.

3. The members of the group mustfeel that the goal can be reached.

4. Top management mustbe guided by good management principles. These are as under:

(a) Opportunity for employees to play their preferred roles; (b) appointment offair, sympathetic

and trustworthy persons as immediate supervisors; (c) effective two-way communication to shape the

attitude of employees towards their managementand toserve as adequate grievance channels, and

(d) avoidance of meaningless and ambiguouscontrols. a

Morale building techniques can be broadly classified into (a) group techniques, and (b) individual

techniques. In designing a group technique, the average manis taken as the guiding factor. There isa

stress on conformity. Examples of group techniquesare: salary scales based on area practices, ay

rights, retirement plans, improvement of physical facilities, etc. Individual techniques area

to the unique feelings of each employee. These techniques are more expensive. Examples i ues

techniquesare: job placement, job training, job rotation, personnel counselling,etc. Both the techniq

are supplementary to each other and can be used simultaneously. ies

The typical method of securing morale informationis to conduct morale survey. ItTeamr

morale conscious and provides workers an emotional release, a chance to get things 0
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2. Maintaining consistency, faimess, forewarning, promptness and privacy in discip)
Ipling Th;

, Alsau’

~
Sy

the Hot Stove Rule so named by Douglas McGregor. He drawsan analogy betwe

discipline and touching a hot stove. He says that when a person touchesa hot stove Maintain;

waming, the bum is immediate, impersonal, consistent and commensuratewith the : It Bives bit

the touch continued. The same should be with discipline. The disciplinary process Ength o tn

immediatelyafter the violation is noticed. It must give a clear warning that so much Shoulg bep:

be imposed for a given offence. The same kind of punishment should be cansiseni Ww

for the same offence regardless of status difference, and, it should be Girisenen Y im

gravity ofthe offence. Every supervisor newly promoted from the ranks has to jen With tp,

his subordinates overnight. He has to berate for poor work, discuss salaries, even Aue Wi

He cannot do this if he continues to cherish his old friendships with the people und Te Deople

his ability to manage. Therefore, he must makethe break redial ft

uly

compromises thereby

snaps the cord too fast, he will trigger resentment.

Doing environmental engineering, i.€. rearranging the features of the environment so th
at the

stimulus situation does not evoke the undesired response. Skinnertells the story of a m
anage,

who had a traffic problem caused by women hurrying downthe corridoras soon as the

the work day was signalled. The manager solved the problem byplacing wall mirrors sas of

corridor. The stimulussituation that had evoked stampeding downthe hall way transformeda0
INto

one which encouraged a moreleisurely and orderly walk-and-stop sequence.

Emphasising praise over punishment. According to Etzioni'’ punishment or coercivepoy,

alienates most people. Praise and recognition or normativepower generate commitment. Mater

rewards or utilitarian power generates a calculative involvement.

Preferring general supervision to close supervision. The operation is closely supervised when the

supervisor freauently observes it and makes suggestions to the worker. The supervisorin such

situations acts much like a backseat driver who calls attention to things the driver has already

observed. Such interruptions have adverse effects on the subordinate’s cooperative attitude.

Keeping close track of grievances and redressing them with objectivity and empathy.

Showing confidence in the integrity, ability and motivation of subordinates, rather than suspicion

and distrust.

Planning and scheduling the work to be done, training the subordinates, supplying them with

material andtools,etc.

Enhancing pro-social/organisational citizenship behaviours (OCBs) of subordinates. These are

’) not directly or explicitly recognised
behaviours which are discretionary (beyondthe “call of duty’

s of such behaviours are: altruism (e.g., helping

, civic virtueby the formal reward system. Some example

cut when a coworkerisill), conscientiousness(e.g., staying late to finish a project)

(voluntarily representing the organisation in a community programme), sportsmanship(€.8., sharing

failure of a team project that would have been successful by following the member’s advice),and

courtesy (e.g., being understanding and empathetic even when provoked). The OCBsshould te

for their own sake and not for impression management.

There are, however, two conditions necessary for the supervisor’s success:

ey see thingsth!
(a) He should be perceived asfair and supportive by the subordinates. It is how th

counts, not the objective reality, and

 

I Kmcn 3 ects
Amitai Etzioni, Modern Organisations, Prentice-Hall of India (Private) Ltd, New Delhi, 1965.
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pave sufficient influence with his own superior to be able to affect the latter's decisions.yst
pordinates knowthat their boss is able to represent their ‘needs’ upward with a faireS success,they are inclined to follow his lead,re ~

Hem
when

we eabove suggestions have been examined more fully in leadership theories in Chapter 17.col

(y)

Som

  a >» Summary
t the basic functions of managementis direction. Directionlion to guide the performance of subordinates towards themoti

ig, important requirements for effective direction are: harmonyof objectives, unity of command,ved supervision, efficient communication and follow-up.iv

meansthe use of leadership and
achievementof the organisation’s

Giving orders is the commonest techniqueof direction. So
. acceptability, clearness and completeness andfollowi
pes of orders: command, request and implied order, E
Motivation is an extremely significant subject for man
cthers. important characteristics of motives are: indivi
dividual himself is unaware of his motives, motives ch
and multiple motives make the choice of goals diffic
Views about the nature of motivation have cha

me characteristics of good ordersare: feasibil-
ng the chain of command. There can be three
ach order can be either verbalor in writing.
agers since managers get work done through
duals differ in their motives; sometimesthe in-
ange; motives are varied; motives are complex
ult for an individual.

nged from the early monistic model, which suggested
s to the pluralistic model which recognises four groupsof variables affecting the motivation of an individual: individual characteristics, job characteristics,organisational characteristics and external environment,

Among important writers on motivation are Maslow, Alderfer, Herzberg, McClelland, Vroom, Adamand Skinner. Maslow theorised that individuals are motivated to fulfil a hierarchy of needs, with theneed for self-actualisation at the top. Alderfer condensed Maslow’sfive levels into three, Herzbergdeveloped a “two-factor” approach to work-motivation in which motivation was attributed to factorsrelated to the job content. Job context factors only placate workers. McClelland found that the threeimportant human needs are: need for achievement, need for affiliation and needfor power. Need forachievementis most closely associated with successful performancein the work place. According toVroom, people’s actions are based ontheir two types of expectations: Their expectation to performif they expend the effort and their expectation to get what they wantif they perform. According toAdam a major factor in job motivation is the individual's evaluation of the equity or fairness of thereward heis receiving. According to Skinner employees’ behaviour can be changed by managingthe consequencesthatfollow it.
According to William G. Ouchi, the secret of motivation liUsiness organisations such aslifetime employment, collectivplans, holistic concern and commitment, company-wide unihe calls these characteristics “Theory 2”,

es in certain characteristics of Japanese
e decision-making, non-specialised career
ons and harmoniousrelations. Collectively,

At present, no agreed upon overall theory of motivation exists.
The term ‘job satisfaction’ refers to an employee's generalattitude towardshis job. There are threemajor theories of job satisfaction namely, (a) Herzberg’s motivation-hygiene theory; (b) need fulfilment theory; and (c} social reference-group theory. Two typesof variables which determine the jobsatisfaction of an individual are (a) organisational variables, and (b) personal variables.
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mF Morale describes the collective attitude of employees towardsall aspects of thei

ferent from job satisfaction whichis the picture of an individual's attitude. Th oir work, It is th
A €re js No direc Uy dit

relationship between morale and productivity. Low morale can neverresult in hi
in igher Product; “Oys,IOn

long period. High morale may or may not result in high production. Morale buildin

broadly classified into (a) group techniques in which the average manis taken ee

and (b) individual techniquesin which the unique feelings of each employee are eeeng

There are a numberof factors which determine an individual's loyalty (called "commitme

organisation,

first-level supervisor. He is a “key person”, "person in the middle”, “behaviouralspecialist

person” and “another worker”. These roles involve atleast ten different functions

Motivation It is the process which influences

the arousal, direction and maintenance of goal

directed behaviour.

Self-actualisation Need This is the need to

grow,to feelfulfilled, to realise one’s potential.

Job Satisfiers According to Herzberg,these

are motivating factors related to the nature of

work (job content). These include achievement,

recognition, work itself, responsibility and

advancement.

Job Dissatisfiers According to Herzberg,

these are dissatisfying factors related to the

organisation's environment (job context) in which

the work is being done. These include company

policy, supervision, working conditions, working

relationships, status, salary and security.

Job Enlargement Underthis technique,the

scope of the worker's job is increased by

combining various tasks from the horizontalslice

@Review Questions

1. Define motivation. Describe its characteristics.

2. Explain Maslow’s Need-Hierarchy theory. How does it com

3. “Motivation is the core of management.” Discuss. What can manage

in an industrial organisation?

Though “giving directions” is an important feature of superior-subordinate relationshi

of hierarchy, it is no where so prominentas at the first level. There are five facets of i at ?

Ue qques "

COunt of’

level

“ow F the

+ Marging|

“oo

of an organisationalunit, thereby giving him
more operations to perform.

Job Enrichment Underthi
of the job is increased airing me deptg various
tasks from the vertical slice of the organisational
unit, thereby increasing the worker's control over

his job.

Organisational Commitment This is an

employee’s attitude reflecting his loyalty to his

organisation.

OrganisationalCitizenship Behaviours

(OCB) These are behaviours which are

discretionary (beyond the “call of duty") not

directly or explicitly recognised bythe formal

reward system.

OCTAPACE Values These are eightcultural

values which constitute human resource

developmentclimate.

pare with the Two-Factor Theory?

ment do to motivate the sta
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- meant by morale? Howis it related to productivity?What IS ™ roductivity move togetherlike the east and the west sides of an elevator.”

 wforale " satwiei motivation and morale. How is mopistingympliance of an order be ensured?
; Hey at the difference between(a) Positive

, pon

Comment.
| |

i |rale related to productivity?

D
n

and negative reinforcers and (b) Intrinsic and extrinsic |
rewares.o's Expectancy Theory.

ii En es motivation of managers differ from that of t
|How fave been done on motivation of managersin |

which job satisfaction? Whatareits correlates?
he - Skinner’s Behaviour Modification theory. |; eect the main characteristics of Z theory of motivation,

itA ai short notes on: | |(a) Requirements of effective direction

(b) McClelland’s Achievement Theory
(c) Adam’s Equity Theory .

(d) Role ofthe first-level supervisor
(e) Hot Stove Rule

(f) OCTAPACE Values

_ Enumerate the functions of a first-
effective?

_ Match the following:
(a) Requirementof effective direction
(b) Need Hierarchy Theory
(c) Two-factor Theory
(d) Adam’s Equity Theory
(e) Victor Vroom’s Theory
(f) Skinner’s Behaviour Modification Theory
(g) Z theory of motivation (vii) Outcomeand valence(h) First-level supervisor (viii) Behavioural specialist[(a) (i); (b) (v), (©) (vi), () (ii), (e) (vii), (f) (iii), (g) (iv), (h) (viii)]17. Choose the correct word
(a) A high rate of personnel tumover and a lowlevel of job commitment would betypicalwhen motivational factors are represented to a extent and maintenance factorsare represented to a extent.
(b) The situation in which there is a hi

over problem exists, would typical
maintenance factors are

(c) A stable workforce with low job commitment would result wh
and maintenancefactors are .

(d) A stable workforce with high job commitmentis
and maintenancefactors are .

[(a) Low; Low, (b) High; Low, (c) Low; High, (d) High; High]18. “Multiple motivations makethe choiceofgoals difficult for an individual.” Explain.19. Describe systems view of motivation.

he operatives? Describe some researches
ndia,

=
r
o

 

— u
n level supervisor. How can this supervision be made more

a

(i) Unity of command
(ii) Job inputs and rewards
(iii) Reinforcement of Behaviour
(iv) Ringi system
(v) High order needs
(vi) Critical incident methodology

gh amountofinterest in the job, but a persistent tum-
ly result when motivational factors are and

€n motivationalfactors are

 

typical when motivational factors are

 tlir
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Pyojeck

|. The purpose of this exerci

following are the steps to ll

7

Step 1 The teacher introduces the exercise through a short description of the systems

tive of motiv
neans that the entire set or system, of forces operating on the al _

must be consi he employee’s motivation can be adequately understood ThePye
oe Ss

consists of three vari al characteristics, job characteristics and worksituation C¢ f.

acteristics.

Step 2 The teacher then distributes among
studen

individually within 30 minutes:

sc is to reflect on the factors that motivate individuals to y |
Ork, Th

nplement this exercise.

ation which
t

dered before t

ables: individu

ts the following form to befilled up by 4,
em

vational process in organisational settings

Variables affecting the moti

ARESUe

 

  

  

 

  

Wordsituation characteristics

   

“Individual characteristics

| (eg., interests and needs) (e.g., autonomy : (6.4), supervision)

L. 1.
1.

1

Lil 2
ke

2 Z |

3 RR es a

A 4 aeenue

Step3 After the individuals have completed writing, the teacher asks them to form i

groupsof4 to 5 persons to share their lists and then prepare group reports for each han

|nayThe group reports may bepresented to the total group for discus wee

ep4 The teacher mayfinally prepare a summary by categorizing various characteristi te

according to Herzberg’s or Maslow’s theories of motivation. creristies, ete

- .
Cases |

1. Motivation Concepts |

As part of the ¢
. ompany mana

functional
gement development pro

of such teowleknee severalclass sessions 2 a study‘of a group of managersfrom various

edge to the ma ' ee y of motivation theo

the organisation. Oneof the Magers responsibility for directing andcontrolli is ne een

sor in the production de eee in the programmeis AshokJai ho © Ope

; ar
ain

otervation ‘Motivation ‘heorom er about a year. During the discussion- sssion Hen ; ate

°PPlY these concepts in yobs sense in general, but there is reall srestona ma em

9D security and wage scale th situation. After all, our shop emp! oye Sppenunly for mm

$ that are negotiated which aienol iiidart Me unionised ae |
er my control.’ The study
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Direction and Supervision raqTy

is has given me some ideas about how to get my children to do their chores and
“ation on but it has not given me anything | can use onthe job. Furthermore, in a working
a pomeO™  dealing with adults, andit seems to me this reward and punishment thing smacks

"
' '

mf ‘i orpipulation that just won't go over with people.”
s! m

sone

gsion questions
; sat respect i Jain correct in his comment about not having any opportunity to apply
tn ion conceptsin his job situation?

tiv .

Nhe! types of motivatorsfor effective performance may Jain be overlooking?
2. what do YOU think about his concern thatthe application of motivational concepts leadsto
5. he manipulation of people?

) supervisor's Functions

ree months, tension has been building between two employees, Baldev and Ranga, who

a to be under the direction of the same supervisor. Apparently, Baldev is quite resentful of

promotion into o position which thelatter feels he deserves. On two occasions there were

confrontations between the two in front of other employees. After the second confrontation, the

supervisor informs both of them that unless they resolve the problems betweenthem,there will be

serious consequences. Two weekslater, Ranga comesto the supervisor demanding that he does

something about thesituation. During the course of the conversation, Ranga begins to blame the

supervisor for his lack of leadership in intervening in the conflict. Ranga feels thatit is the supervi-

rs responsibility to assist employeesin difficult situations; he demands some action immediately,

ot he will go to ‘higher levels’. How would you react as a supervisor?

for th
happe
Ronga's

4, Search for Motivators

Mr Alok Banerjee is the chief executive of a medium-sized pharmaceutical firm in Calcutta. He

holds a PhD in pharmacy. However, he has not been involved in research and developmentof
new products for two decades. Though turnover is not a problem for the company, Mr Banerjee
and his senior colleagues noticed that the workers on hourly basis are not working up to their
full potential. It is a well-known fact that they filled their days with unnecessary and unproductive
activities and worked only for sake of a pay cheque. In the recent past, the situation has
become quite alarming as the organisation began to crumble under the weight of uneconomical
effort. The situation demanded immediate managerial attention and prompt remedial measures.
Mr Banerjee knew very well that the only way to progress and prosperis to motivate workers to

peak performance through various incentive plans.
One fine morning, Mr Banerjee contacted the Personnel Manager and enquired: “Whatis the

problem with the workers on hourly basis? The wagebill shows that we pay them the highest in
the industry. Our working conditions are fine. Our fringe benefits are excellent. Still these workers
ore not motivated. What do they require really?” The Personnel Manager gave the following reply:

“| have already informed you a numberoftimes, that money, working conditions and benefits
ore not enough. Other things are equally important, One of the workers in that group recently
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ave me a clue as to why more and more workers are joining the ‘bandwagonofnon-performer.’

He felt bad that hard work and efficiency go unnoticed and unrewardedin our organisation a

promotions and benefits plans are tied to length of service. Even the lazy workers, accordi Ur

enjoyall the benefits in the organisation, which, in fact, according to the workers, should go ato

those who work hard. “Mr. Banerjee then wanted the Personnel Managerto lookinto the probs to

more closely and find out a solution to the problems of workers on hourly basis.” i

Explain the motivational problem in this case by relating it to Herzberg’s theory.
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Communication

 
D> LEARNING OBJECTIVES

This chapter will enable the readerto:
e Describe the importance and purposes of communication
e Discuss the flows and forms of formal communication

Identify the informal communication called grapevine
Describe the communication process
Explain the barriers to communication
Examinethe principles ofeffective communication
Explain the meaning and characteristics of communication network
Describe the checks on in-plant communication
Relate the communication in Indian industries

|

, WH. Newman and C.E. Summer, The Process ofManagement (New Delhi: Prentice-Hal l, 1965), p. 179,LA. Allen, Management and Organisation (N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1958), p. 144.
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confusion, chaos and organisational inefficiency, leading to non-fulfilment of bys;

communication is not merely transmission of information from one person to noth Oals, Ip

interpretation and understanding of the inf i i ; anothe Lai
¢ info ; T bu 0

8 ormation. It is not to get something offthe talso os
es

0

rans : ; 0

transmitting it, but to get something info the mind andactions of the person mealsoOfthe Tee
‘ i

IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION

 

  

 

The classicists ignored the importance of communication, for they believed that a busi
’ . 7 7 . ‘ 1

a technical and formal structure, However, after the thirties, as a result of the Hawthorne
mac . cP e a . a ‘ . . 0

it was realised for the first time that every organisation structure is a social Prien|
i

unit Was On

CXPcrimen y

interactions of people working at different levels and proper communication amongth nvolving .
essa

for achieving the goals ofthe organisation. It is the basis to an organisation’s existence fj
of the organisationon throughits continuing life. When communicationstops, organised pa

* . in . U . ' a . ; a i

to an end. Barnard? has called communication the foundation of cooperative group activity.ity,

PURPOSES|OF COMMUNICATION

Some important purposes which communication serves are as under:

1. Communication is needed in the recruitmentprocess to persuade potential employeesofthe meri
. :

e

of working for the enterprise. The recruits are told about the company’s organisation sirubtere

its policies and practices.

Communication is needed in the area of orientation to make people acquainted with peers
’

superiors and with company’s rules and regulations.

3. Communication is needed to enable employees to performtheirfunctions effectively. Employees

need to knowtheir job’s relationship and importance to the overall operation. This knowledge

makesit easy for themto identify with the organisational mission.If a nurse in a hospital knows

why she is to follow certain procedures with a patient and how this relates to the total therapy

programmefor him,it is mucheasierfor her to develop an ideological commitmentto the hospital.

4. Communication is needed to acquaint the subordinates with the evaluation oftheir contribution

to enterprise activity. It is a matter of some motivational importancefor the subordinates to know

from their superior how they stand and what the future may hold for them. This appraisal,if

intelligently carried out, boosts the subordinates’ morale and helps them in building their career.

5, Communication is needed to teach employees about personalsafety on the job. Thisis essentialto

reduce accidents, to lower compensation and legal costs and to decrease recruitment andtraining

cost for replacements.

6. Communication is of vital importance in projecting the image 0

The amount of support which an enterprise receives from its social environment1s affected by

the information whichelite groups and the wider public have acquired aboutits goals,activities

and accomplishments. During the 1982 blowout at Bombay High, ONGC took care to keep .

country informed aboutthe steps that were being taken to combat the crisis. Contrast this W!

Union Carbide which did nothing to refurbish its image after the Bhopal Gasleak.

n Comes

i)

f an enterprise in the society.

Mass Harvard University Press, 1938

} Chester I, Barmmard, The Functions of the Executive, Cambridge,
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Communicationis an effective wayto bui

 

}
Communication ay

ication helps the managerin his decision process, There is a spate of varied informationCommunic an enterprise. The manager must make a choice of useful and essential informationreduce’ itd reach him. The important question before him is ‘what do I need to know?’It shouldwhicered that no two successive managersofthe same plant will give the same answerto
a, uestion. ; -_ ; 4

:
this 4 unication helps in achieving coordination, In a large organisation, working on the basis ofNe of labour and specialisation, there ig need for coordination among its component parts.STSE be achieved only through communication. A good communication system is the basisval interdependentactivities which wefind being carried outin different departments of an
vrganisatiOn By providing information to eorg achunit aboutthe relevantactivities of others, a goodsystemof communication makesthe interdependenceof cach unit acceptableto it. In the absenceof communication, no unit would tolerate this interdependence. This will make coordinationdifficult. In the words of March and Simon, “The

greaterthe efficiency of communication withinthe organisation, the greater the tolerance ofa unit for interdependence,”
mployees’ perception ofvelops mutual understanding, cooperation and goodwillbetween them and the management.

 
Organisations (N.Y.: John Wiley & Sons, 1958), p. 162.
e Communication (Homewood,III: Richard D.Irwin, 1961), p. 3.

 

,
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| Downward Communications
* .

Communications whichflowfrom superiors to the subordinates are known as downwardc,,

| These communications are the medium through which the superior: mmcatey

directs the efforts of his subordinates,l.

2. communicates the rationale for the job;

3. defines the relation of the job with the goals of the organisation and ofother Sub-group.

4. tells the subordinates whatis expected of them, what resourcesare available, how, well é
ee
“S tre

|

doing, etc.; and

5. administers reward and punishment.

Besides the now universal application of communication technology such as e-maij there

several media of downward communication such as written orders, poster and bulletin boards on be

periodicals and handbooks, information racks, loudspeakers, grapevine, annualreports, group May

“tingsand the labour union.

In Japan, the media extensively used for downward communication are KANBAN and Morn
Motning

Meetings. Kanban meansdisplay of information through signboards, charts, graphs, etc, 14,
meetings of workers are held before the start of the day’s work and during tea-breaks generally#7

to 10 minutes. In these meetings the supervisorfirst addresses the group. He then discusses the a5

task, its distribution and the resources required for its completion. After the supervisor’s addre "
senior workman addresses the grouptelling about the quality related problems ofthe previous ie
output and measures for avoiding the same. During these meetings workers are also allowed to oive
suggestions, raise grievances and do mutual leave planning with the help of the supervisor.

Upward Communications

Communications which flow from the subordinates to superiors are called upward communications
These communications generally act as a feedback. They enable the management to know how for
downward communications have been understood and carried out. They also help the managementtp
knowthe grievances or suggestions ofthe subordinates and the way in which the managementis seen
by the subordinates.

There can be several media of upward communication, such as face-to-face contacts, group meetings,
grievance procedure,use ofgripe boxes, opinion surveys,letter to the editor ofthe company’s periodical,
called “house organ”, an open-doorpolicy, exit interviews, e-mail, and so on. Many companies, now-
a-days, create their websites, called “blogs”, which, besides attracting job-seekers, act as a platform
for exchanging ideas with employees.

Horizontal Communications

These are also knownas Jateral, interactive or cross-wise communications. They generally refer tocommunications among peers, who are working on the samelevel of the organisation. The productionforeman and the maintenance foreman communicate directly without going through their managers.be In this way, lateral communication avoids the much slower procedure of directing communications
through a common superior.
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¥ Meet monthly to discuss how each department1.7 tributing to achieve overall goals,
js conplem solving The members ofa dePreatencd budget cut; they may emp!
a ‘ormation sharing The membersIn

 

t
r partment may assemble to discuss how they will handleoy brainstorming techniques.

of one de

 
partment may meet the members ofanother3. artment to give them some new data.

nlc resolution The members of two departments may meet to discuss any conflict between
4,

them.
panies now use video conferencing tohCom ; old mectings withs, Intranets are also usedforinteractive

participants at various geographicalCollaboration,jocation  
} | Jexternal Communications

ace are proactive, consistent and ongoing communication
tol customers, government departments, competitors,terial suppliers, etc. These communications aim at buildiwosies and decisions in company’s favour.po 1

s with external agencies, like current and
trade unions, financial institutions, raw |
ng the company’s image andinfluencing

FORMS OF COMMUNICATION

proadly speaking, there can be three forms of Communication:oral, written and non-verbal.

Oral Communication

In oral or verbal communication, information is givendirectly,either face to face or through a telephoneor intercom system. Generally, in meetings, lectures, interviews, conferences,etc., the communicationis oral. Some ofthe merits of oral communication are: (a) It is

a

tithere is an element of personal touch. it j

Written Communication

Written communication, which is alwa
circular, note, manual, handbook,lette
Someofth

ys in black and white can take the form of a Teport, statement,
r, memo,standard condensed languageor companylingo,etc.€ ments of written communicationare as follows: (a) It is suitable for lengthy communications.

|
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(b) If the parties are far from each other, even beyondtelephonic range, written
only way out. (c) It can be kept as a permanentrecordandattimesbe referred to OoMMUnication i

are fewer chances of missing out a point. (¢) Written communication serves as . Svidence, (d) he,
action against a subordinate who disobeysit. 4 Solid base for ite

a Someofthe disadvantages of written communication are as follows: (a) Thereis "

| the communication being misunderstood. (b) It is very time consuming.(c) There _ Ereater ¢ ce
to face discussion. (d) It is difficult to maintain secrecy about the matter communicate, Oe fi ‘a
froma lack offlexibility. (f) Poorly written messages followed by numerousclarifj 7 (e)It Suffer

and oral, may lead to a lot of confusion. ations both Written

 

 Non-verbal Communication

All ofus constantly send clues about our feelings—not by what wesay, but by what we do (bo

and lack of action). Since we communicatebyaction and lack of action, we communicateae
at work, whether we intend to or not. Being at one’s desk has a meaning, but being away1time

meaning. This is called non-verbal communication. Three important forms ofnon-verbal comeinn has :

are body language (examplefacial expression,posture, gestures, etc.), time (example beinglateeee

and space (example, howclose one gets during a conversation or seating arrangements in a comm

meeting). Sometimes, the tone of voice (genuine or fake), laughing and yawning and environmen

context, called paralanguage may also becomethe part of nonverbal communication.

INFORMAL COMMUNICATION

In Chapter 10, we have readin detail about an informal organisation. One ofthe functions of informal

organisation is communication. Known as the “grapevine”, this structureless network ofinformal —

communication flourishes in all organisations because communication is a natural human tendency.

People who knoweachotherin the organisation talk together informally. One thing they have in common

is the organisation they work for, so they talk about the happeningsin the organisation.

ne carries two types of information: work-related and people-related. Employees wantto

know whatis going on in the organisation. When they are notkept informed through formal channels,

they seek information from the grapevine. Likewise, they are curious aboutthe people they work with.

The grapevine carries the type of personal information not generally communicated through formal

channels. For example, a manager cannot announce his bad moodofficially to his subordinates. The

best way to do this would beto putthis information on the grapevine sothatit reaches the subordinates

   

The grapevi

informally.

SomeCharacteristics of a Grapevine

1. Grapevine information is mostly oral. But it can be w

working in two branches of a company exchanging in

it is informal.

2. Although the general impres
B,B tells C, C tells D, and so on, but research shows thatit fol

ritten also, as in the case of two employees

formation throughteleprinter. In any case

which A tells

ion i the grapevine operateslike a long chain in
sion is that the grap P ck mets

lows a cluster chain,
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persons and out of these 3 or 4 persons, | or 2
persons cach. In other words, only a few in the

ajority does not repeatit. Persons whokeep the grapevine

insteadoftelling one person,tells 3 or 4that A. iy ain pass onthe informationto 3 or 4rsons veepread the information. The mrpevine sailed liaison individuals,
active a on grapevine accuracy showsthat outSSa accurate. But the inaccuratebits, thfourths in fact, these inaccurate bits alone shoeffect is used for the whole grapevine.erapevine is more a productof the ambi4. oanariably includes itemslinkedto grou

with activity during periodsofexci

of the total communication bits, well over three-
ough small in proportion are more devastating in
uld be called rumours but many times the word

SuOUSsituation thanit is of the person.In such situationsP interests. For example

6. A grapevine helps managementin int

"their reactions and feelings to the management.It is valuable as a barometer of “public opinion”in the organisation.

Control of Rumour

finds out that employeesare anticipating a
scotch false story by giving a true Teport of¢ allowing participation to membersin dete
participation gives them the opportunity

, for instance, if a manager
one is contemplated, he can

lay-off when, in fact, n
the facts.

Tmining somepart ofthe situa
as insiders to knowit.

tion which affects them,

   I, the basic communication processisstill the same.It involves six steps:ssion,receiving, decoding and acting.Communication starts in the mind ofth
oOmmunicate to the receiver, The sendeanguageskills are importantatthis poin
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to get their ideas across, while others have a great deal of dillculty in expressin tt

developed, the messaye ix transmitted (transmission), Mt may be spoken or writtenelves, h

communicated non-verbally by a smile, a nod ora shrug of the shoulder, Once trains Or, it ty Ce

ix received and the receiver attaches meaning to it (decoding). There are problems in ‘ents mess,

to the message, Words oflen mean different things to diferent people, and the same ieching Mean’

manydifferent meanings, Further, we interpret (or decode) a message onthe basis of Nord =

making certain assumption about its meaning. The final step in the communication Doce aXPer
The receiver acts or responds in some way, This is feedback, Without feedback, the senaee Wliog

4NNo| .
certain if the message was received and the proper meaning attached to it, With feedbackANY distor:Ottion

Ve

in meaning can be corrected by another communication,

Because the above communication situation, involving just (Wopersons, includes not
onlythe 4

of informationto the receiver but also the flow of feedback to the senderit forms a closed gjCircuit and
is called the circuit communication model,

BARRIERS TO COMMUNICATION

There is no such thing as perfect communication, There are continuous forces at work—called bar:

whichtend to distort communication and promote disorganisation, We may summarise these bance
ers

as under:

1. Badly expressed message People may talk too fast, They may lack coherence. They may organise

their ideas poorly or may omit certain essential details. They may structure their sentences awkward}

or may make errors in translation, All of these may distort a message. A story is often told about te

confusion created whenthe sentence “Jerusalem—thereis nocily like it”, which appearedin the Hebrew

versionofthe city’s sight-seeing booklet, was translated in its English version thus: “Jerusalem—there js

no suchcity.” Colgate encountered much difficulty in marketing its toothpaste among Spanish-speaking

people because the word Colgate in Spanish meant “Go hang yourself”. Whirlpool’s research showed

that customers wanted cleanrefrigerators, which could be interpreted to mean that they wanted easy-

to-clean refrigerators. After asking more questions Whirlpool found out that what consumers actually

wanted wasrefrigerators that looked clean with minimumfuss. As a result, Whirlpool designed new

models that hide fingerprints.

a manager is not someone who a worker casually runsinto
2, Overawe In upward communication,

and strikes up a conversation with. The workeris likely to be overawed by manager’s knowledge,

from taking benefitofthe
ability, office size, furniture quality, and so on. This prevents him very often

manager’s open-doorpolicy. He does not feel psychologically free to enter into the manager’s room.

where the chain of command is too long or the

is because successive transmissionsofthe
3. Faulty organisation In a large-scale enterprise

unication,
span ofcontrol too big, communicationwill be poor. This

same message are decreasingly accurate. According to Koontz and O’Donnel, in oral comm

something in the order of 30 per cent of the informationis lost in eachtransmission.

4. Distrust ofcommunicator Some executives are noted for their habits of countermanding or modi

fying their original communications. Such executives invariably lose the trust and confidenceofthet

subordinates. Subordinates do not take their communications seriously.

5. Restricting communication In downward communication, a superior may withhold a part of the

information from his subordinates underthe beliefthat they do not need it. Similarly, in upward com
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the subordinate MAY omit unfavourable parts of the information which he thinks will not
junio guperiors: This is called filtering. Most people do not wantto be the bearer ofbad news

tiked > eit mistakes to their boss.

oot ‘on Stdies® show that employeesretain only 50 per cent of communicated information.
fen oo, Lo, :g, Poor , rackgrounds One reason for distortion of meaning is that different individuals often

‘ pifferé e communication differently; each individual uses his own frameof reference. This
re

sam . .
intet? erence is based on particular experience and knowledge. Thus, when people with different
-ame 0
fram¢ Jge and experiences try to communicate, they often have trouble getting their meanings across

iow each ofthem communicates this interpretation ofreality instead ofreality itself. !
pecaus i

~~ J
—

 

  

   
  
   

new employeesat Toyota learn to communicate with as few words as possible by using figures and
ies. Their A, report is a classical example. This is a 11" x 17" paper on one side of whichallex-

ecutives who may be affected by a problem successively in a Plan-Do-Check-Acts (PDCA)orderstate

the problem, documentthe currentsituation, determine, the root cause, propose alternative solutions,

recommend a solution and do cost-benefit analysis.
 
 

3 In-group language Often, occupationalor social groups develop their own terminology or in-group

language. This special language, though provides a meansfor precise and quick communication within

the group, creates severe communication breakdown whenoutsiders or other groups are involved. More

efficient is the visual approach—“‘apicture is worth a thousand words”.

9, Inattention Another commonbarrier is that many receivers simply do not pay attention to the

message. One reason people donotpay attentionis selective listening. Selectivelistening results from

acommontendency to block out information that conflicts with what we believe. When welisten to a

speech or read a newspaper, wegenerally pay attention only to those things that confirm our beliefs.

Sometimes people do notpay attention to communication because they are victims of communication

overload or becausethe informationis unsolicited. The source of communication, and the way in which

it is presented also determine for its recipient how muchattention he gives it. Major barriers to hori-

zontal communication are inter-departmentalrivalries, incorrect grouping of activities, inter-personal

conflicts and indifference toward organisational goals.

10. Physical barriers These are environmental factors which preventor reduce the sendingorreceiv-

ing of communication. They include physical distance, distracting noises, and similar interferences.

ll. Poor understanding n downward communication a superior may not have full understanding of

the informationto be able to interpret it to the workers. Just as a photograph can benoclearer than the

negative from whichit is printed, the superior cannot transmit more clearly than he understands. The

superior must also know how far a communication should be sent beyond his immediate command.

_e—_—_—

eR Bellows, T.Q. Gilson and G.S. Odiome, Executive Skills (Englewood, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962), pp. 60-61.
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TNOhee UOeyWAI COMMUNICATION

The success of manager depends on how well he communicates, rherefore, communication i

The management, in order to have effective communication, should

ommunicationin mind:

       
the

vital managementtool.

following principles ofe
e clear in his mind about the ob

1. The manager who wants to communicate must b jectiy

; ; at he 5

to

communicate. © off;
communication. He should know what he wants to un As W.H. Whyte? has rena his

my of communication is the illusion of it.” Many executives mistake the f; eg0“the great ene
:

and pay too muchattention to media and devices and to, lis of
ttlecommunication for its matter

purpose aad context.

1 should bein easily understandable language.Forthisit is necessary tg
_ The communicatior

and understand the audience. For example, if the manager is writing a letter to the Boar
of

Directors on the subject of a new wage incentive plan, he would have to wordit differently fs

the one which he submits to the people in the shop. The reason for this is that the education

background and understanding of the two groups differ. nal

3. Communication should be adequate and complete in all respects. If all the necessary informa;

has not been supplied, people make assumptions about the missing information. This can =

in concluding an incorrect meaning.

The medium of communication must be carefully selected. The medium to beselected depeng,

on the subject matter, urgency of communication,situation, etc.

5. Messages should not be mutually conflicting and should bein line with the overall objectives ang

policies of the concern. This will avoid chaosand confusion in the organisation.

There is also a need for the right climate in the organisation. There should be a good superior.

subordinate relationship characterised by openness and trust so that everybody mayfeel free to

communicate and to make suggestions on his own. The manager may establish direct contacts

with various groups of employees. Such contacts though inevitably brief increase workers’ morale,

providefirst-hand knowledge to the manager and promote “managementbythefloor”philosophy.

There should be follow-up of communication to know whetherornot the receiver has understood

the message correctly and to know his reaction feedback is necessary to ensure understanding

t
m

This does not occur automatically; it must be encouraged.

 

 A vice-presidentin large corporation was having troublewith his division managers who occasionally

responded inappropriately to his memos. An external consultant was invited to find a solutionof this

problem. The consultant designed a work session to be held from 9 a.m.to lunch ona regularwork-day

in the staffmeeting room. Before the meeting, several memos from the vice-president to the division

_ Managers were selected and prepared on a glass slide which could then be shown on

a

screenviaa

Projector. With the vice-president and the consultant present, all division managers after readingeach

memoonthe screen, were asked3 questions:

* Whatdoyouthink the message says? .   
——
"WH. Whyte, The Organisation Man (N.Y.: Simon and Schuster Inc., 1956).
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—— Communication Pa53) 4){priority would you give to the message?

(
a
n

aan

e

a

a
i
a

wnaJake care of the matter immediately,High -Take care of the matter relatively soonacare ofthe matter when I can getto itaaction would you take?

oe every one responded to the 3 questions bywriting his answers, each manager was asked to
4g his response to ihe total group. Considerable differences Sccurred among the managers.Later,

re vice-president explained whathe meant the memos ‘0 Say, whatpriority he desired and whataction| no wanted.
:hk asaresultofthe above strategy following changes Occurred:| Anumber of misunderstandings Were Corrected and learning took place both on the part of the

| yice-presidentandthe division managers,5) Anorm conceminginter-perso

$ 2 om on
l
= i = ° — ~~ ae @ 3 ® 3 5 2 © oa = a  

e than to try to fightit.10. There should be provision for adequate training facilities to the execskills in report-writing, effective speaking, lecturing, interviewing andone of the weakest poi
Communication, espec'o persons below them in the organisationstructure, Nature has giventongue. This is a gentle hint that he shouldlisten more than hetalks,Following are some commandments for goodliste

I,

utives for improving their
listening. Good listening is
ially when they are talking
man twoears but only one

ning:
Be interested in listening. Chesterton once resubject. There are Only uninterested persons.”
“ye contact and taking notes.

2. Rise above your personal hostility. Also3. Concentrate on liste
tis not a simple, p

» Minimise distractio
- Be patient. Allow
get angry.

give up yourusualrole of authority,
ning. Listening is a conscious, positive act requiring concentration of mind.assive exposure ofears to sound,
ns. Do not doodle, tap, or shuffle papers. |

plenty of time. Do notinterrupt. Don’t start for the door or walk away. Donot

Ask reflective questions. These questions help to bring out the real oe because manytimesthe problem which the communicator speaks about is not the real problem.Empathise with the communicator. Try to put yourselfin his place so that you can see his Point
of view.

_ Flhttps://hemanthrajhemu.github.io



 

   
a relatively fixed, regular and continuous communication relat

10ns
hiy

A communication
channel is

betweentwo or more individuals.
| |

Whenjust two persons are involved in communication We call it the circuit communicati
on moq |,

when there are several groups ofsenders and receivers of information in an organisationintercon,

» gs
'

tae
n

sore communication channels, they are viewed as a communication network, Figu, ‘i. © 16

by two orn
oe

portrays 4 partial communication network of an organisation.

All communication networks possess some basic characteristics which differentiate them from
ach

other. These are as follows:

Network The size of a network is measured in terms of the numberofdecision cen,
%

it interconnects. Some communication networks are very big, others are small. In general, the |,

the network, the greater are the problems of communication. However, large networks with ae

interconnecting communication links have been found to be more effective where problemsare-

complex and ambiguous. Figure 16.1 hasfive decision centres. Sales departmenthas the largest ing

(3) of outgoing channels.

|. Size of

2. Extent of Modification Taking Place in the Message In Fig. 16.1 communication network the

h all the stages without modification but in some othersa change

same original message flows throug

in the message occurs as it passes through different links. The first pattern has the advantage of

uniformity. Every one in the network is exposed to identical information. Nonetheless, the uniformity

of this pattern may be advantageous only for simple problems. For complex matters a message may

need to be modified at different stages according to the needs of the people.

3. Feedback or Closure Communication networks also differ from each other in the way in which

their communication cycles close. In some networks the cycle closes as the receiver of the message

acknowledgesits receipt and acceptsit. But in some others the cycle does not close because the receiver

does not accept the message but attempts to alter it. In Fig. 16.1 there would be five (one for each

communication channel) feedback loops ifwe assume that the cycle closes as the receiver acknowledges

its receipt and acceptsit.

4, Communication Pattern Within the group or decision centre communication networks also differ

from eachotherin the extent to whichthey are centralized or decentralized within each decision centre.

Four major types of small-group communication networks are shownin Fig. 16.2. These are the

Circle, Free (Decentralised) Circle. Wheel and Chain networks. Each black circle represents an individual

in a working group, andthe solid line connects the individual with the other members ofthe group he

or she normally interacts with in performing a task.

In the circle network, for example in a meeting, an individual normally converses with the person

| members

on his right or left, but not with any other memberofthe group.In the free circle group 2

converse frequently and equally with all other members ofthe group. The wheel network, popularly

referred to as an autocratic situation,is a typical organisationalset-up. Thedistinguishing characteristic

of this network is that the members do not normally communicate with one another. They interact

with the hub of the wheel, the leader of the group. The chain network has all the appearances ofan

organisational chain of command.A reports to B, who reports to C, and so on.In actual practice, this

aa
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Conminiccn

Oa

appear within an assembly line working group or a group whose members are all at the

niiecational level or rank, The two end positions might be occupied by people who tend to

me © ted and prefer normally to communicate with only one person. In the middle positions, the

 

 be determined primarily by friendship.
te ieyeractions may

   

   

 

orders to replenish
stock)

standards)

Fic. 16.1 A partial communication network

Circle Free or Decentralised circle

  
Wheelor Star

mina a

Fic. 16.2 Small-group communication networks
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nt

Early classical studies of si

in laboratory conditions have s

accuracy, as shown in Table 16.1.

Tasit 16.1 Performa

mple communication

hown that each networ

nce of the Circle, Chain a

networks carried out by Bavelas a

k causes different levels of Tnorale Barrens

ots Speed and

nd Wheel Communication Networks

  

[1, Speed of performance (simpleproblems
) Slow

=

2. Accuracy (simple problems)
Poor

ood
Good |

45 Fewbitytocha
rge Veryfast

—gn
a

4, Emergence ofleadePSNP
on

 Nonés dos ‘Marked Vay |

1 Pavlts Very good4

>

Boot Teyaca
1

‘5. ‘Morale—
and chain networks give the best job perform

to changes. In a circle or free ne

Is of communication he desires, most of
»

M
O
S
t

g
m Table 16.1 that the wheel

but they also have the lowest morale and show less flexibility

since every one in the group is free to utilize whatever channe
d very little work is accompliplished, But

the group’s time is spent in discussion and useless debates an
ppreciated and carefully evaluate

the morale in such groups1s high because each person’s device is a

The results also indicate that the problem-solving objectives of ‘speed’ as wellas ‘flexibility’ cannot be

achieved by the same pattem. Rather speed can be achievedat the expenses of flexibility and vice versa,

On the other hand, experiments by MLE. Shaw,’ using more complex problems have shownthat

the circle is faster and makes fewer mistakes than the wheel. The reason for this seemstolie in the

fact that when the task is complex, individuals may refuse to acceptthe dictates of the central person

without sufficient information. This forces the central person to handle more and more messages. In

consequence, the speed of performance 5 slowed down. This is not so in

a

circle network.

Since none ofthese s
can represent the full complexity of formal communication

d with some caution.

networks in organisations,

It will be seen fro

mall group patterns

the findings need to be interprete

  
  
  

 

Communication occupies a major portion of the manager’s time and attention. Muchofthis time and

effort may be wasted if the communication practices in vogue are either ineffective or are less useful

than assumed.Forthis reason, the manager should check his communication
programmes and examine

each of the three phases: transmission, media and reception. Thetests generally used for this purpos

are: (a) morale studies, (b) evaluation of reading ease and interest, and (c) communication audits.

Morale Studies

Questionnaire surveys of employee opinions usu

They may ask for detailed reactions to particu
ally include a communicatio

n dimension or gub-scale.

lar practices and media. Respondents’ answers afd

J, March 1951, pP- 366-31!

ous communicatio
n pets +

lexity upos probles

212-217.

 

8
A.

oy
*

a5aand D. Barrett, “An experimental approach to organisational communication”, Personne

E. Shaw, “Someeffects of unequal distribution of information upon group performance in vari

J
.

lournal ofAbnormalandSocial
Psychology, Oct. 1954, pp. 47-553 and “Someeffects of problem comp

tal Psychology, Sept. 1954, pP-

solutio i in di eae
n efficiency in different communicatio

n nets”, Journal ofExperimen

ee
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Communication P3571ri

ade valuable evidence on how they view upward and horizontal communication and

sats prov! desirable supplements to current practice.

ee a8il
Pu hey Sl

at

| gyal? ecks to classify written materials, such as employee handbooks, house organs, union

nis moth ae in terms of the ease with which they may be read and the interest which they evoke.

nn | techniques used to measure reading ease are the Robert Gunning technique (known as the

1? pinej the Rudolph Flesch technique. Underthis second technique, reading easeis correlated

fatna of words and sentences.
. { =

wi

Reading Ease and Interest

ynication Audits

0 .; .
¢ ydits generally seek10 measure the information known to various groups of managers and

These and compare this information with what has been madeavailable to them. One more purpose

en?) udits may be to make a content analysis of employee publications and to discover whoreads

features attract greatest interest and approval.

 

mostall enterprises in the public sector andin a great manyin the private sector, only a

ce has been given to communication.

ts of these enterprises do not handle downward communications with employees

|, Some ofthe existing problemsare as follows:

in India, 10 al

secondary Pla
Managemen

particularly we

\. Management dictates to employees too muchandlistens too little.

. Too little of what is communicated is understood by the employees.

3, Too little of what is communicated is of concern to the employees.

4 Too much propagandais communicated.

5, There is toolittle candour.

6. Communication bearstoolittle relation to the possibility of change.

Upward communication which has to flow against the stream of authority is even poorer. In a

study"of a giant-sized departmentally-managed public sector organisation,it has been found that very

few upward communications are made on such vital matters as poor work performance, unfavourable

reactions by others, unfavourable opinions andattitudes of workers, and breach of procedure in doing a

job. The percentage of subordinates claiming to communicatethis information upward is very nominal

(less than 10 per cent). It is only in respect of favourable work performanceand problemsrelating to

work that more than 75 per cent of the subordinates usually communicate to their superiors. Nine per

cent of the messages transmitted by subordinates get lost in transit. Here also the loss is particularly

of those messages which are in respect of unfavourable reactions,attitudes and criticisms. Upward

communication of unfavourable reports is usually delayed. Distortion and manipulation of information

lakes place primarily in upward communication of reports about practices not followed properly.

eee
an Prasad, “An assessment of upward communication in a public sector organisation,” Lok Udyog, Vol. x, No. 4 July https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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Communication Across Cultures

When employees speak variety of languages and come from an array of cultural back
round8

perception, ic. how the expatriate perceives other individuals or how hegets to know Othe * Soca

very important. The expatriate must know that stereotyping(i.e., the tendencyto perceive 4 4 becom

as belonging to a single class or category constructing an assumed overall profile oFother S}

ethnocentrism(i.e., @ sense of superiority of one’s own culture) greatly influence pret le any
Pere:

Both are blanket perceptions and can be very misleading and unfair. Each individual is ypj Pion

To help overcome th
Mique,

e above obstacles, companies run two types of training program

first type the expatriates

Mes,|
are provided with educational background on the country incluq;

structures, religion, values, language,history, etc. to enable him to assimilate with the fore; ING soe:

In the second type ca

.
»

e
n
e

«

al

lled “‘skill-screaming” they are trained in pro-social behaviour. EN Culture  
 

the process of passing information and understanding from
Onese Communication may be defined as

provides employeesboth the skill to work and the will to work
person to another. Communication

nformal. Formal communication can beeithervertical, laterg|

unication that moves up and downthe organisation's ch :

etween personsin two different departments. It imprss

coordination. External communication is with external agencieslike customers, financial institons

raw material suppliers, etc. It aims at building the company image andinfluencing policies and

decisions in company’s favour. The three forms of formal communication are: oral, written and non

verbal.

EF Informal communication occurs outside the organisation’s formal channels. A particularly quick and

pervasive type of informal communication is the “grapevine”.

ex Whether formal or informal, the six steps of the communication process are: ideation, encoding,

transmission, receiving, decoding and acting. Encoding is the process by which the sender converts

the information to be transmitted into the appropriate words, symbols or gestures. Decodingis the

process by whichthe receiverinterprets the message.If the decoding matchesthe sender's encoding,

the communication has beeneffective.

«> Barriers to effective communication include badly expressed messages, faulty organisation, distus

| of the communicator, restricting communication, poor retention, different backgrounds, in-group lore

4 guage andinattention. Many of these barriers can be overcome through the use of feedback and

| simple language.

t@® There can be three types of communication networks(circle, wheel and chain) in a working group.

Experiments have found that wheel and chain networksare faster andmore accurate than thecirde

for simple tasks, while for complex tasks, circle networks are quicker and more accurate. Group

membersatisfaction is higher in decentralized circle networks.

In India, in almostall enterprises in the public sector and in a great manyin

a secondary place has been given to communication.

6 In communication across cultures stereotyping and ethnocentr

can be overcome by assimilating with the foreign culture and training in pro-so

se Communication can be formalori

external. Vertical communication is comm

of command. Lateral communication is b

the private sector only

ism greatly influence perception. They

cial behaviour. ee
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- commanccion yo
 

 

is passing of information
is |

dootk ding in the reverse of " usual

Fe’

o
n

deto" eceiver to sender.
op om that is, from ¢

ectior «a biased choice of whatis

8 ted, on is part of either the sender or

ynica
ision centres (or Lannels

we munication channels.0 This is structureless network of

7» Network This is a system of

On Iorindividuals) interconnected

cope
forma .

ban Th

-enlay of inform

oegrophs elc.

¢ vp Language This is the language or

ierminolOgy deve

yse.

m

is is a Japanese term which means
Kon ation through signboards,

Q)Review Questions

munication about company matters.

loped by a group forits internal

>» Key Terms

Gripe Boxes These are boxes in which the

employees can drop their anonymous complaints.

Exit Interviews These are interviews of
employees, held atthe time of their quitting an
organisation, with the object of knowing the
reasonsfor quitting.

Open-doorPolicy Underthis policy
organisations extend a generalinvitation to their

employeesto informally drop in the manager's
room anytime, and talk over their grievances.

Para Language Asa part of non-verbal
communication this consists of tone of voice,

laughing, yawning and environmental context.

|, Define communication and describe the important steps involved in a communication process.
2. What is communication? Describe its importance.

3, Distinguish between “formal” and “informal” communication. Describe the various directions in
which the formal communication generally flows.

4, What is communication? Describeits various forms.

5. Explain the principal barriers to communication and suggest measures to make communication
effective.

6. Explain the principles of effective communication.
- Describe important communication networks in work-oriented groups. How will you check the
effectiveness of the communication system prevailing in your organisation?

- Write short notes on:
(a) Communication Process
(b) Checks on in-plant communication
(c) Characteristics of grapevine

: Fill in the blanks:

(a) Rumouris a productof interest and

“Communication is sharing of understanding.” Comment.

ee
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(b): Attaching meaning to the received messageis called

(c) According to W.H. White, the great enemy of communicationis the of i
(d) In “wheel” communication networkjob performanceis very i
(ec) Forces which tend to distort communication are called to communication
(f) Of the three patterns, the one in which the leadership is most Pronounced js the

pattern.

[(a) Ambiguity, (b) Decoding,(c) Illusion, (d) Fast, (¢) Barriers, (f) Centralised, Whee]

(Proect

1. The goals of this exercise are as follows:

(a) To experience how speaker’s style of speaking facilitates or inhibits listenj
(b) To understandthat effective listening requires efforts on the part of the lis

The following steps are involved in the implementationofthis exercise:
Step 1 The teacher announcesa subjectoftopical interest and asks any two students (say Aang

B) to discuss the topic andothers to listen to the conversation.
Step 2 Both A and

B

are asked to speak only after each hasfirst accuratel
expressed bythe other and to that person’s satisfaction. Each ofthem
from theothertill he is fully satisfied. This checking of each othe
throughoutthe conversation which continues for ten minutes.

Step 3 All other students maintain silence and only write downtheir observations.
Step 4 When the conversation is over the teacher:

™

OF star)

ng

tener

y restated theides,
can seek Clarification
r’s ideasis followeg

¢ Asks A and B to describe the difficulties they experienced in listening to each other
These may relate to the tone of the speaker, speed of speaking, length of sentences,
noise,etc.

e Checks the above responses with the responses collected from all other participants
and discusses the consequences of poorlistening and poorspeaking.

___aCoa:
1. Ensurince Errective ComMUNICATION
In the New India Insurance Company,
Programmeare concerned with the
cess. Nearthe end ofthefirst sessio
to commentthat even though he fou
something vital was missing in the
is that people just do not know ho

>»

two ofthe sessionsin the ten-session supervisory development
topic of communication andits importance in managerial su
n, Ram Dayal, supervisorofthebilling department, volunteered
nd the topicto beinteresting and agreed that it was importart,
company’s training programme. “As a supervisor, my problem
W to listen,” he said. “With a lot of my people, after | spend ¢

https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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deol of offort instructing them as to exactly what to do, they are just as likely to be doing
” hing entirely different when | check on their progress later. What we should do is set up a
ne in good listening and havo all our employees take jt.”
cours

iscuss .D Do agree with Ram Dayalthat communication can be
° better listening skills?

jon Questions

improved by having people develop

i) Do you think Ram Dayalis effective as g communicator? How might he improve?

9, Murucan Knitwear Exports

when production was mostly manual. As of da
The ginning, yarn making, knitting, dyeing,
ing processes - all are machine based, The
changed much as Arulanis just satisfied to
His organization is mainly into the knitting to
packaging is outsourced. Arulanis ass
production and marketing activities.

Satyneshan, a highly overburdened me
with the fashion stores an

ng, compacting and packag-work cultureat Murugan Exports, of course, has not

Pe  

2
r

e
e
—
—
a
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lace orders for the packing boxes

There were a few small firms as packaging ancillories herl 3Tee the t-shirts,

Orders for 600 large packs were placed by Satyaneshanto five small firms. The been Exports,

supplied the packaging boxes. Three firms supplied boxes each with a carryin rmsaccordingly

pshirts while the rest of the two firms supplied boxes each with a carrying eapceayet1a! of 50

The actual requirement was of the boxes, each with a carrying capacity of 100 ae 50 tshirts.

became a clumsy situation for Murugan Exports as their buyers would never acce thets. Now, it

piecemeal. Also this time the shipp2rs also would not be ready to accept a sonicninen orders in

quite small or too big as they had agreed to carry a box size carrying vObchiveeachTek
was

variation was madein the consignment, then Murgan Exports were to bear the higher Jobchte
e

fleet rates.

Satyaneshan co

aboutthe faults he has committe

trusts his raw material supplier, team mates,

hand hefinds a messed up situation.

Finally, came up the stage to p

uld not understand why things were going wrong. He was all the time thinki

d while handling the affairs of the organization. On one handk

packaging ancillaries and the shippers but on the sin

Discussion Questions

1. Whatis a prime reas

2. What steps would you reco

3. Whatprecautions need to b

on behind the problems that you see with Murugan Knitwear Exports?

mmend to solve this situation?

e kept in mind for the future?
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D> LEARNING OBvectives

This chapter will enable the reader to:

e Define leadership andits various characteristics
e Understandthe difference between a leader and a manager
e Describe the functions of a leader on the bases of operations and goalsin an organisation

Discuss the traditional theories of leadership,
approaches

including the traditional, behavioural and contingency

Examinethesituational forces determining the choice of leadership style
Identify the new approachesto leadership
Describe leadership assessment and various measuring parameters
Relate leadership style in Indian organisations and workerparticipation in management

The success of every industrial enterprise is dependentupon the quality ofits leadership. For example,the Tata Iron & Steel Co., Jamshedpur or the Reliance, would not have attained their present successbutfor the able leadership of J.N. Tata and Dhiru Bhai Ambani respectively. In a business enterprise,several tasks, such as determining the objectives of the enterprise, designing the methodsto achievethem, directing and coordinating the activities of various departments,etc. can be successfully performedonly if there is able leadership. In the words of George R. Terry,' “The will to do is triggered by

ee

George R. Terry, Principles ofManagement(Illinois: Richard D. Irwin Inc., 1960), p. 442.
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leadership and lukewarm desires for achievement are transforiner?Leaderhip Success

accomplishment by the skilful use of leadership. According tore te f higher standatd é ithe lifting

of man’s visions to highersights, the raising of man s Hocatty? veileadershi ’ i uilding of

man’s personality beyondits normal fimitations.” Alford and Pea Ip a5

th
e

ability 1,

secure desirable actions from4 group of followers voluntarily without the use of coercion. Accordi,

ot 13 efined objective iasti

to Keith Davis,’ leadership1s the ability to persuade others to seek d ] S enthusiasticalty

It is the humanfactor which binds a group together and motivatesit towards goals,

  
MyTagekel TSUNAUor.WOLOLS AND A MANAGER  

whether he will or will not emerge as leader always

1. A person emerges as a leader. The question
:

A manager, on the other hand, is always put into his

dependson a numberofsituational factors.

sition by appointment.
. - .

|

A leader always has some personal power (i.e. ability to influence) that enables him to leag

He may or may not have positional power (i.e. the right to command). A manager, on theother

hand, always has some positional power. He may or may not have personal power.If he has also

personal power, then he will be that much more effective as a manager.

3. A leader focuses on people and generally seeks those very objectives which are the objectives

of his followers. Thus there is mutuality of objectives between the leader andhis followers. 4

manager, on the other hand, focuses on systems and structures and seeks those objectives which

his subordinates do not regard as their own. Thusthere is clash ofobjectives.

4. A leader generally looks at the horizon and notjust the bottom line. He is innovative, challenges

the status quo and believes in doing right things. A manager, on the other hand,is generally

bureaucratic, accepts the status quo and believes in doing things right, accordingtotherules, to

cope with complexity.

It should be noted that in today’s changing business environment, notwithstanding the above

difference, even managers are in leadership roles. Therefore, in this chapter, the terms ‘leaders’ and

‘managers’ are used interchangeably.

CHARACTERISTICS'OF LEADERSHIP

Some important characteristics of leadership are as follows.

L
e
d

1. Leadership implies the existence offollowers We appraise the quality of a person’s leadership

in practice by studying his followers. We ask: How many and what kind of followers does he have?

How strong is their commitmentasa result ofhis leadership? How long will their commitment last?

By answering questionsofthis nature we get to know the quality of leadership. We must not, however,

forget that leaders within organisations are also followers. The supervisor works for a branch head, who

works for a division manager, who works for the vice-president of a department, and so on. Thus,in

>Pe
te
r

Drucker, Practi
Peter Drucker, Practice ofManagement (New Delhi: Allied Publishers Pvt Ltd. 1970), p. 159.

4 LP. Alford and H.R. Beatty, Principles ofIndustrial Management (N.Y.: Ronald Press, 1951), p. 111.
Keith Davis, Human Behavior at Work (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), p. 96.
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sanisations of several levels, a leader has to be able to wear both hats gracefully, to be ablejl imsell both upward and downward,4 | e

fate
or arship involves a iTR of interest between the leader and his followers n other, [ea ihe objectives of both the leader andhis men are one andthe same,If the leaderstrives for oneyo " andhis team of workers for some other Purpose,it is no leadership. In the words of G.R. Terry,puhi is the activity of influencing peopletostrive willingly for mutual objectives.”

ie adership involves an unequal distribution of authority among leaders and group3. .ys Leaders can direct some of the activities of group members;that is the group membersarener iled or are willing to obey most ofthe leader’s directions. The group members cannot similarlycome

ie

Jeader's activities, though they will obviously affect those activities in a numberof ways.ecthe
é adership implies that leaders can influence theirfollowers or subordinates in addition to being

ctions In other words, leaders not onlytell
i to give theirfollowers or subordinates legitimate dire¢ :
+, eybordinates What to do by way of commandbut also influence by their behaviour and conduct. The

* rs. .

ie and Blanchard® leadershipofthefirst type though successful j
ieadershipis both successful andeffective, Perhaps the best one wor

TNONLO)saraUN EDD.KOLOHAYA LEADER  
When we think of leadership, we generallythink of executive leadership, which focuses on the functionsof senior managers in guiding an organisation to fulfil its mission and meet its goals. Krech andCrutchfield’ give a list of 14 functions performed by executive leadership in general. These functions
fall into three categories as described below:

Setting and Achieving Organisational Goals
Under this category, the functions of a leaderare as follows:
Goal-Setter A leader mayeither establish organisational
participate with his superiors or subordinatesin establishing them. Thusthe president of a companypethaps in collaboration with the board ofdirectors or with his staff, determines the nature of the com-modities or services with which the companywill be concerned.

goals and objectives himself, or he may

Planner This function is intermediate betweenthe determination of goals andtheir execution.In thisconnection, the leader makes decisions concerning the ways and means by which the organisationalgoals can be achieved. A foremannot only assignstasks to his subordinates but he mayalso plan workschedules and devise operational procedures.
Executive In his role as executive, a leader is responsible for seeing that the appropriate activities
of the organisation are carried out, A foreman assigns tasks to workers and sees that these tasks are
Properly executed.

ee—————____

*Keith Davis, Human Behavior at Work (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), p. 96. . |
* Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard, Management ofOrganisational Behaviour,3rd ed. Prentice Hall of India, New Delhi.
"D. Krech and R.S. Crutchfield, Theory and Problems ofSocial Psychology (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1948).
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Planning Operationsof the Organisation

The second group of functions performed by the leader is connected with 1
organisation. Six functions can be differentiated in this category,

Expert The leaderis an expert in the principal activities of the organisation, F
are promoted from line positions primarily because of the proficiency theydlesteres » UPery;
job. The technical information and skills supervisors possess are useful in aidj ‘splayed ON the ‘on

subordinates in effective work procedures. ing and NStructin on
it

External Group Representative There are many reasons whyit may be necess
have a single representative of an organisation to deal with outside individuals or a i desiraby,

tion may be too large to function as an entity in this activity because taking a large n pe. The Organis,

from their duties may interrupt work schedules and thus be uneconomical or agreementsnete
¥ mor,

easily achieved by the individual than group action, and so on.

Surrogate for Individual Responsibility The leader relieves other membersof the

responsibilities, and they, in tum,place their trust in his decisions. In an informal ren ofCertain

one individual maybegiven the responsibility of conveying complaints to the superior. Tae :

him to present their points of view and accept any approach he maywish tofollow in doing Hs-—
Job,

Controller of Internal Relationships within the Organisation It is the task of the leader
organisation to see that the various departments in it coordinate theiractivities. ofan

Administrator of Rewards and Punishments The leader encourages, upgrades and prom

deserving workers, and reproves, transfers and fines poor workers. Even leaders in informal mia

concem themselves with discipline. The leader of such a group maycall upon its membershipto wa

an errant member.

Arbitrator and Mediator The leader seeks to maintain harmony among the members oftheorgani.
sation. The president of an organisation tries to keep the peace among competitive and ambitiousvice.
presidents. The leader of an informal grouptries to prevent it from breaking up into opposingfactions

he PCrations off
NT

Symbolic Figure for the Group

The leader’s activities and influences in this connection are likely to be so subtle as to be overlooked.

Five functions can be differentiated in this category.

Exemplar In many organisations, the leader serves as an exemplar, a modelfor others to emulate.

The military leader wholeads his troops into battle, the office manager whois invariably 15 minutes

early at his desk in the morning, the foreman of a crew of powerlinemen whoalwayschecks his safety

equipment before climbing a pole,areall seeking to influence the members oftheir groups by being

good examples. Theyare constantly shaping the behaviouroftheir subordinatesall day and every day,

whether consciously or unconsciously.

Symbolof the Group

_

In this role the leader provides a kind of continuity and stability for the group,

standing for it despite changes in circumstances and membership. Thus the chairman of the board of

a company who mayin fact exerciselittle or no control over it may in the mindsofthe stockholders,

the workers, and the public stand as a visible sign of the purposes, the spirit, and the very properties

of the company.
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y presenting his ideas concerning the group,heis a
ven by the leader may or may notreflect the ideas of
for an informal group of workers may conveyto the
0 the complaints and dissatisfactions of the workers,

§ soure The leader may functionasa father figure,fulfilling an emotional role for the members ofatheri identifying themselves with their leader, the members ofa group drawstrength and feelings
. ty Statements from workers such as “the old manwill alwaysbe behind us”typify this situation.of sou ;

oat Theleader functions as a scapegoat. He providesa ready target for the aggressionsof the
sa pers of the group.Failure can be projected upon him. A department head in a plant may attribute |
" adequate production in his departmentto insufficient Cooperation on the part of the plant manager. Ithe 19

\)TRADITIONAL
APPROACHES

TO LEADERSHIP
fi

overthe years, there has been considerable research on th
mpted to provide an insight into such questionsas “

what is the mosteffective leadership style?”
waders’ (a) Traits approach, (b) Behavioural

 

The leader functions as an ideologist. B
acolo rheliels about it. The official ideologyas gi
qguree ° For example, the designated spokesmanse ep.
the Er altogether incorrect notions with respectt

nor é

-
—
e
e
e
t
m

a
.

 
€ leadership process.In essence, this research

Whatcharacteristics does a goodleader possess?”
Followingare three important approachesto studying
approach, and(c) Contingency approach.

Traits Approach

terms ofpersonalabilities. There is an emotionally held beli
have god-like attributes which they have not eared bu
with and ifwe can identify these qualities we shall have
trait studies (sometimescalled “laundry lists”
characteristics of leaders.

Traits approach has beencriticised on the following grounds:
1. This approach (with the possible exce

identify any traits as being absolutely
made of the physical, intellectual and

t rather with which they have been endowed
the clue to the leadership problem. Numerous

) have been madeofthe physical,intellectual, and social

ption ofintelligence and emotional maturity) has failed to
essential for leadership. Numeroustrait studies have been
social characteristics of leaders. By 1950 there had beenover 100 such studies but surprisingly only 5% ofthetraits identified were common throughout.2. There is the problem ofdefining traits. The number of descriptive adjectives which can be usedfor any trait is tremendously large. Are theyall similar or different? Which adjective should beused for whichtrait?

- There is the problem of measuring traits. How are we to know the amountofa particular traitwhich a leader should possess? The words “too much” or “too little” are very vague in theirmeaning.

 
- There is difficulty in methodology also. To be ableto establish the cause andeffect relationshipbetweentraits and leadership,pre-leadershiptraits of a person need to be measured. Butthis isnever done. His post-leadershiptraits are measured. Thereare nofixed personality traits. Henceone never knows whetherthese are the sametraits which brought him into a position ofleadership,- The approach has little predictive value. The fact is that with the same bundle of traitsa personmay becomea successful leaderin onesituation and mayfail in anothersituation. Accordingto the
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Zeitgeist theorya leaderis the product ofhis times. The individual who has the particular
or traits that a situation requires will emerge as the leader.

6. The approachimplies that training cannot make a manaleaderifhe is devoid of Certain j

qualities. Peter Drucker also seems to hold this view. He says that “leadership cannotbe In

or promoted.It cannot be taught or learned.” Leadership, according to him, requires Tab

attitudes whichare very inborn and are very difficult to change. IN basic

 

Walitie,

Behavioural Approach

It wasnot until a sociological view of the problem was combined with the psychological Approach th
headwaywas madein understanding leadership. The inability to find answersto their various quest at

such as—Isthere any optimal combinationoftraits that is mostcritical in determining one’s sliccesy

a leader? In what ways do such characteristics influence one’s ability to lead? Are these characterisii~

that one can learn, or must one be born with them?—in the traits approach led researchers to look cs

the behaviours that specific leaders exhibited. They wondered if there was something unidue fn i

waythat effective leaders behave, i.e. the way they deal with people—communicate, give direction

motivate, delegate, plan, conduct meetings, and so on. Prominentin the behavioural approach js he

assumptionthatleaders are not born but canbe trained. Personality traits are notfixed acrosslike Span,
They can be changed through training.

Under behavioural approach researchers have studied leadership behaviour from three points of
view: motivation, authority and supervision.

Motivation Fromthe point of view of motivation leadership behaviour can beeither positive or

negative. In positive behaviour the leader’s emphasis is on rewards to motivate the subordinates, Ip
negative behaviourthe leader’s emphasis is on penalties and punishments. The leadertriesto frighten

the subordinates into higher productivity. The result is that subordinates’ enoughtimeis lost in cover.
ing; ie. protecting themselves against management. There is useless documentation, recording and

filing ofletters and papers because people fear that these may be needed by them anytime in future

for their defence.

Authority From the point of view of authority, leadership style can be autocratic, democratic or

free-rein. A descrivtion of these styles is given below.

Autocratic leadership in this type of leadership, the leader alone determines policies and makes
plans. Hetells others what to do and howto doit. He demandsstrict obedience andrelies on power.
He may sometimes be benevolentalso and use rewards for obtaining obediene from his employees.

Emploveesaisiike both these forms because in one form they remain under constant fear andinthe

other form they remain underconstantgratitude. In both the forms, the leader is the key person. The

whole operation of the organisation depends upon him.In his absence it may function inadequately

or notat ail.

 

Merits

|, This tyne ofleadership, can increase efficiency, save time and get quick results, especially ina
Crisis Or an emergencysituation.

2. The patemnaiistic form ofthis style of leadership works well with employees who have a low
‘glerance ‘or ambiguity, feel insecure with freedom and even minordecision-making requirements
=a tnrive underclear, detailed and achievable directives.
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chain of command, and division of work (who is supposed to do what) are clear and fully | |

ners
rall.

understood
by’ ¢

|jt motivates people through fear and stifles their initiative and creativity resulting in costly errors.
; iy throttles upward communication, The autocratic leader is alo

receives little, if any, information and ideas from his people
This is generally dangerous in today’s environment of tech

+ Today, most people resent authoritarian rule which exclu4 them to machine-like cogs without human dignity or im
in the form of massive resistance, low morale and low

pemocratic leadership In this type of leadershi
vent’) the leader thinks “with! rather than “for”

responsibility for goal setting and achievement.

jeader shows greater concern for his people th

| encourage and reinforce constructive inter-

| conflict and tensions. He Serves more as a

dependent upon him as an individual and

ne in his decision-making. He
as inputsinto his decision-making.

nological and organisational complexity.
des them from involvement and reduces
portance. They express their resentment
productivity,

Pp (also known as participative or system-4 manage- |
his people. The entire groupis involved in and accepts :
Subordinates have considerable freedom of action. The
an for high production. A part ofthe leader’s taskis to

relationships among members and to reduce intra-group
Coordinator or agent for the group. Hence the groupis not
can functionseffectively in his absence.

While a democratic leader is not the key figure like an authoritarian leader, heis still the boss and
cannot avoid the exercise of authority any more than he can avoid responsibility for what happensto
his organisation.

Merits

|, It increases the acceptability of a decision, When people participate in and help formulate a
decision, they support it (instead of fighting or ignoringit) and work hard to makeit work, because
‘tis their idea. In other words, the participative leader hasthecritical factor of built-in-personal
motivation working for him.

,

‘t improves the quality of a decision. The leader consistently receives the benefit of the best
information, ideas, suggestions, and talent—and operating experience—ofhis people.
‘t permits and encourages people to develop, grow andrise in the organisation (both in terms of j
“esponsibility they can assume and service they can contribute).

:. ‘t makes full use of a wide range of motivations such as status, achievement, challenge,etc.

- emerits

“se participative style can take enormous amountsoftime and, may degenerate into a complete
Oss Ofleader's control. Subordinates may show greater absenteeism and tardiness.

2. Some leaders may usethis style as a way of avoiding responsibility. Free Rein Inthis type of leadership, also called laissez faire leadership, the leader exercises absolutely
“O control. He only provides information, materials and facilities to his men to enable them to accomplish
Soup oodjectives. This type can be a disaster if the leader does not knowwell the competence and
$$

* Rensis Likert, NewPatterns of Management, McGraw-Hill, 1961
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integrity of his people and their ability to handle this kind of freedom.It can be a ij

the work of saints but not of sinners. It is a total misfit in today’s world in which pened to ditecy

perfect, in which many are anti-social and even delinquent. People are far ft

Figure 17.1 shows the spectrum ofa wide variety of leadership styles moving from a ye ™

style at one end to a very democratic style at the other end, as suggested by Robert Ta, authorits :

Warren H. Schmidt.” As the spectrum demonstrates, there are a numberofalternative Mnenbaum ang

a leader can relate himself to the group. At the extremeleft of the spectrum, the em a 'n Whig

leader—on whatheis interested in, how he sees things, how he feels about them. As ie IS On the

the employee-centred end of the spectrum, however, the focus is increasingly on the Ovtow

on what theyare interested in, how they look at things, how they feel about them. The wordinates

spectrumfinds a more equitable balance betweenthe authority exercised by the leader andthea
Ount

of participation the group can exercise.

Autocratic Democratic Laissezfaire

leader-centred participative employee-centred
methods methods methods

 
Use ofAuthority

  ; Area of Freedom Permitted to Subordinates
1 1 i L 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Fic. 17.1 Spectrum ofleadership styles

Various points on the spectrum presented in Fig. 17.1 are described below.

The leader “te//s” subordinates whathis decisionis.

The leader “‘se//s” his decision, i.e. persuades subordinatesto acceptit.

The leaderinvites questions from subordinates to give them

a

fuller explanation ofhis thinking.

Theleader presents only a tentative decision subject to change.

Theleader presents only the problem, invites solutions and then makeshis decision.

Theleaderpresents the problem andJets the group make a decision within certain limits ofaction.

The leader permits the group to make decision within limits defined by the situation.

either employee-oriented

A
U
N
A
W
S
w
W
Y

He

Supervision From the point of view of supervision, leadership style can be

or production-oriented. An employee-oriented leader is one who cares more for the welfare ofhis

subordinates than for production. Similarly, a production-oriented leader is one who cares more for

production than for the welfare of his subordinates. Two important studies under this category are the

Ohio State University study and Management Grid. These studies measure leader behaviour on two

dimensions: employee orientation and production orientation. Unlike the authority-based modelgiven

° Robert Tannenbaum and Warren H. Schmidt. “How to Choose a Leadership Pattern”, Harvard Business Review 51, No.3

(May-June 1973).
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paum, these (wo dimensions are not the Opposite ends of
nsions. This means that a manager can be

te University Model \n Fig. 17,2 '
prio Sta ‘ag the job of the follower and e¢
$eign. “Consideration”is the leader's
nt votypes of leader behaviours are indep

a single continuum butthe inde-
simultaneously high on both the dimensions,

‘initiating structure” refers to the leader’s behaviour
stablishing well-defined patterns of organisation and
behaviour showing mutualtrust, respect andfriendship.
endent. Someleadersfollow structure but providelittle

-Jeration; others are considerate, but providelittle structure. Many leaders, however, do notfit into
we sf these two categories. They use a fairly even mix ofstructure and consideration. Still otherche spend very little time using either structure or consideration behaviours. They are relatively
nel with their subordinates. Thus,it is possible to show four broad styles of leadership on the
aState model, The data about the behaviour ofa leaderare gathered by meansof a questionnaire
ned Leader Behaviour Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) whichis given in Appendix 1.

) cny Tannen
¢ ndet dime

commun

 

  
 

High

Ul ll
High Consideration High Consideration

LowInitiating HighInitiating
Structure

Structure

Consideration

IV I
Low Consideration Low Consideration

LowInitiating HighInitiating
Structure Structure

Low Initiating Structure High

FIG. 17.2 The Ohio State model

Managerial Grid Robert Blake and Jane Mouton (experimental psychologists at the University of
Texas) use a chart called Managerial Grid!” to describe five types of managerial styles. They make
use of the terms “concern for production” and “concern for people”. These two dimensions (concern
for people and concern for production) are plotted on a 9-point scale on two separate axes as shownin
Fig. 17.3. Concern for production is shown onthe horizontal axis and concem for people is shown on
the vertical axis. There are thus 81 combinations of concerns represented on the grid. But the authors’
main emphasisis on the styles in the 4 corners andat the middleofthe grid because theseare the ones
We see most often. These are as under: ,
|. Task management Here the management shows maximum concem for production andleast concem
for people. Therefore, it is also called “authority-obedience” approach.

 
a

. .Robert R. Blake and JaneS. Mouton, The New Managerial Grid, Houston: Gulf Publishing, 1978.
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High 9

|

Country-club Team management

management (9, 9)
(1, 9)

Dampened Pendulum
(Middlo-of-the-road)

Concern for (5, 5)
people

Impoverished Task management
management (9, 11)

(1, 1)

123 45 67 6 9

Concern for production

 High

Fig. 17.3. Managerial Grid

2. Country-club management This is reverse of task management. Here the management Shows
maximum concer for people and least concern for production. Assumption is that contented People
will produce as well as contented cows.It is the “/ove conquers all” approach.

3. Impoverished management Here the managementshowsleast concern both for production as well
as people. The manager wants just enough being doneto get by. He also ignores human relationships,
It is the “speak no evil, hear no evil, see no evil” approach.

4. Team management Here the management shows maximum concem bothfor production as well as
people. Maximum concern for production is based on decisions arrived at with workers’participation
and maximum concer for people is based on the workers’task-related morale and notjust goodsocial
relations. The assumption is “one plus one can add up to three”.

It should be noted that although the team managementandthe task managementare similar in their
concem for production, their ways of achieving production are vastly different. Similarly, although
the team managementand the country-club managementare similar in their concern for people,their
bases ofconcem are different. Whereas the country-club managementseeks to increase people’s morale
based on non-workaspects ofthe situation such as goodsocialrelations, the team managementseeks
to increase workers’ task-related morale.

5. Dampenedpendulum orthe middle-of-road style Here the managementshowsa balanced concem
for production and people. Neither too much production is expected nor too much concer for people
is expressed, The manager follows the middle position. “Ger results but do notkill yourself.”

According to Blake and Mouton, team management(9, 9 approach)is the best. This is based on active
participation, mutual trust, open communication, mutual goal-setting and effective conflict resolution.
The Blake and Mouton managerial grid is widely used as a training device. A manager’s position on
the grid is determined by a questionnaire developed by Blake and Mouton.

Let us go back to the Ohio State University modelofthe behavioural approach (Fig. 17.2). This seems
to suggest that the best style of leadership is one that combines both high consideration (democracy
and support) and high initiating structure (high goal-setting). While this seems to make sense,it does
not always hold true in practice. Consider, for example, the following research findings:

1. First-line supervisors in a manufacturing plant were supervising a group ofrelatively inexperienced
workers performing simple jobs. A study oftheir leadership effectiveness indicated that Style I
(Low Consideration HighInitiating Structure) was the mosteffective style for these supervisors.
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district sales managers supervising experienced salesmen found the most effective

, study ot ie to be Style III (High Consideration Low Initiating Structure). .
, erst Scientists in a research and developmentlaboratory were found to be more effective

. oO :

auanaZe .ve using Style IV (Low Consideration Low Initiating Structure).

; ifthey rclude that there is no one best style of leadership under all conditions. In many

phys: ae ileadership is the most effective. In others, however, Style I, Style III,or even pale
ions. St ie effective. Effective leadership style varies with the situation. The major situationa

y may OC n hers have identified are described in a subsequentsection. (Read ‘ Situational Forces

J) - at researc - of Leadership Style”.) The effective leader needs to analyse the situation and find

iihold be most appropriate for the given circumstances. He should integrate the forces

. which st Eine to the particular situation in question. A simple cook-book approach for selecting

cadets style does not exist.
e bes

 

leccesnpVOi

contingency Approach
“gency approach to leadership (initially called Zeitgeist—a German word meaning “spirit

‘ eT views the leader as a product of the times and the situation. It attempts (a) to identify

:_ situational factors are most important under a given set of circumstances, and (b) to
stichOh leadership style will be most effective under those circumstances. This is in contrast to

ic
lier literature on leadership that simply ignored the question of the circumstances in which a

Oelt mode of managementwasfeasible.
p 1

|mportant among contingency leadership models are:

|, Fiedler’s model,

9, Hersey and Blanchard’s model, and

3, Robert J. House’s model.

Fiedler’s Model

This modelpostulates that the effectiveness of leadership style depends onsituational favourableness,i.e.
the ease and difficulty with which the leader can influence his subordinates. Situational favourableness,
according to Fiedler'', depends on three factors: (a) leader-memberrelations, (b) task structure, and
(c) position power. Good leader-memberrelations, highly structured task, and high position powerrepresent
a very favourable situation for a leader, one in which it should be easy to influence subordinates. The
combination comprising poorrelationships with subordinates, unstructured task and low poweris a leader’s
nightmare. According to Fiedler, leader-memberrelations are goodif the leaderis respected and accepted
by his group. They are poorif his group distrusts and rejects him. The task is highly structuredifit is
clearly outlined, and highly unstructuredifit is vague. The leader’s position poweris high if he has the
powerto hire andfire, promote andtransfer, increase or decrease salari

Fiedler collapsed the original Ohio State dimensions into a single dimension of leader style withemployee-oriented behaviours (high consideration), at one extreme andtask-oriented behaviour (high)initiating structures at the other extreme. Fiedler has foundthat the task-oriented or the authoritarianleader is most effective in extreme situations,i.e., both when thesituation is very favourable and very

es. It is low if he has no such power.

Pas
FE.Fiedler, A Theory ofLeadership Effectiveness, McGraw-Hill, N.Y. 1967.

¢
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ble or unfavourablethe best leadershipsty),
unfavourable. But whenthesituations are moderately favoura at lea

is employee- or relationship-oriented. (Since moderately favourable or unfavourable situations are Most

commonfor supervisors and managers, the implicationis that, in general, the employee-oriented leadership

s in the large majority of organisational situations)
would be most effective in managing humanresource

Whyis the task-oriented leader successful in very favourable situations? Fiedler offers the following

explanation:

In the very favourable conditions in which the leader has power, informal backing and a relatively

well-structured task, the group is ready to be directed and the group expects to be told whatto do,

Considerthe captain of anairlinerin its final landing approach. We would hardly want him to turn tg

his crewfor a discussion on howto land.

As an example of why the task-oriented leader is successful in a highly unfavourablesituation,

Fiedlercites “...the disliked chairman of a volunteer committee whichis asked to plan theoffice picnic

on a beautiful Sunday. If the leader asks too many questions about what the group oughtto do or how

he should proceed,heis likely to be told that “we ought to go home”. ae

The leader who makes a wrong decision in this highly unfavourable type of situation 1s probably

better off than the leader who makes no decision at all, which may be interpreted astotal abdication

of leadership.

Fiedler suggests that leadershipstylesarerelatively inflexible andtherefore, leaders should be matched

to an appropriate situation, or the situation changed to match the leader.

Hersey and Blanchard Model

believe that the relationship between a manager and subordinates moves through
Hersey and Blanchard!”

“mature” and that managers need to vary their leadership
four phases as subordinates develop and

style with each phase.

The level of maturity is defined by three criteria:

1. Degree of achievement motivation

2. Willingness to take on responsibility

3. Amount of education and/or experience.

In theinitial phase—whensubordinatesfirst enter into the organisation—they needto be instructed in

theirjobs and told aboutthe organisation’s rules and procedures.Atthis stage a high task orientation by

the manageris most appropriate because low-task orientation will cause anxiety and confusion among

the subordinates. In addition, the manager should be lowin relationship because subordinates cannot

yet be regarded as colleagues. Participation in decision making with them might be characterised by a

“pooling of ignorance”or “the blind leading the blind”.

As subordinates mature and as manager’s trust in them increases he can becomehigh in relationship

though thereisstill the need for him to be high in task.

In the third phase the subordinates are expected to grow so much in maturity that the manager need

no longerbehighin task though he can continueto be supportive and considerate in orderto strengthen

the subordinates’ resolve for greater responsibility.

Finally, as subordinates become highly mature, motivated and self-directing the manager can reduce

his concern both for the task and the relationship.

 

12

Paul Hersey and Kenneth H. Blanchard: ManagementofOrganisational Behaviour, Prentice Hall of India, N.D. 1977.
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pig model (called the life cycle mode
tit change to suit the ability and ¢

,onstan"rantifying or predicting leadership effe
jden

!) recommends flexi
Xperience of the

Ctiveness.

bility in leadership style, which must
subordinates. Yet, it has limited utility for

gobert J. House’s Model

pording to Robert House," there fourAccor’ ‘nt-oriented and Participative, A directive leachic’ oof them, gives themspecific Buidance ones the work to be done, maintains definite standards of performa
schedses and regulations, A Supportive leader is one Whoisfriedefine for the status and Well-being ofhis subordincomekallenging goals, has confiscl dence in his subordijer is one who takes decisions after consultaJeader IsHouse’s theory (called the Path-goal theory
haviour may be motivating or satisfying to toractivercs (i.¢., valences) and clarifies thea

can be four lypes of leadership behaviour: directive,aderis one whole
What should be don

supportive,
ts subordinates know what iS
¢ and how it should be done,
nce and asks people to follow

ndly and approachable and showsates. An achievement-oriented leader is one whonates and emphasises excellence. A Participativetion with his subordinates,) suggests that cach of the above four types of leadershiphe extent that the behaviour increases subordinate’s goal
nds upon a number

paths to these goals. This in turn depe
of contingency factors such ; acteristibility, nature oftask,ete. Thus, on thehat they can be of two types—inrery
occurs because of their behaviour

      
We have seen above

dthen, that Proposes to
that effective leaders do not have mystical powers over people. Any formula
make one an effective leader by adopti

I. factors in the manager himself,2. factors in his subordinates,
factors in the generalsituation, and4. factors in the organisational system,
B
p

.
. . - .

: Robert J, House, “A Path-Goal Theory of Leader Effectiveness”, Administrative Science Quarterly, 16 No, § (Sept. 1971).
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Factors in the ManagerHimself
A manager's leadership style being a visible manifestation of his invisible network ofvalues

and beliefs on a number of dimensions, chief among whichare attribution, assumptions aboutpe
Uman

nature,flexibility, participation and coercion.

(1) Attribution

One important determinant of a manager's choice of style to deal with subordinatesin a SPECific sity ay:

is based onhis attribution of the internal or external causes of the behaviours ofhis subordinate”

example, if'a manager observes an employee producing defective units, the manager may attribur :
problemto internal factors within the person’s control, such as pooreffort, commitment or lok0
ability, Altemately, the manager could attribute the problem to external factors, such as bad Mater;
or defective equipment. Depending on these attributions, the manager will decide whether nae

se
punishment (reprimand, demotion,firing) or corrective solutions (problem finding, job redesign trainin

?

to resolve the problem." 8)

(2) Assumptions about Human Nature
Douglas McGregor’? says that a manager’s assumptions about human nature determinehis choice of
style. He classifies these assumptions in two broadcategories underthe terms: “Theory X”and “Theory

Y”. Theory X includes the following assumptions:

(a) The average person hasan inherentdislike of work,andtries to avoid it when possible. He does
not what the boss expects but what the boss inspects.

(b) The average person is by nature self-centred and different to overall organisational goal

achievement.

(c) The average personis resistant to change.

(d) The average person lacks ambition, dislikes job responsibilities, and prefers to be closely directed,

(e) The average person desires job security and economic rewards aboveallelse.

McGregorsays that the above assumptions about human nature give rise to the need for coercion
and control, and fear and punishmentin organisations. The manager who makesthese assumptions is

likely to follow a high authoritarian leadership approach. In McGregor’s opinion, these assumptions

are incorrect and should be replaced by another set of assumptions which he calls Theory Y. The
assumptions ofthis theory are as under:

(a) The average person is not by nature passive or resistant to organisation’s needs.

(b) The average person exercisesself-direction and control in the service of objectives, to which he

is committed.

(c) Commitmentto objectives is a function of rewards, associated with their achievement.
(d) The average person, under rewarding conditions, not only accepts but seeks responsibility.
(e) The capacity to exercise a relatively higher degree of imagination, ingenuity andcreativity in the

solution of organisational problems is widely, not narrowly, distributed in the population.

(f) Under the conditions ofmodem industrial life, the intellectual potentialities of the average person

are only partially utilised.

 

\4 :
. Don Hellriegel, John W. Slocum, Jr., and Richard W. Woodman, Organisational Behaviour, 6th edition, St. Paul, M N West, 1972.

| Douglas McGregor, The Human Side ofEnterprise, N.Y.: McGraw-Hill, 1960.
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that the above set of assumptions has quite different implications for leadership. If it is
iris em man has the potential for development, the capacity for assuming responsibility and the
som tha direct his own behaviour towards organisational goals, it follows that the manager has
rai? ° s a sympathiser and supporter than as a director and controller, He is thus likely to have
we riese with an occasional touchof laissez faire. In other words, Theory Y relies heavily

a46 atrol and self-direction of an employee as opposed tothe reliance on external control of hiswn se f-con Theory X. Somestudies indicate that a coercive Orientation in managementis far commonerre yout ey stagnant environment,that is, an environment with, for example, stagnantor shrinkingn at in an expanding environment.In other words,it is a frustrating environment which inwn the use of force to maintain high profits and growth,e
pove theories are important for a managerfor two more reasons, as described below:The 4

They draw the manager's attention to a very important phenomenoncalled the Pygmalion Effect,(a)
pich is also referred to as the self-fulfilling prophecy. This means that employees tend to mould
he way the manager expects them to.

 
The manager who wants employeesto beactive, responsible and innovative should behave with
them, as if they already are active, responsible and innovative, He will find that his behaviouris
justified, for most of his employees have come up to his expectations. In brief, a leader shouldalways watch his thoughts for they become his actions—he must watch his actions for they, in
tum, becomehis subordinates’ character.

Goethe said: “Treat a man as heis and hewill remain as he is; treat a man as heshould be, and he will become as he can and should be”,
unseen humanpotential. Otherwise he will get only status g
“Yad Bhavam Tad Bhavate”’ the prophecy causesits own fu

(b) Theory X offers a manageran easy rationalisation for ineffect
due to the nature of the human resource with which we must work”. Theory Y, on the other hand,places the problems squarely in his lap. If employeesare lazy, indifferent, unwilling to take respon-sibility, theory Y implies that the causeslie in the manager’s methodsof organisation and control,

Factors in the Subordinates Kerr and Jermicr!
subordinates which may work as “substitutes”

can and
So, a manager must believe in the
uo performance—businessas usual.
Ifilment is an importanttruth,
ive organisational performance:“It is

° propose that there may be certain factors in the
for leadership and make leader behaviour unnecessaryand redundant. For example, crafts persons or professionals such as accountants or software engineersmay have so much experience, ability and training that they do not need task leadership to performwell and be satisfied. Similarly, there may be certain factors in the subordinates which may work as .“neutralizers” that prevent the leader from behavingin a certain way orthat counteract the behaviour,For example, subordinates who do not particularly care about organisational rewards (such asartistsor musicians) will neutralize both, person-oriented and task-oriented leadership attempts.Factors in the General Situation Importantfactors in the generalsitumanager’s choice ofhis leadership style are as follows:

l, Leadership style

ation which have a bearing on

ofthe manager’s supervisors
will expectthe managerto operate in the same m

6Hee
* Steven Kerr and John M.Jermier, “Substitutes of Leadershiand Human Performance, Dec., 1978,

If the manager’s own bossis a high-task leader, he
anner.It is as difficult for a manager with a democratic

p. Their Meaning and Measurement” Organisational Behaviour 
ee
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j Tn Principles of Management

to work under an authoritarian superior as it ia for one with an authoritarian style to work

endto be promoted whobest reflect the values of their "‘ su
nt with those values.

Nder a
style

Priory
democratic superior. Those managers

or the organisation and whose leadership is congrue

2. Job demands Mfthejobis complex andthe followers lack ability, the manager would us

level oftask behaviour—Style [or HL. But if the job is simple, Style II or TV may be more a i, : high

who made a detailed study ofsix firms in the plastics, food, andconn

ments of an organisation need different leadership ‘tlete

rent needs to be different from the leadershipof
1 theinthe environments which the two departments p
ced,

According to Lawrence,

industries, different functional depar

example,the leadership of the production departn

research department. This is due to the differences 1

ms to work better when it has free and frequent communication be
(Ween

p, whenits goals and targets which are fairly general and long-r

and whenthe control in the departmentis carried out hier

nd prescribed procedures, In this setting the leadershj

alitarian, Let us turn next to the environmentthat seem,

to work best for a production department. Here the work goes on best when more emphasisis placed

; : at
C

on superior subordinate communication channels, when ground rules are formalised and codified i

procedural manuals and whengoals are set by superiors in terms of specific and short-term targets :
In

sucha setting, a directive style of leadership worksbest.

If there is an emergency or crisis or the job has to be rushed through,the leader

and suggestions ofhis followers.

among these factors are division of work,organisa-

A research department see

all members ofthe research grou

are set by the researchers themselves

informal ground rules than by formal rules a

style which works best is participative and eg

3. Pressure oftime

cannot wait for the opinions

Factors in the Organisational System

tion structure and production technology.

1. Division ofwork The way in which the wo

the choice ofstyle of leadership. Democratic supervisio

where dueto the physical proximity, people have frequent

share the information they need to coordinate their jobs. In such work groups, called “integratedtask

teams”, all problemsare handled ona faceto face basis with a minimum ofbureaucraticfriction among

specialised functional areas. Such conditions do not prevail in many other forms of departmentation

which makes democratic supervision difficult.

2. Organisation structure Tall organisations frequently lead to hig

tend to encourage authoritarian supervision. With a relatively small number ofsubordinates, the supervi-

sor is in a position to give detailed instructions and to exercise authoritarian control over each one.In

a flat organisation structure, with a relatively large number of subordinates, this type of supervision is

often physically impossible. Since the supervisor frequently cannot makea decision on every problem,

he tends to delegate more and appear more democratic. The Sears, Roebuck and Company studyoftall

vs.flat organisational structures concludes:‘Flatter, less complexstructures, with a maximum ofadmin-

‘strative decentralisation, tend to create a potential for improvedattitudes, more effective supervision,

ibility and initiative among employees. Moreover, arrangements of this

and greater individual respons!

type encourage the development of individual expression and creativity which are so necessary to io

personalsatisfaction of employees
and whichare an essential ingredientofthe democratic way oflife.

Important

rk is divided andtheactivities are organised influences

n is best carried out in those work groups

contact with one another andfindit easyto

h supervisory ratios and therefore

niversity, 1967).

ion and Environment (Cambridge: Harvard U

15, No. 2, April, 1950.
, American Sociological Review,

 

17 Paul R. Lawrence and J. W. Lorsch, Organisat

16 oe
James C. Worthy, “Organisational Structure and Employee Morale”

eel
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production technology Optimal choice maybe necessary for a man3. lex organisation such as clectronics, acrospace and Pharmaceutimee well ina technologically unsophisticated Organisation. Production tmeVoodward"® also seemsto limit the amountofdiscretion whichja of supervision used. She andher research associates studied lvehnological complexities in Great Britain. This led to the classific1. Unit or job order
2, Large batch and massproduction
3, Long run process production

cals but ‘

to customerspecifications: Here the firm

y adept at sensing market chadjust to those changes. But more importantly,the productito the firm’s success. This function must convert custacceptable to both, the customer and the production p

(c) Authoritarian leadership is more effective in th

also exists. The leader’s only job is to manuf:be able to do this job efficiently,
his workers and adhere to the uni

the leader must clearly define the duti

 

ager working ina technologically !

subordinates can be given andthe q00 manufacturingfirmsofdifferent
ation ofthe firmsinto three groups:

er, develops the product and manufactures
it (in the order mentioned). The cycle begins with marketing and ends with production. This
sequence requires the firm to be especial]

acture the product through

 

leagerhipTI

  ‘seat of the pants” mode
echnology, as suggested

omerspecifications into products which are |€rsonnel. Participative leadershipis required

a
o
a = = — ° oa oO =a a
.

a
o
a o = c o = 3 o a c Q =. ° 3

= & x = yD ‘
> “ 3 8 % es
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1 inspires workers to giv

ied to bring about secot
¢ only ‘normal’ performance- charismatic andtransform;

id-order changes which inspires workers to achiee

t the requirements of twenty-first century. An organisation which d ne

scribed behaviour is a very fragile local system. “Pend

Charismatic approachis a throw back to the old traits approach,It defines a charismatic leader ;

terms ofcertain personal traits and skills which enable him to exercise profound and ettraordie, :

effects onhis followers sothat they voluntarilyidentifywith the organisation, its standards ofcoe

and willingly seek to fulfil its purpose. Situations that promote charismatic leadership include a «a

requiring dramatic changes or followiag who are very dissatisfied withthe status quo. The characteisy

of a charismatic leadership include:

from the leader, This makes it

order change whict

leaderships are necc

heights of performance to mee

solely uponits blueprints of pre

e Followers’ distance
possible for them to build an aura of mag;

around the leader.

gic

¢ Followers’ likeness wit

bond between the two.

e Followers’ trust without any 0

care ofthings.

e Followers’ vicarious part

Unlike the legal type of aut

authority is personal and is not

  h the leader in some readily perceptible ways. This creates a common

bjective assessment in leaders’ ability to somehow managetotake

icipation in leader’s greatness

hority where obedience is to

bound by rules of any kind.

be rendered only to the law, charismatic

Transformational Leadership

It is useless to tell a river to stop running. The best thing is to learn how to swim in the directionit

is flowing. When the rate of changeinside the organisation is exceeded bythe rate of change outside

the organisation, the end is near. In recent years, therefore, leadership has been reengineered from A

to Z. It now operates on quite different principles. Business leaders need to rethink fundamentally

their leading processes. They need to improve their skills in managing the changed behaviours oftheir

businesses and followers.

Charismatic leadership

leadership. Transformationa

transformations by shifting the values,

changes 1n their recruitment, selection, promotio

expectations, vision and sense of mission, instils pri

careful problem-solving, and gives personal attention an

leadership have found that an effective transformational leader has the following c

that we have described above is just a component of transformational

} leader may be defined as one wholeadshis organisation through successful

beliefs and needs of his followers. He makes necessary policy

n, training and development, provides them high

de and trust, promotes intelligence, rationality and

d coaching. Researchers on transformational

haracteristics:

He is charismatic.

He identifies himself as a change agent.

He is courageous.

Heis value driven.

He believes in people and has strong con

Heis a life-long learner.

Heis a visionary.

Hecan skilfully deal with ambiguity,

fidencein their ability.

S
N
A
W
R
Y
W
N
>

complexity and uncertainty.
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Ancen'sTransformational Leadership |
ps i 45-year Jack Welch became CEO of General Electric in April 1981 /the company, which was
wren 1878 by Thomas Edison,had, from its core businesses in power generation, household
gate pelicans become world's leading diversified industrial companies Engaged in businesses
- as aircraft engines/medical systems/and locomotives. The United States economy was in

ion facing the highest unemploymentrates since the depression and Welch had the challenge to
eeerenceinG.E.'s diverse portfolio under attack from global—often Japanese competitors.
eeifocused on the company’s hardware, Hesold off more than 200 businesses that freed over

jon of capital for better investments, reduced the numberofhierarchical levels to make the
oemore lean and agile, and made services and manufacturing proccesses the base the business

a.next focused on the organisation's sofware. He hamessed the human resource system topalate broad cultural changes down to theindividuallevels articulated openness, candour, and facinges as the core elements of G.E.'s management assembled W class le
appraisal, developed new ideas such as “workout" and “stretch targe
incentive compensationplan tying 40% of bonus to an individual's achievementof six sigma objectivesend converted Crotonvilfe from a mere traininginstitute to a powerful engine of change. The institute'soriority became to develop a generation of leaders aligned to G.E.'s new vision and Cultural norms andst not tosimply train people.
_

 

 

aders via rigorous selection

ts", changed the company's  
TUL 3 |

ltis, of course, desirable to assess a leader’s performance to determine whether or notjob required of him byhis superiors or by his group.If his function is goalrequired to reach the goal becomes a criteri

he is doing the
attainment, then the time

behaviours with the actual ones yields an assessment.
There are probably as many leader behaviour checklists as thereassessment. Work patterns profile given in (Appendix 2) is an exampleused to study the time spent by a leaderin each leadership activity.
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  ‘VEE IN INDIAN ORGANISATIONS

n today sons andgreat grandsonsofentrepreneurs au

 

LEADERSHIP. ST

 

India is one of the countries where eve toma

oted to the top with no tests given or questions asked. This is management by inhe Ieally
we . . Ti

or management by chromosomes, with the result that most of the companies in India are a

centralised andfamily-orientedin their organisational structure and are authoritarian in their tbieek
TO,

to their employees, In 1960 Myers”? from his interviews with industrialists, government off

labour leaders and managers in both Indian and foreign-owned firms, concluded that thoughn:

are some exceptional companies, “many Indian top managementsarerelatively authoritarian ‘ th :

relationships with lower managements and with labour”. The prevalenceofa high degree fficomale®

also highlighted in Ganguli’s study?! ofleadership behaviourin a state-owned engincering factory ;

survey by Punckar and Savur?ofthe relations between white-collar employees and their supery; hi

in 11 different organisations such as banks, insurance companies, manufacturing firms, governme:

offices, a state-ownedpublic utility company and an educational institution, it was foundthat only bes

superiors out of the sample of 73 believedthat subordinates can work without supervision and only gj

thought that giving responsibility to the white-collar employeesis the best way to get the work done

Most superiors (70 per cent) expressed the belief that subordinates can only work with Supervision

gel prom

and have no sense ofresponsibility.

Having surveyed someavailable research data on the value systems of Indian managers vis-4-yj,

managers in some other countries, Nitish De” foundin early seventies that though Indian Managers

profess a belief in group-based participative decision-making, they havelittlefaith in the capacity of

workersfor taking initiative andresponsibility, It is an old problem typified by the pledgeofallegiance

to the flag being more important than contributions to the country—offollowing the form,ratherthan

the substance.

There is no question that leadership roles are changing in the new environment. Five key leadership

roles which are gaining prominenceare:

e A strategic vision to motivate and inspire

Empowering employees

Sharing internal knowledge

Gathering external information

Challengingthe status quo and enabling creativity

Transformational leadership is becoming very importantas organisations are meeting the challenge

of dramatic change in the 21century. For example, CEOs of Tata Steel and L&T have led their

companies through successful transformations, Ratan Tata bought Corus, formerly British Steel,in

2007 and completed the integration process, a formidable challenge for the best of companies, without

a whiff of trouble. It is now the sixth largest steel maker in the world, A.M. Naik of L&T divested

?°.C.A Myers, Industrial Relations in India (Bombay: Asia Publishing House, 1960), p. 166.

. H.C. Ganguli, Structure and Process of Organisation (Bombay: Asia, 1964).
QeS.D. Punekar and M.G. Savur, Management of White Collar Relations (Bombay: Popular Prakashan, 1969),
Dwi “ry . 'Nitish De, “Dilemmasof Indian Managers”, Management in Government, July-Sept. 1974,
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ce businesses to focus on the company’s engineering strengths which transformed L&T into a

ae with great management depthcompe’: and the capability to execute international Projects, staving
te takeover ra

corpo

 

between democracyin society and
articipative practices in India such
ly unsatisfactory.** These practices
veloping an egalitarian society nor
ers. Somereasons for the failure ofmade by V.G. Mhetras (1966)?> and

all experience of pioint management councils, works committees,etc, has beentotal
as Jthave for various reasonsrealised neither the social purpose of de
avshe industrial purpose ofhigher Production or Satisfaction of work

y the findings ofstudies
‘int management councils supported b
2 Sheth’® (1972), are as under:

|, Politicalisation of the labour union

makethe councils a genuine
5. The middle management and

they resent their actions bei

Ormation to the workers as they need tosuccess,

from today’s vantage point the very word “participation” has acipationis severely bounded.It is telling thepatrons “You can say how youliked the food, butToday Participation is out, and involvementis the new buzz word.

Stay out of the kitchen.”

.

4p Verma and S. Mukherji, Industrial Relations in Government: Dynamics and Key Issues, Technical Report No.71, 11M,

Ahmedabad, 1975,

VG Mhetras, Labour Partici
*NR

pation in Management (Bombay: Manakatalas, 1966Sheth, The Joint Managem

 

]

|
Leadership Sen)Oe be

4
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sr leadership may be defined as the ability to influence and direct the task-related OClivitieg

members of group. A leader is a goal-setter, planner, executive, expert, group rePresenter Of th

ministrator of rewards and punishments and a symbolof the group. ra Ative, of

Three approaches to the study of leadership ara: The traits approach, behavioural Approach
Onq

contingency approach.

The traits approach has not proved useful since no majortraits have been identified that Constang
On,

s from nonleaders. The behavioural approach hasfocussed on leadership sh
eydistinguish leader "

Studies of leadership styles have distinguished between a task-oriented, authoritarian or inif

structure and an employeecentred, democratic or participative style. These studies seem to int

that there is one best leadership style—one which combines democracy with high production. By ti;

is refuted by the contingency approach which saysthat leadershipis situational. This means thal the,

are a numberoffactors peculiar to a situation which determine the effectiveness or otherwise of,

leadership style. Important among contingency models are: Fiedler’s model, Hersey and Blanchard,

model and Robert J. House’s model.

re There are four types of factors which seem to determine effective leadership. These arefactors ;,

the leader himself, factors in his subordinates, factors in the’ generalsituation, and factors in the

organisational system.

Two new approachesto leadership are the charismatic approach andthe transformational approach

Nitish De has found that Indian managers havelittle faith in the capacity of workersfortakinginitio

tive and responsibility. This is one reason why worker participation in managementhasnot become

very popularin India. Researchers have further revealed that the average Indian workerfeels more

comfortable in nurturing than in participating relationships.

rr Joint management councils havefailed due to several reasonssuch as trade unions’opposition,lack

of expertise of workers in management matters, hostility of middle management, and so on.

3
g

>» Appendix

1. LEADER BEHAVIOUR DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE

By EdwinA.Fleishman
Ohio State University, Bureau ofBusiness Research

This is a 48-item questionnaire divided into two independent areasof leadership called “Initiating

Structure” and “Consideration”. Thefirst area includes 20 items and the second is madeup of 28 items.

The scale is designed to find answers to the question “What does your own supervisoractually do”?

All the 48 items are presented with a 5-point continuum answerscale that has scoring weights ofzero

to four, depending onthe item orientation to the total dimension. The highest possible score is 112 for

‘Consideration’ and 80 for ‘Initiation’.
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Item No.

e
o
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e
e
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9.
10.
I.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25,
26.
21.
28,

1
0
S
H
I
N

B
e
w
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sideration

sfuses to give in when people disagree with him.
re ae personal favours for the foremen under him.¢

Je expresses appreciation when one ofus does a good job.e 0}
he is easy to understand.
He demands more than we can do. | ;

He helps his foremen in their personal problems.
Hecriticises his foremen in front of others,
Hestands up for his foremen even though it makes him un
Heinsists that everything be donehis way.
He sees that a foreman is rewarded for a job well done.
Herejects suggestions for changes.

He changes the duties of people under him withoutfirst talking it over with them.He treats people under him without considering their feelings.
Hetries to keep the foremen under him in good standing with thosein higherauthority.Heresists changes in ways of doingthings.
He‘rides’ the foreman who makesa mistake.
He refuses to explain his actions.
He acts without consulting his foremanfirst.
He stresses the importance of high morale among those under him.
He backs up his foremenin their activities.
He is slow to accept new ideas,
Hetreats all his foremenas his equals.
Hecriticises a specific act rather than a particular individual,
Heis willing to make changes.
He makesthose under him feel at ease when talking with them.Heis friendly and can be easily approached,
Heputs suggestions that are made by foremen underhim into operation.He gets the approval ofhis foremen On important matters before going ahead.

popular. .

Initiation

He encourages overtime work.
Hetries out his new ideas.
Herules with an iron hand.
Hecriticises poor work.
Hetalks about how much should be done.
He encourages slow-working foremen to greater effort.Hewaits for his foremen to push new ideas before he does.Heassigns people under him to particular tasks.
He asks for sacrifices from his foremen forHe inci

 i

»

ji

Leadershipa
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raw Principles of Management

to their limits.

11. He sees toit that people under him are working UP

12. He offers new approachesto problems.

13. Heinsists that he be informedon decisions made b

14. Helets others do their work the way they think best.

15. Hestresses being ahead of competing work groups.

16. He needles the foremen under him for greater effort.

17. He decides in detail what shall be done and howit shall be done.

18. He emphasises meeting of deadlines.

19, He asks foremen who have slow groups to get more out of their groups.

20. He emphasises the quantity of work.

y foremen under him.

Mostitems are answered as

1. Always

Often

Occasionally

Seldom

Never.Wi
de

Ww
W
to

2. WORK PATTERNS PROFILE

] Research Board)
‘es that have been found within leadership

(The Ohio State University Personne

tudied in the organisation indicates
The profile includes 14 descriptions of leadership activit

jobs. By using questionnaire and interview methods, each person s

the proportion of the time spent on each activity.

Note: Before each item below, please write t

responsibility described.

(%) 1. Inspection ofthe organisation: Direct observations and pe

buildings, equipments, facilities, operations, services oF

determining conditions and keeping informed.

Investigation and research: Acts involving the accumulation and preparation of information

and data (usually prepared and presented in the form ofwritten reports).

(%) 3. Planning: Preparing for and making decisionsthat will affect the aimsorfuture activities of

the organisation as to volumeor quality of business or service (including thinking,reflection

and reading, as well as consultations and conferences with personsrelating to short-term

and long-rangeplans).

(%) 4. Preparations of proce

and methods for putting ne

performance of operations underexisting plans. i

(%) 5. Coordination: Acts and decisions designed to integrate and coordinate the activities ofunits

within the organisation or of persons within units, so as.to achieve the maximum ove

efficiency, economy and control of operations.

(%) 6. Evaluation: Acts involving the consideration and evaluatio

data, plans, decisions or performancesin relation to the aims, policies, and stan

organisation.

he approximate percentage of time spentin the

rsonal inspection ofinstallations,

personnel—for the purpose of

ad(%)

Acts involving the mapping of procedures

dures and methods:
ll as devising new methods for the

w plansinto effect, as we

n of reports, correspondence,

dards ofthe

-
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(°°)

@) 9

(90) 10.

%) ll.

(%) 13.

(%) 14.

(100%)

Traits Approach to Leadership This approach
assumesthat successful leadership is correlated
with what the leaderis, i.e. his personality traits

 

leocenhp TO|
Interpretation ofplans and procedures: Acts involving the interpretation andclarification
for assistants and other personnelofdirectives, regulations, practices and procedures.
Supervisionof technical operations: Acts involving the direct supervision of personnelin
the performanceof duties.
Personnel activities: Acts involving the selection, training, evaluation, motivation or
disciplining of individuals, as well as acts designedto affect the morale, motivation,loyalty,
or harmonious cooperation ofpersonnel.
Public relations: Acts designed to inform outside persons, regarding the programme and
functions of the organisation, to obtain information regarding public sentiment, or to create
a favourable attitude towards the organisation,
Professionalconsultation: Giving professional advice and specialised assistance on problems
of a specific or technical nature to persons within or outside the organisation (other than
technical supervision and guidance of own staff personnel).
Negotiations: Purchasing, selling,

Scheduling, routing and dispatchi
sequence ofoperations.
Technical andprofessional operations: The performance ofduties specific to a specialised
profession (€.g., practice of medicine, conducting religious service, classroom teaching,
auditing records, operating machines or equipment).
Total time spent in major responsibilities.

negotiating contracts or agreements, settling claims,etc.
ng: Initiating action and determiningthe time, place, and

» Key Terms
is correlated with the identification of the most
importantsituational factors under a given set of
circumstances.

and characteristics.

Behavioural Approach to Leadership This
opproach assumesthat the successful leadership
is correlated with what the leader does,i.e. his
behaviour.

Situational Approach to Leadership This
approach assumesthat successful leadership
is correlated with identification of the forces in
the leader, in his subordinates, in the general
situation, and in the organisational system.

Contingency Approach to Leadership This
approach assumesthatsuccessful leadership

QReview Questions

|. Whatis leadership? Describe the functionsof a leader.
2. “Leaders are not born but made.” Comment.

- “The successful leader accurately understands himself, the organisation, the individuals and the
group heis dealing with and the broadersocial environmentin which he operates.” Discuss.

   

 

_
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- Tee Principles of Management

Is leader the same as manager? Discuss.
Whatfactors should govern the selection ofa style of leadership by a manager?
Point out some important qualities that make for successful leadership, Defineempathy. © the con
Define leadership andgive its characteristics. “
“Leadershipis situational”. Comment.
“A successful leader is not necessarily effective.” Comment.

10. What is Managerial Grid as developed by Blake and Mouton?
11, Whatare the important features of Robert J. House’s contingency leadership mode],
12. State the important features of Fiedler’s contingency model of leadership.
13. Give five important reasonsfor the failure ofjoint managementcouncilsin India,
14. Write short notes on:

(a) Charismatic leader

(b) Transformational leader

(c) Substitutes for leadership

(d) Pygmalion effect

15. Fill in the blanks:

(a) Whether a person would emerge as a leader or not depends on a numberof
factors.

(b) trait has been foundto be absolutely essential for leadership,
(c) In leadership decision-makingis centralised.

(d) Individuals who believe that what happens to them occurs because of luck or chance are
called

(e) Job order and process manufacture require leadership.

(f) The overall experience of worker participation in managementin India has been totally

2
on

 

eo
A
N

  
——___

[(a) Situational, (b) No, (c) Authoritarian, (d) Externals,(e) Participative,(f) Unsatisfactory]

(Proects

1. Using the information in this chapter prepare a questionnaire to know aboutthe leadershipstyle

of a supervisor and the characteristics which he or she appears toreflect.

2. Joseph Conklin” proposesten questions for self-examination to help you understand your capacity

for leadership. Answerthe following questions and discuss why they are importantfor leadership:

(a) How much doI like my job?
(b) How often do I have to repeat myself?

(c) How do I respondto failure?

(d) How well do I put up with second guessing?

* Joe Conklin, “Whatit takes to be a leader”, Quality Progress, November 2001, 83.
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») How early do | ask questions When making 4 decision?
.1) How often do| say “thank you"?

») Do tend to favour a loose OF Strict interpretation of the rules?+ can | tell an obstacle from anexcuse?‘i Js respect enough?
ij) Have 1 dispensed with feeling indispensable?

sc,,.,
geting Errecrive CeaveRsuip anp Successrue vs Errecriye Ceaversuip
1, Getting Effective Leadership

for several months, the supervisors of g large corporation have beenvery dissatisfied with the newnew division head, the department had functioned Qs a
cohesive, effective unit, combining hard work with equal amountof leisure. The new division headhas very strong ideas about the type of enviro

s beginning to show up in their performances,Because of the decreased productivity levels, the Supervisors have been informed that if they don’tshape up their subordinates, “the axe will fall on several heads”. The frustration and angeris nowbeginning to come to a full boil and the supervisors h d to meetto discuss the situation.
Discussion Questions

1. Identify the leadership style of the division
2. From the viewpointof Theory X and Y, w i w head make abouttheway in which people work most effectively?

2. Successful vs Effective Leadership

, Indore unitwas not able to do so.
Mr P. Manoharwastransferred to Indore unit as plant manager. Hejoined the company about| eight years back as engineertrainee and becamethe assistant plant manager at Hyderabadunit,

>

ee

sts
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the biggest ofthe three units. Manohar wasvery ambitious anda little bit autocratic. He beliey

in the exercise of authority and control to carry out his instructions. He was high achieve

believed in getting things done. He got quick promotions in the company.

Immediately afterjoining at Indore unit as plant manager, Manohar made preliminary study of

the plant andissued instructionsto all departments to reduce their expensesbyfive per cent, A on |
night later, heinstructed the departmentsto increase production byten percent. Healso instructed
all supervisors to strictly adhere to budgets. He introduced several new reports and watched th

operations very closely. He suspended two supervisors in the second month for not meeting the
budget targets. Subsequently two supervisorsleft the plant.

With all his efforts, the unit was very much on the right track and within six months exceeded
the new budgeted production figures by eight per cent. On setting the plant right, he was ¢qljed

back at Hyderabad unit as plant manager where vacancy arose. However, shortly after he lef S
Hyderabad, the productivity at Indore unit fell below the earlier level and the budget was again in
trouble.

 
Discussion Questions

1. Analyse Manohar’s style of leadership at Indore unit.

2. Why wasthere a dropin productivity at the unit after Manoharleft it?
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D> LEARNING OBJECTIVES

this chapter will enable the reader to:

« Define contro!

« Explain the steps in a control process

« Describe the need for and the benefits of control

» Discuss the essentials of an effective control system

e Examine the problems ofa control system

e Describe the various control techniques grouped as:

(a) Past-oriented contro! techniques and future-oriented control techniques

(b) Market control techniques, bureaucratic control techniques andclan control techniques; and

(c) Old control techniques and new control techniques

Control is one of the important functions of management.In the wordsofE.F.L. Brech,! “Controlis

checking current performanceagainst predetermined standardscontained in the plans, with a view to

ensuring adequate progress and satisfactory performance.” According to GeorgeR. Terry,” “Controlling

is determining what is being accomplished,thatis, evaluating the performanceandifnecessary, applying
Corrective measures so that the performancetakes place according to plans,”

e——————_______.] EFL. Brech, Principles and Practice of Management (London: Pitman, 1972).
2 George R. Terry, Principles ofManagement (Homewood,III: Richard D,Irwin, 1968) p. 543.
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A control system is needed for four purposes:

1. measuring progress,
f

2. uncovering deviations,

g

3. indicating corrective action, and
if

4. transmitting corrective action to the operation.

y
Measuring Progress

fif

There is a close link between planning and controlling the organisation’s operations. Wehavediscussed ih

in Chapter 4 how in the planning process, the fundamental goals and objectives of the organisation /

and the methodsforattaining themare established. The control process continually measures progress ?

towards goals, As Fayol® so clearly recognised decades ago, “In an undertaking, control consists in :

verifying whether everything occurs in conformity with the plan adopted,the instructions issued and /,

principles established.” As the navigator continually takes readings to ascertain where heis relative to ¢

a planned course, so does the manager take readings to see where his enterprise or departmentis on!i

the charted and predetermined course.
}

Uncovering Deviations

Once a business organisationis set into motion to

to pull it “off target”. Major events which tend to pull an organisation “off target” are as follows:

Change Change is an integral part of almost any organisation’s environment. Markets shift, new

products emerge, new materials are discovered and new regulations are passed. Thecontrol function

enables managersto detect changes that are affecting their organisation’s products or services. They

can then move to cope with the threats or opportunities that these changes represent.

Complexity Today’s vast and complex organisations, with geographically separated plants and de-

centralised operations make control a necessity. Diversified productlines need to be watched closely

to ensure that quality and profitability are being maintained; sales in different retail outlets need to be

recorded accurately and analysed; the organisation’s various markets—foreign and domestic—require

close monitoring.

Mistakes Managers andthe

ordered, wrong pricing decisionsare made, pro

system enables managers to catch these mistakes be

Delegation As wediscussed in Chapter 8, when managers delegate authority to subordinates,their

responsibility to their own superiors is not reduced. The only way managers can determine if their

subordinates are accomplishing the tasks that have been delegated to them is by implementing a system

of control. Without such a system, managerswill not be able to check on their subordinates’ progress,

and so not be able to take corrective action until after a failure has occurred.

wardsits specific objectives, events occur that tend

ir subordinates very often commit mistakes. For example, wrong parts are

blemsare diagnosed incorrectly, and so on. A control

fore they becomeserious.

aan

e
e

Henri Fayol, General and Industrial Management (N.Y.: Pitman Publishing Corporation, 1949), p. 107.
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gicating Corrective Action |
in

|

. . . 7 .

sis are needed to indicate corrective actions, They may reveal, for example, that plans need to |
cont”awn of goals need to be modified or there is need for reassignmentorclarification of duties or
Ke aitional staffing or for conforming to the way the work should be done.
for a

gransmitting Corrective Action to the Operation

_tryls are needed to transmit corrective action to the operation whileit is progressing so that the

Oeormation subsystem modifies its inputs or its production plan to reduce any discrepancy or error

es the output “on course”. The thermostat is a classic example of this operating principle.
= q the roomtemperature drops below a desired level, the control mechanism in the transformation
pane at once transmits this information (called “feed forward”) and the temperature begins to

=etill it reaches the selected level.’

. Control-related information flowsin most of our modem organisations also follow the above-mentioned
thermostat operating principle. They make available to the transformation subsystem at all times the
information about operatingresults in various forms, such as electronic impulses, written or spoken words,
reports, etc. to Serve as the basic input for comparison with the standards and for automatic decision-making.
The transformation subsystem thus takes the shape ofa closed loop as shown in Fig. 18.1. However, the
system is closed only in the short run. Human intervention is involved to adjust the system periodically,
according to a subjective impression of the environment. Thus, the overall system is open, but we have
closed loop control once the system is set.

Input
» _Throughput/ Output/

sodinaineh Transformation Goals

|

(Process of Operation
towardGoals)

Implementation Identification of Deviations

Feed forward Analysis of Causes of Deviations

Programmeof Corrective Action

Fic. 18.1 Transformation subsystem asa closed loop

 

A well-developed control system

increases productivity,

e reduces defects and mistakes,

e helps meet deadlines,

 

* An automatic machinery is one which follows only a pre-set cycle of operations and cannot adjust for variations. A fridge or a
toaster is a simple example of an automatic machine, An automated machine,on the other hand, is one which is self-correcting.
By feedbackit corrects itself for variations.
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e facilitates communication,
e improvessafety,

e lowers cost, and

gives the workers control over their environment.

ESSENTIALS OF EFFECTIVE CONTROL SYSTEM   
The essentials of an effective control system are as follows.

Suitable

The control system should be appropriate to the nature and needsofthe activity. Controls used j
sales departmentwill be different from those used in finance and personnel. Similarly, a machine. mi
method ofproduction requires a control system whichis different from the system thatis used in|
intensive methods of production. Hence, every concern should evolve such a control system as wou
serveits specific needs. It must also take into accountthetraditions of the company,the ways sti
are administered the degree of delegation and similar otherfactors. :

Timely and Forward Looking

Although an ideal control system, as in certain electric controls, should be able to detect deviations
before they occur, the sameis notpossible in personnel and marketing controls which alwaysinclude
a time lag betweenthe deviation andcorrective action. In any case, the feedback system should be as
short and quick as possible and the information should reach the superiorbeforeit is too late to head
off failures. Also, employees, knowing that a prompt check on deviations from standards will be made,
are morelikely to be careful in their daily work.

Objective and Comprehensible

The control system should be both objective and understandable. Objective controls specify the expected
results in clear and definite terms andleavelittle room for argument by the employees. The meaning
of the central data should be clear to the manager whoshoulduseit.

Flexible

The control system shouldbe flexible so that it can be adjusted to suit the needs of any changein the
basic nature ofthe inputs and/orthe sizes, varieties or types of the same productorservice. One wayof
introducing flexibility into a control system is to make the adjustments automatic. Both flexible budgets
and standard costs, for example, providea shifting standard for expenses, as the volume of work goes
up or down.A similar type of adjustmentis in effect whenthe sales quotas are tied to general business
activity. In all such plans, the basis for shifting the control standard is built right into the system.

Economical

Economyis another requirement of every control system. The benefit derived from a control system
should be more than the cost involved in implementing it. To spend a dollar to protect 99 cents Is

https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io



 

Monageis Cored Pays) .

it is waste. Eighty years ago this was clearly understood by the men who built Sears.
rn cotie world’s biggest retail store. In the early days of the mail-order business, the money in
pot —ders was not counted. The orders were weighed, unopened. (These were, of course, the :
{comin : currency Was still metallic.) Sears, Roebuck had run enough tests to know what average| henys orespond to overall amounts of money—and this was sufficient control.do s

«ahts ©
welt

criptive and Operational
res

b
e
l

| system in orderto be effective and adequate must not only detect deviations from the standards
scotnuld also provide for solutions to the problemsthat cause deviations. In other words, the sysemput nie prescriptive and operational. It must disclose wherefailures are occurring, who is responsibleOSLO
chou

them and what should be done about them.It must focus more on action than on informetion
pre

Acceptable to Organisation Members

gystem should be acceptable to organisation members. When standards are set unilaterally by
The “evel managers, there is a danger that employees will regard those standards as unrezsonable
up unrealistic. They may then refuse to meet them. Somecontrol systems, specially those based on
of thematical formulas, complex breakeven charts and computer printouts, are not understandable to

fe managers Who must use them. Butparticipatively set custom-fit performance standards for each

son reduceresistance. Status differences between individuals also have to be recognised. Individuals

who have to report deviationsto someonetheyperceiveas a lower level staff member maystop taking
the control system seriously.

Reveal Exceptionsat Strategic Points

Acontrol system should be such as to reveal exceptions at strategic points. Small exceptions in certain
areas have greater significance than larger deviations in other areas. Five per cent deviation from the
standard in office labour cost is more important than 20 per cent deviation from the standard in cost
of postage stamps. That we can quantify somethingis no reason for measuring it. The question is “Is
this what a manager’s attention should be focussed on?” An auditorof a set of financial books does not
attempt to look at every entry. He has developed through experience keyspots that serve as waming
posts. The purposeofthese strategic points is principally to direct attention rather than to evaluate.It
should be remembered thatstrategic point controlis not the sameas the exception principle. Whereas
the former has to do with recognising the points to be watched, the latter has to do with
size of deviations at these points.
Following are some guidelines in picking these strategic points:
(a) They should be able to catch importantdeviations quickly.
(b) They should be practical and economic.
(c) They should provide controls overlarge blocks oractivities..
(d) They should be helpful in advancing knowledge.

watching the

Motivate People to High Performance

A control system is most effective when it motivates people to high performance. Since most people
respond to a challenge, successfully meeting a tough standard may well provide a greater sense of

https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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accomplishment than meeting an casy
oss;

to meet, it will be more likely to discourage than to motivate effort. Standardsthat are tog dime’
Cult

may, therefore, cause the performance of organisation members to decline,

 

standard, However, if a target is so toughthatit seems im

Should Not Leadto Less Attention to Other Aspects

Control over one aspect of operations should not lead to less attention to other aspects. For exam

if controls put pressure on employees to increase output, the quality of work, care of equipment, Ple,

should not be neglected. Similarly, overemphasis on controlling tangible el
lsprevention of waste

angible results such as cooperation with other department
orshould not lead to the neglect ofint

employee development.

Should be Periodically Reviewed and Evaluated

mshould be periodically reviewed and evaluated in relation to its objectives to see
Every control syste

flicient the design proved to be or whyit failed.
howeffective and ¢

  EPS|IN/A CONTROL RROCESS  Ny!
There are three basic steps in a control process:

1. Establishing standards

2, Measuring and comparing actual results against standards

3. Taking corrective action

Establishing Standards

Thefirst step in the control processis to

Since entire operations cannot be observe

areas for which standards needto be esta

profitability, market position, productivity,

establish standards against which results can be measured.

d, each organisation must develop its own list of key result

blished. Some key areas in all business organisationsare:

personnel development, employee attitudes and public

responsibility. An executive who wishes to control a particular key area often finds that the work in

question has several characteristics. He must, therefore, determine the level of performance or “par”

for each characteristic all pars should later on part of the standard for that key area.

Guidelines for Setting Pars/Standards

1. They must be specifically determined in quantitative terms.

Pars or standards expressed in vague or general terms suchas, “costs should be reduced” or

“orders should be executed quickly” are not as specific as “overheads must be reduced by 12

per cent”or “all orders must be executed within three working days.” Even pars or standards in

areas suchas public relations, while hard to express in quantitative terms, can be defined more

accurately by adding morespecific details, about the number and type of customer complaints.

In engincering, since there are no fixed quantities, the standard is more vairable. For example,

knowing how the curvature ofthe hood ofa carwill relate to the air/windresistance ofthat body

part is more useful than knowing a specific parameter for the curve of the hood. https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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They should be accepted bythe individuals involved. They mustfit their expectations and group, They

taeed to beflexible in order to adaptto changing conditions. For instance, a new salesman who
sii to be an above-average performer should have his sales standard adjusted accordingly. Simi-
pe expected delivery times need to be adjustedif the local highway is being repaired. Even so in
aingpars or standards, care must be taken to prevent the subordinates from feeling that they will
ase merely because they are consistently met. One reasonfor the early opposition to scientific
Mpagement was the shortsighted practice of some managements to change an output standard as
goon as an output operator eared more than what was consideredappropriate for his job.
They should emphasise the achievementofresults more than the conformity to rules and methods.

* if they do not do so, then people will start giving more importance to rules and methods than
to the final results. “Doing the right things” will give place to “doing things right”. This would
displace organisational goals.
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weasuring and ComparingActualResults against Standards
The second step in the control process is to measure the result and compare it with the predetermined
an. One important point to be considered here is whether measurement and comparison are to be
“an at various stages in the throughputprocessor at the end.If the purpose of controlis to catch
souble while it is forming then this should be doneat various strategic points before the end ofthe
chroughput process. A fault to be avoided, however, is to allow too long a period of time to pass
between performance measurements. Frequency of measurements depends on the nature of the task
being controlled. Thus, quality control of items coming off an assembly line often requires hourly
monitoring becausesignificant changes can take place any timein any mun ofitems, But this is not so
when developing a product or appraising an employee.

Taking Corrective Action

After comparing the actual performance with prescribed standards and finding the deviations, the
next step that should be taken by the manageris to correct these deviations. Corrective action should
be taken without wasting time so that the normalposition can be restored. The manager should also
determine the correct causes for deviation. The causes for deviation maybe ofdifferent types, such as
inadequate and poor equipmentand machinery, inadequate communication system,lack of motivation of
subordinates, defective system oftraining andselection of personnel, defective system of remuneration,etc. The remedial action that should be taken depends onthe nature ofcauses for variation.

PROBLEMS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM

Unanticipated Magnitude of Change
Control systems are mostly designed to cope with changesofa certain magnitude. Certain decisions
are made regarding which ofthe variables in the system can change, how muchtheywill change, and
What actions can be takento correct these changes. The system is designed around these variables. For
example, managementrecognises thatnotall employees will show up each day on a production line
and that production problems will occur because of equipment or material problems.

I
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es and for maintenance men or Production en.:
“Binge,iV ur sourc

Therefore,it provides for alternative labo
'

who can be called when technical problems occur. These corrective actions are programmed ing,

can work only when the assumptions 4
Te

’ ist
ctive actions

foreman’s decision rules. But these corre

e.g., when only one oF two employees do not show up OF only one machine ata time b Hi

n

If 90 per cent of the workers g0 home after lunch because they have hadfood poisoning after Cting

in the cafeteria orif the whole assembly line has to close down because of a powerfailure, there*is

very little the foreman can do to correct the change. The variables have goneoutside the range ,

to handle. It may be cheaper to accept an occasional Product:
ion

the control system was designed idle
oT eh

stoppage,rather than pay the cost of designing and operating a contro! system at can be sidan .

ail potential vanations.

Lack of Timeliness of Feedback

Information feedback must be timely to be effective. Time lags

Such timelags tend to slow down the adaptive process, thatis,

for the control system to respond.

It is easy to see how time lags can develop in

particularly at higher levels in the organisation, 0

information and on written memos or directives as the correct

to write and transmit such information.If the activity is changing rapidly,

different by the time the corrective feedback reaches the activity.

in feedback can cause severeprob]
they increase the length oftimeit tte

a control system. Organisational control sys

ften depend on written reports for their senseq

ive feedback. Butit obviously takes time

the problem willbe entirely

Wrong Information

When the information fed back to a control sy

examples of wrong reporting are: A line work

stem is wrong, incorrect decisions are made. Some

er drops a part under the work bench andpulls a

replacement from stock without recording either transaction. An inventory clerk makes an errorin

counting. A quality control department misplaces a decimal pointin setting the standards for accepting

and rejecting units off an assembly line. A department supervisor decides to perform jobs ina different

orderthan prescribed. Typicalresults are inaccurate job costing, excess inventory or stockout problem,

too many defective units being accepted or too many good units being rejected and missed duedates.

Whenthe information is collected as a matter of routine and is not studied carefully people become

careless in their reporting.

Information Overload

Information overload is another problem in a control system. If

details about any event they may be overburdened and may neg

They may also suggest remedies before their subordinates are given a

Thus, in planning a control system, one must keep in mind the quantity

should reach every manager.

ManagementInformation System (MIS)is an organised method by which managers at all levels in

ieedelnesacs presented withneeded information in the right form and at the right time so that

ieeeee toperform their tasks well. Broadly speaking, an organisation’s MIS must provide

rmation required by managers at the three levels of hierarchy(first line, middle and

managers atall levels receive identical

lect their immediate responsibilities.

n opportunity to take action.

and type ofinformationthat
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first line level the required information relates to operational control. At the middle level» fil

tical planning andcontrol and at the top level it relates to strategic planning. Table 18.1f information neededat these three levels in different functional areas:
1 Contro! Activities in Different Functional Areas

A

o
e

-
Peeey Ten

Scheduling ofjobs on specific
machines

Newplant location, plant capacity

—

Product mix, Work overtime oracho

Wastage andcost oberruns

Secondshift, Material delivery

es |Media planning, Sales promotion Sales contacts to be made by a |
salesmanin the next week i

 

\: ~
v sates W il
mS examples ry

  

  
      

Newmarkel penetration  
Atemative sources of financing Maximum levels of credit to Actions to be taken againstcustomersras ans DEE aed SS defaulting borrowersaWeltarepolcy _ Performance appraisal Promotion| Leave recording =r

jy may, however, be remembered that MISis different from knowledge management which we haveached in Chapter 12. Whereas knowledge manaxslt gementis focused on information derivedfrom theshsis ofdata, information managementis focused on the data itself.

 

Worker's Resistance
Seng the nght standards or control limits is very difficult in the control of human systems. Humanwehaviour is complicated, andit is not easy to impose controls without leading to conflicts. Employeesweard any

ontrol system mustfirst be “sold”

|. Failure to accept objectives Ifa person fails to accept certain objectives, he mayfind the controlmechanism that pushes him towardthose objectives a distinct annoyance. Thus, a worker may notcare toreduce waste if he thinks thatthis is not going to makeany differenceto his employer whois very rich.2 Unreasonable standards A person maydislike control because he thinks tmance set for him is too high. Thus, a sal; €sman may object to his quota or thea schedule for reducing inventories.
3. Too manycontrols The continuoussearch andinvention of new control systemsto correctfor theimitations of previous ones. What Roethlisberger’ calls “The Vicious cycle syndrome” result in too

he standard of perfor-
production department

* Frit 1. Roethlisberger, Toward a Unified Theory ofManagement, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y. 1964, p. 54.
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resisted by the sales representative cony inced of the Importance OF developing long-terny good
Ww

CUSLONEES,
Will

& Short fmespan of appriival Sometines, people complain that the time span Of appral

short to enable a Mir assessment of their performance,
al |y

0. Divelosure of unpleayant fens Many people do not like controls because they fear -

their weaknesses before their peers and subordinates, There is also the fear ofan unfavourable nf

leading to demotion, cul in pay, reprimand, or dismissal, © Fepyn

7, Wrong persons trying to control Senior people dislike controls whenthey come fromthe

in the management hierarchy, Thus, a line person maynot like being controlled by a staff p

may say “Who does he think he ts?”

8. Opposite social pressure People pay greater regard to the performance norms prescribed} th

groups thanto the formal standards set by the manager, Y Mhele ROTTS

a,
Control techniques are almost as diverse as the activities of business, The followingare three importa '

* . “ye

n

ways in which theyare classified:

With

ir JUnior,

  
|. Past-oriented control techniques and fature-oriented control techniques

>. Market control techniques, bureaucratic control techniques and clan control techniques

3, Old control techniques and newcontrol techniques

Past-oriented Control Techniques and

Future-oriented Control Techniques

Past-oriented control techniques ave also knownas post-action controls, They measure results afier

the work is completed—it is post-mortem, Examples of such controls are most accounting records,

inspection of goods and services and school grade reports. These controls can be used to plan future

steps before repeating the same operation, They can also be used as a basis for rewarding, disciplining,

training or promoting individuals,

Future-oriented control techniques are also knownas steering controls orfeed-forwardcontrols. They

measure results before the work is completed, They serve as warning-posts principally to direct atten-

tion rather than to evaluate. Examples ofsuch controls are cash flow andfunds flow analysis, network

planning, ete. which enable managers to keep a watch on an operation while it is progressing and to

see that they will have problemsin suchareasas cash or on-time delivery unless they take prior action.

Mail order companies,to cite another example, have found that the weight of incoming mail gives an

early indication of the volume of business, With this warning of ups and downs in the volumeofwork,

they are able to adjust work assignments in order to reduce expenses or to make prompt deliveries of

unusually large volumes.

The two types of control we have discussed above are not alternatives to each other, Most

organisations use both these types. With a future-oriented control (which enables corrections to be made

before the system output is effected) a manager would still want to measure the final system output

since nothing can be expected to work perfectly enough to give the confidence that the final output

will always be exactly as is desired.
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yarket control, Bureaucratic Control and Clan Control Techniques®
control techniques establish control by drawing compiof other organisations. The prices which organisation

yrered as an accurate reflection of the effectiy

a -patic control techniques
rl statistical reports), est

u

arisonsofprices and profits of previous
$ assign to their products or services are

eness of their internal control.
(suchasrules,policies, hierarchy ofauthority,

ablish control by requiring employees to comply with them.vag control techniques

—

establish control by generating trust, tradition, commitment and sharedbelief.though all three types may appearin an Organisation yet each is best suited to a particular typei oganisation. Thus, market control techniques are best suited to profit organisations operating in a°seapenitive environment, bureaucratic control techniquesare best suited to non-profit organisations wherevvoog and competitive markets do notexist, and control techniquesare bestsuited to matrix organisationssod small family-owned organisations, which should follow hundred per cent commitmentrule.
0

gid Control Techniques and NewControl Techniques
old control techniques are those techni

these techniques are financial or accountin

Operating budgets and

ques which have been long used by managers. Most of
g-based directed toward the control of money. New control
n that are notreadily available with the old techniques. Asengineers are far ahead of managersin their ability to measure whatis going on,these techniques actas better future-oriented devices directed toward the control of time.

We give below a brief description of some techniques under eachcategory.

Old Control Techniques
Budgeting Asindicated in the preceding section, three essential steps in the control process includeestablishing standards, comparingresults with standards , and taking correctiveaction.In terms of thesesteps, the preparation of budgetsis,in effect, the step ofestablishing clear and unambiguousstandardsof performance mostly in monetary terms.

Budgets cover a designated time period—usually a year. At stated intervals during that time period,actual performance is compared directly with the budget targets and deviations are quickly detectedand acted upon.
The budgeting process begins when top managementsets the strategies and goals for the organisation.Usually, lower level managers will then devise budgets for their sub-units within these guidelinesset by top management. The budgets will then be reviewed by the superiors of these managers; thesuperiors will eventually integrate lowerlevel budgets into their own budget and sendit up the chain ofcommandfor review. This process continuesuntil the organisation’s overall budget has been approveddythe board ofdirectors. A budget department or budget committee mayassist line managers in budgetpreparation and review. sO
Communication ofplanning premisesis essentialif the subsidiary budgets at lower levels are to be

Prepared consistently. The production manager, for instance, must know what assumptions to make

a

* William G. Ouchi, “A Conceptual Framework for the Design of Organisational Control Mechanisnis”, Management Science,
25 (1979).
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about wages, availability of raw materials, volume of sales, ete, Similarly, the sales
Knowabout howsoon and at what cost a certain new product will be ready for the mareseet my

a * . ”" f rt . 2c a Y.4 al ‘ Ct, asomeone must provide a forecast or guess that can be used consistently in all the subsidia breton,
Types ofbudgets Onthe basis of the purpose for which budgets are Prepared, they ma | Apes
as follows:

y be Classitieg
1. Personnel Budget It is a personnel programme expressedin monetary terms usually fj‘ ’ ' = ae orThe personnel manager can compare his expenditures under various heads withthe bud * Yeap
sions and with those ofother companies. This enables him to know whether he js spending Proy;,

1low, whether be is getting his money’s worth and whether he is in dangeroflosing his better : *men
2. Sales budget It is a comprehensive sales programmeand plan for developing sales thatjg j .

in market share, It lays downthe sales potential in terms of quantity, value, period, product ee
forecasting is the basis for preparing this budget. A sales budget is prepared by the sales mang “ Siley
the assistance of salesmen and market research officers. The factors to be considered for iewith
sales budget are population trend, consumer's purchasing power, price trend of the Product tne
competition, past sales, extent of advertising, etc. ee of
3. Selling and distribution cost budget This budget lays down the cost of selling and distribut;
of the product during the budget period. It includes advertising cost, research and development ontransport cost, etc. This budgetis jointly prepared by the sales manager, advertising managerand icdistribution manager. :
4. Production budget This budget is based on the sales budget. It lays down the quantity ofunits to
be produced during the budget period. The main purposeofthis budget is to maintain an Optimum
balance between sales, production and inventory position of the firm. This budget is also known asthe “output budget”.

5. Production cost budget This budgetis based on the production budget. It lays down the estimated
cost of carrying out production plans.

Further, the production cost budgetis subdivided into various sub-budgets like raw materials budget,
labour budget, production overhead budget, etc. The raw material budget lays down the quantity ofraw
material required for production during the budget period. This budget is prepared by the headofthe
manufacturing department. The labour budget lays downthe estimates of labour requirements necessary
to carry out estimated production during the budgetperiod.It may include both direct and indirect
labour requirements. In somecases, indirect labour requirements may be shownin the manufacturing
expenses budgetinstead ofin the labour budget. The production overhead budget gives the estimates of
all production overheadsto be incurred during the budget period.It breaks up the production overheads
into three parts, viz. fixed, variable, and semi-variable.

6. Capital expenditure budget This budget outlines specifically, capital expenditures for plant, ma-
chinery, equipment, inventories and other items. It also points out the plans concerning investment,
expansion, growth, improvements, replacements,etc. ;
7. Cash budget This budgetgives the anticipated receipts and disbursements for the budgetperiod
and showsthe cash position arising from it. It indicates the requirement of cash at various points of
time and helps the managementin planning and arranging cash to meet the needs ofthe business con-
cem. Thus,it ensures that the concern never has any shortage ofcash required. Cash budget helpsthe
managementin controlling and coordinatingthe activities which involve receipt and paymentofcash.
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dget Amaster budget gives a summary of all the functional budgets and shows how they )i 7

|

|

 

 

\
|ler ass as a whole. In other words,it is compiled from various subsidiary or functional }Bs the ane detailed particulars regarding production, sales, cash, fixed assets, etc. The need for |s. Ht ian containing a summary ofall the subsidiary budgets arises because business concerns |yslio permit the detailed planningofall the aspects of the business in one budget.

100 '4
5 ofbudgetary control The following are some of the important advantages of budgetar ytage:qdvor :

at differentfunctional budgets clearly indicate the limits for expenses and also the results to bei, TH : dina givenperiod. This helpsthe enterprise in having a plannedapproachforits various |wae This also keeps everybody in the enterprise alert and encourages the optimum use of |ac ,
1 |' S.
|

. 5amake it possible to coordinate the work of the entire organisation. In devising budgets,es Si take into account information provided by the sub-units of their organisation. The
Oat between managers and subordinates that takes place during the budget development
sone helps define and integrate the activities of all members in the organisation.

3 a budgets are generally prepared with the consultation of managers at different levels, theyprovide to the enterprise the fruit of combined wisdom. Lowerlevel managers are motivated inaccepting and meeting budgets that they have had a hand in shaping.
4, The budgetary control bringstogetherthe activities of various de

" and this promotes cooperation and team spirit amongthe e
5, Through budgetary control, the deviationsfrom the

out and the managementis enabledto take suitable
wastage and losses.

6. The budget system helps people learn from past experience. Once the budget period is over,managers can analyse what occurred,isolate errors andtheir causes, andtakesteps to avoid thoseerrors in the next budgetperiod.
1. Budgets improve communication. A plan cannot be

those who mustcarry it out. In the process of devel
its implementation, managers can communicate thei

8. The system is easy to install. Accountin
the budget plan with actualresults entai

Limitations ofbudgetary

t
m

partments in an overall perspective
mployees.

predetermined subjective standards arefound
corrective action immediately. This minimises

put into effect unless it is communicated to
oping the budget with those responsible for
r own objectives and plans most effectively.

g records are already being compiled, so comparison of
Is no new measuring system.

control Someofthelimitations of budgetary control are as under:
1. Budgets are mostly inflexible and rigid and do notres

changes. In so far as they are in error, because ofth
validity as a standard. A district sales manager, for
drop in sales if a truckers’strike prevents delivery o
Budgets are of little help in handling the here-and-n
useful only in analysing the past and charting the fu
aS a tool to be used by management,
In a budgetary control programmepeople show anxiety to spend their current budgetto the hilt sothat their budget for th€ nextfinancial year is not reduced. They showlittle concer to evaluate theresult of their spending.In fact,all their effort is directed at increasing the budget for the next year.‘Performance’in the budget-based organisation meansthe ability to maintain or increase one’s budget.

pondto internal or external environmental
ese unmanageable changes,they lose their
example, cannot be held accountable for a
f merchandiseto his customers.
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4, A good manager is discouraged from taking initiative and undertaking activities for which Provision

has not been made in the budget, even though they are useful for the enterprise. On the other hand

a bad manager can hide his inefficiency behind the budget which does not examine whether last

year’s expenditure was at all, necessary and whether there were more economicalalternatives 1,

the expenditure that could yield the desired results.

Zero-base budgeting (ZBB)

—

Under traditional budgeting, 4 manager starts with the current level

of operation as an established base instead of re-evaluating all programmes. This type of budgeting

therefore, does not answer questions suchas: Are current programmesefficient and effective? What a6

the alternatives? Should current programmes be eliminated or reducedin orderto fund higher-priority

newprogrammesor to improve profits? This is not so under zero-base-budgeting which is done every

year from a scratch. A managerhere,is required to evaluate each item’s worth to the company, from

the groundup, and justify every rupee spent in terms of current corporate goals.It is, therefore, better

to termit as “De nova budgeting” or budgeting from the beginning.

Cost Accounting The cost of production determines the profit earned by an enterprise.In view of this

fact, modem management has given much importance to cost accounting and cost control. Standard

costing is one of the techniques of cost control and it is being increasingly used by modem business

concerns for the purpose of cost reduction and cost control. The objective of standard costingisthe

same asthat of budgetary contro |. The system involves a comparison ofthe actuals withthe standards

and the discrepancy is called variance. The various steps involved in standard costing are:

1. Setting of objective cost standards forvarious components of cost—such as raw materials, labour

and overheads. The standardsfix the limits within which the different types of expenses mustbe

kept.

Measurementof actual performance.

Comparison of actual cost with the standard cost laid down.

Finding the variance of actual cost from the standard cost.

Finding the causes of variance.

_ Taking necessary action to prevent the occurrence of variance in future.

Standard costing differs from budgeting in a numberof ways:

1. Standards are set by some systematic technique and are more “objective” whereas budgets are

more “subjective”.

9. Standards refer to specific, detailed units of processes or products, whereas budgets relate to

departments and general groupingofunits.

3. Standards are subject to revision less frequently than budgets.

Responsibility Accounting Responsibility accounting can be defined as a system of accounting under

which each departmental head is made responsible for the performanceofhis department.

Underthis system, each departmentis made a semi-autonomousprofit centre,i.e. a centre responsible

for the generation ofprofit. A department generates profits by “selling”its output either to an outside

custorneror to other departments orprofit centres in the same organisation. The prices at which one

profit centre sells its output or services to other profit centres are called transfer prices. The transfer

prices for “selling” the output of one departmentorprofit centre to the other departmentorprofit centre

may befixed in anyoneof the following ways:

A
w
w

IMarkup on actual cost Many companies just add a margin of profit of say, 10 per cent ofthe

process cost as the transfer cost. For example, assume that a steel companyhasa pig iron plant which
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ian to the steel plant which, in turn, supplies steel to the finishing iy If maneoe
jes P'S 7 npanyare to be judged by the profits they ear, the pig iron plant will supply ,
A af the co" rice arrived at by adding 10 per centtoits process cost. This will be the purchase
me nt oe Similarly, whatever the production cost of the steel plant, a 10 per cent markup
ee the stecl mms » finish; cachwo alowed on that and that would become the purchase cost of the finishing plant. Thus eaca “i 0

ww t chowsepanite profits,p Wilks fer prices on the basis of a markuponactualcost is not a good method. This is becauseiN
he inefficiency of one departmenttothe other,

oF\ rining tral

ses : ward cost Under this method,the markuponstandardcostis allowed, Departments
» Markup -a the standard efficiency would have a lower profit since their costs would be higher
wtking at ve sats, This method has the advantage of bringing out the efficiency of each department.
pantie sa : sreat disadvantage of this methodis that the ultimate sale price of the product becomestoh nsit includes the markups on standardcosts for each department.
very INS

et price Underthis method,the transfer priceis fixed at a price equivalentto the one prevail-
j.Mari¢ ae at the time oftransfer. The receiving department thus paysto the selling department
agin he wie which it would have paid to an outsiderseller, This is a good method because under
Aeprofitability of a department as an independentunit is revealed. The only limitation of thisIt

thod is that very often marketpricesare not available for the semi-finished output of one departmente . .vfich the receiving departmentis using as an input.

4, Negotiated prices In certain special circumstances, transfer prices may be fixed on the basis of
negotiations between departmental heads, .
A profit centre resembles a business in miniature. Like a Separate company,

that shows revenue, expense, and the difference between them, whichis profit. The income statementfor a profit centre, therefore, is a basic management control document Which motivates the managertoreduce all controllable expenses in orderto increase the profit for his profit centre.
Financial Statements and Ratio Analysis The Tradin
ofa company are the usualfinancial statements which
what financial events occurred since the last statements.
by a financial statement could be the previous year, th
usefulness of these statements for applying control me
past events. However, they can provide managers wit
also use these statements to comparetheir organisatio
their own performance.In addition, they are used
Organisation’s strengths, weaknesses and potential,

Ratio analysis seeks to extract information from a financial Statementin a way that will allow anOrganisation's performancein different areas to be evaluated. It involves selecting two significantfigures from a financial statement and expressing their relationship in termsof a percentageorratio,The ratios most commonly usedby organisations are the following:
|. Liquidity ratios They measure the company’s ability to pay back short-sels quickly into cash. In other words, they are a measure of a company’s's the current ratio, It is expressed by the fraction: Current assets + Current

it has an incomestatement

g Profit and Loss Account and the Balance Sheet
are prepared ex post(in retrospect) to indicate
Depending on the company,the period covered
¢ previous quarter, or the previous month. The
asuresis limited by the factthat they cover only
h useful information abouttrends. Managers can
ns with other organisations and can thus evaluate

by people outside the Organisation to evaluate the

term debts by converting
liquidity, One such ratio
liabilities.
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2. Debt ratios While liquidity ratios are used to measure a company’s short-term fj
debt ratios are computedto assessits ability to meet long-term commitments, The sim
total debt divided by total assets. This ratio tells us what proportion of the company’
by its creditors.

MANCialposit,
plest deby ratio

5 assets is gp, ‘

3. Profitability ratios These ratios express profits as percentage ofsales or of tota
the company’s efficiency of operation. A profit of 74 lakh, for example,is unimpressi
from a total sales of 740 crore or a capital investment of 7100 crore.

4. Operating ratios Theseratios measure howefficiently the manufacturing and sales are being cary:
out. Some of the more common operating ratios are the inventory tumoverratio and the

] 25Sets to d te

veif it js derives

  . . e i . total] aSset,
turnoverratio. The inventory turnoverratio is defined as sales + Inventory. For example,ifa com ;
has sales of 710 lakh and an average daily inventory of 22 lakh, it may be said to be turning ee

Itsinventory five times. A high rate of inventory turnover is frequently a positive sign. It su
these assets are being used efficiently by thefirm.

Thetotal assets tumoverratio is expressed as sales + total assets. This ratio gives an indj
howeffectively the firm’s assets are being used. Too low

a

ratio may indicate the need for
increased sales effort or possibly the liquidation of the company’s less productiveassets,

The training cost per employee or the average travelling expenditure per trip or the number of
personnelstaff per 100 people in the total company population are examples of ratios which throw
light on the efficiency of personnel department.

The ratio analysis comparisons can be made in one of two ways: (a) comparisons over a time
period—the present ratio compared with the same organisation’s ratio in the past; and (b) comparison
with other similar organisations or with the industry as a whole. The first type of comparison wil]

indicate how the organisation’s performance or condition has changed; the secondtype will suggest
how well the organisation is doing relative to its competitors.

Return on investment Also knownas the DuPontsystem offinancial analysis this ratio is expressed

by the following formula:

BREsts thay

either an

Sales Profit
ROI = - - — x

Investment (Fixed and working capital) Sales
 

This ratio is computed on the basis of capital tumover (sales + investment) multiplied by earnings
as a proportion ofsales (profit + sales). This calculation recognises that one division, with a high

capital tumover and a lower percentage of earningsto sales, may be moreprofitable in termsofretum

on investment than another with a high percentage ofprofits to sales but with low capital tumover.

Break-even Analysis Break-even analysis is another control device used in businessfirms.It involves

the use of a chart to depict the overall volume ofsales necessary to cover costs. It is that point at

which the cost and revenueofthe enterprise are exactly equal. In other words,it is that point where

the enterprise neither earns a profit nor incursa loss.

Figure 18.2 depicts a simple break-even chart for a single product of a company. The horizontal

axis in this figure identifies units of sales. The vertical axis identifies both costs and revenues. We can

easily know from this figure that %10,000 is the total revenue and %23.000 (approximately) are the total

costs associated with a sales volume of 1,000 units. Threrefore, at a sales volume of 1,000 units we

should expect an overall loss of 713,000. Similarly, at a sales volumeof 4,500 units we should expect
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FiG. 18.2 Break-even chart

Break-even analysis can be used both as an aid in decision-making and as a control device. Thespecific areas Where break-even analysis can help in decision-making include:
|. identifying the minimumsales volume necessary to preve
2. identifying the minimumsales volume necessary to meet established profit objectives;3, providing informationhelpful in making decisions on the effect of raising or lowering prices; and4. providing data helpful in decisions to drop or add productlines, .
Asanaid to control, break-even analysis provides one more yardstick by which to evaluate companyperformance at the end of a sales period. One can compare the actual profit of the past period withwhat it should have been according to the break-even analysis,
The following are the two difficulties of drawing a bre

nt a loss;

ak-even chart for a multi-product firm:
(a) A break-even chart with the Y-axis measuring “units sold” cannot be prepared, since manyunliketypes of products are sold by the samefirm.
(b) A break-even analysis becomesdifficult also because the firm mightbeselling many productsWith different profit margins, oo
However, a series of break-even charts can be made to show theresults ofsales of different productmixes. Break-even chartsofthe sales of the individual products are also useful.

Audit Audit is a very commoncontrol technique used in financial management. Intemal audit isconducted by an internal auditor who is an employee of the organisation. He makes an independent
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5. In addition, he appraises company’s policies, shat
S, ang

appraisal of financial and other operation
defects in the policies or plans and gives suggestion, :

Ormanagement performance. He pinpoints

eliminating the defects. As internal audit is conducted regularly, it keeps the employees always al

External audit ts an independent appraisal of the organisation’s financial accounts and statemen
ts,

The purpose of external audit is to ensure that the interests of shareholders and otheroutside pay

connected with the company are safeguarded against the malpractices of the management. The extemal

auditor is a qualified person and he has to certify the annual profit and loss account and balan |

sheet after careful examination of the relevant books of accounts and documents.In case the extemg

auditor is negligent in performing his duties or becomes party to any fraud or error committed by he

ill be liable under bothcivil and criminal laws.

nes six major componentsofthe company’s marketing situation. Thesearemanagement, he w

ganisation, marketing strategy, marketing planning and contro)Marketing audit exami

marketing environment, marketing of

systems, marketing functions and mar

Personnel audit is a systematic an

personnel programme. It ensures a complete review,

of the various personnel functions and activities, policies and procedures.

Reports A majorpart of control consists ofpreparing reports to provide information to the management

for purposes of control and planning. The following are certain types of reports which are prepared

and submitted to the management regularly.

  
keting productivity.

d comprehensive analysis of all activities and the result of

at regularintervals of the effectiveness and utility

1. Top Management

(i) Profit and loss statement

(ii) Balance sheet

(iii) Position of stock

(iv) Cash-flow statement

(v) Position of working capital

(vi) Capital expenditure and forward c

(vii) Sales, production and other appropriate statistics

2. Sales Management

(i) Actual sales compared w

(a) products;

(b) territories;

(c) individual salesmen; and

(d) customer.

(ii) Standard profit and loss by products

(a) forfixing selling prices; and

(b) to concentrate sales on most profitable products.

(iii) Selling expenses in relation to budget and sales value, analysed by

ommitments together with progress of projects in hand

ith budgeted sales to measure performance by

(a) products;

(b) territories;

(c) individual salesmen; and

(d) customers.
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... Bad debts and accounts which are slow and difficult in collection.
") Status reports on new or doubtful customers,
duction Management

i. , buver: Price variations on purchases analysed by commodities.Qe)

Ty Foreman
a) Operational efficiency for individual operators, duly summarised as department averages
0 Labourutilisation report and causes of lost time and controllable time
(c) Indirect shop expenses against the standard allowed |

(d) Scrap report.

To Works Manager .

(a) Department operating statement
|

(b) General works operating statement (expenses relating to all works expenses not directly
allocable or controllable by departments)

(c) Plant utilisation report

(d) Department scrap report

(e) Material usage report.

4, Special Reports

These reports may be preparedat the request ofthe management accountantor the manager. The
necessity for them mayarise on accountof the need for a more detailed information on matters
of interest first revealed by the routine reports. Some of the matters in respect of which such
reports may be preparedare:
(a) Taxation, legislation and its effect on profits
(b) Estimate about the earning capacity of a new project
(c) Break-even analysis
(d) Replacementof capital equipment
(e) Special pricing analysis

(f) Make or buy decisions.

 

|
|

Some important considerations in drawing up these reports are as follows:
Information Quality The more accurate the information, the higherits quality and the more securely
managers can rely on it when deciding whataction to take. However, the cost of obtaining informationincreases as the quality of the information desired goes up. Howaccurate the information needsto bewill vary with the situation. But, in general, information ofhigher quality that does not add materiallyoa manager’s decision-making capability is not worth the addedcost.
Information Timeliness The information provided by a report must suggest action in time for that ac-tion to be taken. Just when information is considered timely, however, will depend onthesituation. Forexample, reports destined for top-level managers to monitor progress on long-range objectives may beconsidered timely if they arrive at quarterly intervals. Thecost of making them available weekly wouldnot be justified, since long-range plans are neither reviewed nor modified at such frequentintervals.However, middle and lower level managers responsible for ongoing operations andactivities may needaweekly or even daily report on machine downtimeif delays are to be minimised. The quality control
managers must get a daily or weekly report on all customerrejections. On a monthly or quarterly basis,
‘uch information would merely be ancient history and would be ofno value to the manager.
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Timeliness may also be determined by company policy or by events rather than by th

Informationon inventory, for example, is provided to the managerresponsible for recordin © Calen

a previously established minimumlevelfor the inventory is being approached. Requiring many Wh

calendar basis—such as every week—wheninventory levels for mostitems are well above pics

point would usually not be worth the added cost, since action would not be implied by the informelon,
Information Quantity and Relevance A report that providestoolittle information can be ineffect

because it may lead managers to make wrongor late decisions that worsen problems instead esti

ing them. Conversely, a report that provides managers too much informationcan also aaa as

tive because that may not isolate what they need from a flood ofirrelevantfacts and figures Nae

report should fill or evaluate information so that only the mostrelevantinformationis supplied 1

appropriate manager. In addition, a good report should condenseinformation, so that whatis rel the

may be absorbed in a short period oftime.

Gantt Chart Figure 18.3 is a sample Gantt chart, sometimes referred to as a bar chart, employed
plan andtrack jobs on the shopfloors. The chart is named after Henry C. Gantt. The example indicate

that job A is behind schedule,job B is ahead of schedule and job C has been completed,after a delayeg
start for equipment maintenance. Note that whether the job is ahead of schedule or behind Schedulejs
based on where it stands compared to where weare now.In Fig. 18.3 we are the end of Wednesday

and job A should have been completed. Job B has already had some of Thursday’s work completed,
This information can be used to schedule overtime and to shift workers from one jobto another.

  €vant

 Start of an activity Sohal
Endof an activity Activity timeJob Monday Tuesday |Wednesday| Thursday Friday |’ ———o

at ol I 1 Schedule allowed

a
Vv

x

 
Actual work progress 

 

 

  
A ; a | Pointin time where chart is

reviewed
B 1 | Timesetaside for non production

3 activities 6.9. repairs, routine
maintenance etc.

  | |        
 

Fic. 18.3. Gantt Chart

Standing Orders, Rules, Limitations Standing orders,rules andlimitations are also control techniques

used by the management. The manager whoauthorises his subordinates to make certain decisions or

delegates someof his powers, lays downthe limits for them. Limits maybe decided on the basis ofthe

nature of work andstatus of the subordinate. Standing orders are issued by the managementandthey

are to be observedby the subordinates, They may be concernedwith therules, regulations, discipline,

procedures, conditions,timings,etc.

Personal Observation A managercan also exercise fruitful control over his subordinates by observing

them while they are engaged in woik. Perscnal observation helps the managernot only in knowingthe

workers’attitude towards work butalso in correcting their work and methods,if necessary. Moreover,

when the worker knowsthat he is being observed by his superior, he will be alert and will not waste

his time. But in some cases he mayalso resent being observed and may developresistance. In any

case, this method is very costly and cannot workin large concerns.
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‘il hniques which are of recent origin do not markedly overlap the traditional control devices,
mest tetde the kind of information not readily available with the traditional methods. Therefore,V1

jul Mest control techniquesare used,it is usually in addition to the control devices described in the
when ng section,

4CPM The two majortechniquesunderthis heading are PERT (ProgrammeEvaluation and
péRTOrnique) and CPM (Critical Path Method). Both techniques were developed independently,
pene virtually at the same time, around 1957-58. PERT wasfirst developed for the US Navy in
’ -on with the Polaris weapons system and is credited with reducing the completion time of thefn
 eamstie by two years. CPM was developedjointly by Du Pont and Remington Rand of USA in
eefacilitate the control of large, complex industrial projects.

et

" poth PERT and CPM are primarily oriented towards achieving better managerial controloftime spent
., completing a project. Under both the techniques,a projectis decomposedinto activities and then all

- jties are integrated in a highly logical sequenceto find the shortest time required to complete the
il project. The main difference between PERT and CPMlies in the treatment of time estimates. :
nERT was created primarily to handle research and developmentprojects in which time spans are hard
to estimate with any degree of accuracy. Consequently, PERT time spans are based on probabilistic
estimates. CPM, on the other hand,is usually concerned with projects that the organisation has had
some previous experience with, Time estimates, therefore, can be made relatively accurately.
The use of both PERT and CPM hasspreadrapidly today in controlling time-critical projects such

as reinforcing a weak dam,constructing a building at an Olympic site or completing contracts that
include penalty payment clauses. Many companies, make useofthese techniques for working out the
cost estimates of a project also.

 

 
Steps involved in developing the network Both under PERT and CPM,the purposeis to divide the
project into a numberof operations and then to draw picture of the order in which and of the time
when these operations should be started and completed. This picture is known as the Project Graph or
Arrow Diagram. The following steps are invoived in drawing this diagram:

|. The first step is to break down the whole project into a number of clearly identifiable activities
and events. An activity is the actual performance of a task. Each activity requires some time :and resources for its completion. The commencement or completion of an activity is called an ;event. An eventis that particular instant of time at which some specific part of a plan has been aachieved. An event does notsignify any expenditure of time or resources. Any two events are
always joined by someactivity. The preceding eventis called the “tail event”
is called the “head event”.
Once thelist of various activities is ready, we have to examine each activity in relation to theother activity and ask ourselves the following questions: ;

(i) What other activity/activities must be completed before this activity can start (precedence)?
(li) What other activity/activities can be done while this activity is being done (concurrence)?(ili) What activity/activities cannot start until after this activity is done (subsequence)? ¥» The next step is to draw the diagram portraying the precedence, concurrence and subsequence of

all activities and events. On this diagram,all activities are shown by arrowsandall events are
shownbycircles. The diagram alsotells us the time required for the completion of each activity.

and the following

   
   

   
Me
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In CPMdiagrams,a single time estimate is written against each activity. In PERT, how

activity is assigned three-time estimates (optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic) plua
which is a weighted average ofthe other three. The optimistic time is the shortest time th Wh

should take if everything goes well and no mishaps occur. The pessimistic timeis the |

time the activity could conceivably take when everything that could go normally wrong

wrong, barring outright catastrophe. Most likely time is the time the activity should taken Boes

normal circumstances. Generally the three time estimates for each activity are combined onder

weighted average, called expectedactivity time. This is written below the other three estimate ;

4. Finally, the critical path is determined. Thecritical path is the longest path through the saan

in terms of the amountoftime the entire project will take.It indicates a series ofactivitiesa

must be done in sequence and which will take longer than the other sequencesofjobs that a

go along simultaneously.It is critical because the time spent on the activities that lie along ti

path mustbe shortenedifthe total time of projectis to be

shortened. For example,if in a project three activities A,

B and C are to be completed, of whichactivities A and 6

B (requiring six days and three days, respectively) can

simultaneously be carried out butactivity C (requiring B

two days) can start only on the completion of the first 3

two activities, then the critical path would be along the

activities A and C as shownin Fig. 18.4. FIG. 18.4 Critical path

IfA takes six days, and B three days,the shortest elapsed time to reach event | when activity C can

start would be six days. Thusthere is no point in spending moneyto expedite activity B but there may

be a good reason for expediting A if the total time is to be shortened.

Paths other than thecritical path are called sub-critical. The difference in length (time) betweenthe

critical and a sub-critical path represents the cushion forthe sub-critical sequence and is known as the

slack orfloat. It indicates that there is extra time available for activities along the sub-critical paths

while those lying along thecritical path are in progress. If the activities lying along thecritical path

can be speeded upsufficiently, the slack time along other paths may disappear, andthecriticalpath

maychange. One ofthe ways in which PERT and CPMprovide for completion time to be reducedis

to find ways to transfer resources from activities on the sub-critical paths to activities on thecritical

paths. Jobs that have slack time can be delayed without affecting completion dates; so manpower and/

or funds can beshifted to jobs that arecritical.

Example: Table 18.2 provides the relevant information abouta pipe installation project:

Oncethe crew is assembled,it canproceed to deactivate the pipe, erect the scaffold, and remove the

old pipe, which will take five days in all if the scaffold is erected while the deactivation is in progress.

But making the drawingswill also take three days. The newpipe and valves cannot be ordered until

the drawings are completed, and obtaining pipe and valves and doing the fabrication necessary will

take five moredays, or eight days altogether. So there would be no point in expediting the removalof

the old pipe since there is a few days “float” (extra time) for this part ofthe job. But a day could be

sliced off the elapsed time by putting more men on the fabrication because the valves will be ready

for installation four days after the drawings are complete. Also, since the new pipes will not be ready

for installation for eight days, there is no reason to take the old ones out ofservice on thefirst day;

deactivation need not begin until the third day.
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$2 work Detail of a PipeInstallation Project
16.

ure
   sec

0-4 Assembla the crew . 4 7

1-2 Make the drawings 4

4-5 Deactivate pipeline 1 i

9-3 Procure pipe 3

. 9-6 Procure valves 4

3-6 Fabricate pipe 2

4-8 Erect scaffold 3 7
5-6 Removeold pipe <
6-7 instal newpipe 6 a

§-9 Insulate 3

7-8 Pressuretest | 1 a j

8-10 Start up 4

9-10 _ Removescaffold | 7. a
kon initianled

We assume that the time given is more or less accurate as it is based on a good amountofpast

experience. A CPM approachwill, therefore, be used.

From the above information we can construct the network as shown in Fig. 18.5.

Note: Broken lines show dummyactivity which neither requires any time nor any resources.It
merely shows the theoretical dependence ofa certain operation on the other operation although in
practice the two operations maybe carried out simultaneously.

Pipe 3
    

 

  

Drawing

Remove@—2"—_)- @—
pipe 2    

Fic. 18.5 Arrow diagram ofa pipeinstallation project

In Fig. 18.5, the critical path is 0-1-2-3-6-7-8-10-9. Thetotal completion time for the enti
Project determined by this path is 19 days. If events on the critical path are delayed, then the enti
Project will be delayed, and the scheduled completion date will not be met. Jobs 1-5, 2-6, 4-5, 5-
and 6-9 are sub-critical. They contain someslack orfloat time.  https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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Uses ofPERT and CPM

1. Jt ensures actual planning. In PERT, a manager is forced to plan. Heis required to ident;

key events and activities and their sequencing and inter-relationships. Heis also required oe all

all possibilities, uncertainties and pitfalls to compute the most likely time. Therefore re

incompetent or a non-planner, he cannothide, his incompetencefor long. hejg

2. It makes every managerfully aware of his responsibilities. Every manager comesto know

precise start time for his work, its cost requirements and its relationship with other works the

3. It ensures improved management of resources. This is largely accomplished by transfe :
resources from the sub-critical paths to the critical path. It is termed trade-off of resources i

4. It facilitates improved decision-making. Management can simulate the effects of alternati

decisions on paper or on a computerinstead of tampering with expensive operations. "

5. Itfacilitates future-oriented control. The network needsare constantly reviewed and updated

the basis of feedback from the lower levels of management. This ensures advance action re

managementby exception at upperlevels.

6. It ensures simultaneous performanceofdifferent parts of the work. This shortensthetotal time
required for the project.

Limitations ofPERT and CPM

1. Theyare suitable mainly in cases where time is the essence of a programmeor wherecost and

time are so related that by controlling time, cost is controlled.

2. Estimates of time, cost and events are seldom available with the precision required foreffective
control through PERT.Errors in estimates of the numerous interlocking points ofthe chart may

add upto a situation to make the PERTchart erratic and unreliable as control technique.

3. PERT has a limited application to one-time non-repetitive projects.It does not help controlin

continuous processing and production because once a recurring sequence of events is clearly

established a continuing control becomes unnecessary. Used with very complex projects,it

is claimed that PERT becomes expensive, reports become complex and difficult to tailor to

managementlevels, and the effective trade-off of resources is troublesome.

Statistical Process Control Charts Since goods coming out of a production process alwaysvary

in specifications,it is significant for the manager to distinguish tolerable minor variations from major

variations which require process correction. Tolerable minorvariations are those which are inherent

in the process and cannotbe controlled. Thus, inputs may vary or the transformation process maynot

be repeated in exactly the same wayor there may be imprecision in the measurementofthe quality of

products. All other variations are major variations which warrant process correction.

Statistically computed ‘upper controllimit’ and ‘lower control limit’ lines on these charts makethe

above distinction clear. All random samples of measurementsfalling within these limits are supposed

to differ from each other due to inherent causes and suggestthat the processis in-control. Conversely,

observations falling outside these limits suggest that the process is out-of-control and they warrant

further investigation to see if some special cause can be foundto explainwhytheyfall outside the limits.

Employee Relation Index This is a quantitative technique of measuring the overall effectiveness of

the entire personnel programme.In this technique a personnel index is prepared taking into account

a numberofstrategic items such as absence, separation, visits to dispensary for occupationaldisease,

suggestions made by employees through suggestion system, formal grievances, work stoppages,etc.

These items are given weights according to their importance. An employee relations index of 100
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a Me

ew ve. It is readily available for a price thaenterprise are the people whosustain it and theis sally. Working on this idea, human resources a“vale of the humanassets in the company’s ba

|

te following poem by Webster (The Value of a Balance Sheet) highlights the need ofthe human |
set being shown in a company’s balancesheet,

Ccounting refers to the method of reflecting thelance sheet.  
“Though your balance sheet is a model of

what balance sheets should be;
Typed and ruled with greatprecision in q

type that all can see;
Though the grouping ofthe assets is

commendable andclear;
And the details which are given more

than usually appear;
Though investments have been valuedat

the sale price of the day;
Andthe auditor's certificate shows everything

O.K.;

Oneasset is omitted—andits worth
I want to know;

That asset is the value ofthe men who
run the show.”

In India (as in many other countries), the law does not demandthevalueofthe humanassetto berefected in the company balance sheet. This injects an air ofillusion and unreality into the qualityof the balance sheet and the auditor’s certificate thatit showsa true and fair view ofthe company’sslate of affairs. The fact is that a balance sheet that does notreveal the current value of a company’shuman assets does not, to say the least, portray the true andfair
is because the present and future earnings of a company always depend upon the quality of its humanOrganisation. To understand this, we may think of two companies in the samebusiness. Both are ofthe
same size and have identical equipment and technology. One, however, has a greater potential for future
tamings becauseits personnelare superior to the other with regard to such variables as the following: !

|. Level ofintelligence and aptitudes
2. Leveloftraining
3. Level of performance goals and motivation

picture of the company’s affairs. This
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- Quality of leadership
- Quality of communication—upward, downward andlateral
- Quality of decision-making
. Quality of control process
. Capacity to achieve effective coordination.e

o
n
~
I
n

u
n

t
e

Oneshould, however, rememberthatit is not always easy to computethe value ofthin an organisation. Computation is not difficult in those cases where the task of
quantitatively measured. But difficulty arises where the nature ofthe task andits
as in the case of, say, public relations or research or when the task falls in the sphe
planning, decision-making or leadership.

The following methods are generally used to compute the value of human resource
(a) Valuation at cost Under this method, the employeesofan organisation are evaluated on the ha.

of the cost whichthe organisation has incurred in selecting and training them. It should be noe
underthe traditional accounting system, this cost is treated as a revenue expenditure and js er that
the profit and loss account. But in human resources accounting, ed and iia
as an asset on the balancesheet. own

€ human asan employee ox 3

impactis intangib)
re Of managemen, e

5

a,

Sofa COncem,.

this cost is capitalis

(b) Valuation at economic cost Underthefirst method, the humanassetis shown inthe balance
its historical cost which is not enoughifthe balance sheetis to serve as a health chart ofthe org
It is essential for this purpose to showallassets (including the human asset) on the balance sh
economic value. This is the capitalised value of future benefits expected from each asset. The Present
capitalised value of every employeein an organisation can be found out by estimating his remainingfuture
eamings from employment(assumingthe present promotion policy and payscales to be constant) and
then discounting them atthe appropriaterateofinterest. The aggregate ofsuch present discountedvalues
is then shownas the value of the humanresourcesassets on the balancesheet. It is however questioned
as to howthe capitalised value of future expenses can be an asset? It is the value ofthe benefit expected
to accrue that should be capitalised and not the amountto be spentfor the use ofthe asset.
(c) Valuation at replacement cost Employees can also be valuedat their replacementcost, i.e. the
amount whichwill be needed to replace them completely. It should be notedthatit is always impossible
to replace the present personnel by a newsetof people andstill have the same organisation.Also,it
is difficult to put an accuratefigure to the cost replacing an individual.

(d) Valuation at opportunity cost Under this method, employees are valuedat just how muchthe
other competing organisations would bid for them. The sum of the highest bids for all employees
indicates their worth.

Sheet at

ANisation,

(e) Valuation at excessprofits Under this method, the excess ofcompanyprofits overthe industry aver-
age is considered as solely attributable to its employeesandis, therefore, credited to them as their worth.

(f) Valuation according to attitudinal index Under this method, an employeeattitude indexis first

calculated. It is then multiplied by the wagebill under the premise that the resulting figure will show
how much ofthe investmentin the employeesis being returned by them to the company. The problem
here is that the employees can project a favourable attitude to lift their value.

Benchmarking This technique involves a comparison of selected performance indicators of an
organisation with those from different organisations, typically in the same industry, or with comparable
Organisationsthat are considered “bestin class”.

Behttps://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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;ual Controls
-ontrols are indicators for tools, parts and production activities that are placed in plain sight of

vsus! ters so that one can understandthe status of the system at a glance. If a machine goes down,oF s
sll wo

a is defective or delayed, immediate action can be taken. The following are some examples of8) a

e,pe of control.
t oY

I.

t
o

Lg

>

ae

. Andon Those days are gone when defective

shadowTool Boards These are boards on which a shadow ofeach tool is painted to denote to
the worker a clear standard for each tool to be hung in a certain place. A vacantplace on these
poards immediately warns the worker about the breach,
Kanban In the case of stop-and-go procedures such as medicine makers. cloth producers,etc.,
who go for a time on onesize, style, model, or chemical, then shut down for a complete change
over to run another, massive quantities that build between changes—the raw and semi-processed
material and specially the finished goods pushed out well in advance of customer
great concer. All are formsofcostly waste. Just-in-time (JIT) pull or lean productionis the only
dominantpreceptfor treating the ailment. This requires producers to produce anddeliver products
in small quantities to meet specific customer needs.

In this type of production instruction cards (called Kanban in Japanese) or containers signal to
the assembler at each preceeding step the need to replenish the parts to his subsequent assembler.The signal begins from the end assembler and continues cascading backwardsto the beginning
of the manufacturing cycle.

needs, are a

production, on being noticed, was simply labelled
time and another department, Now,there is increasing
rst time. Andonrefers to a visual control technique whichon operation A being stopped due to some quality problem signals all subsequent operations tostop on the conveyor-paced productionline. The signal is usually in the form ofred lights withaccompanying music or an alarm. The red light goes on automatically when the problem is sosevere that the whole production must shut down. Sometimes the assembler himself mayhit thered light switch, causing the conveyorto stop. In both cases, the purpose is to summonfast helpfrom maintenance to get production going again.

An assembler whose production has been slow
assembler not keeping up) warnsto the yellow
assembler to comeand help. The lighttells the ot
yellow light approachnot only gives people the
explain right when the event occurs, so there are

and set aside to be repaired at another
importanceof buildingthingsrightthefi

ed down by someproblem (e.g., the preceding
light which is the signal to the roving master
hers they are going to be slowed down,too. The
chanceto explain real causes:it also helps them
no questions about bad memories and guessing.

 7» Summary
Controlis a very important process through which mana
planned activities. It involvesthree basic steps: (a) establishment of standards; (b} measurement andcomparison of results against standards; and (c) taking corrective action.
A control system is needed for four purposes: (a) to measure progress;
{c) to indicate corrective action; and (d) to transmit corrective action to th

gers ensure that actualactivities conform to

(b) to uncover deviations;
@ operation.

i
e
e
e
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Mos! control methods can be grouped into two basic categories: steering controls
performance deviations before a given operation is completed, and postaction coh
past experience is applied to future operations.

which det

rols in Which

For a control systom to be effective, it must be suitable, forward-looking, objective, flexib|‘ 8
cal, prescriptive, acceptable, motivating and focused on strategic control points + OCOnGmM).

A control system mayfail if (a) the magnitude of change (which formsthe basis of control
the anticipated amount; (b) there is a communication barrier; (c) there is time lag

(d) there has been some mistake in setting the standards; (e) there is resistance from th

) for SxCoed,

in feedbach.

| ' , © employed,
All control techniques can be broadly divided into two: old and new. Budgeting is the most id |Wide

used among the old techniques, Budgets have both advantages and limitations. Their ad
are that they improve coordination and communication, boost motivation and morale ondea!
learning from past experience. Their disadvantages are that they are rigid, inflexible iaibans

and curb theinitiative of a good manager. Other old techniques are standard costing ident

accounting, financial statements, ratio analysis, break-even analysis, internal and sitet 7
reports, rules and personal observation, audits,

The new control techniques are PERT, CPM and Human Resources Accounting. PERT and CPMillustrat

the tasks involved in a project, the time (or cost) it will take to complete them and the interrelationshi :
between thosetasks. In this way, a project can be planned andintegrated moreefficiently, and he

project completion date (or cost) can be determined and controlled more easily.

Manycorporations nowadaysarerealising the need to prepare and presentreports aboutthe current

value of their employees. This is known as human resources accounting.

William Ouchi classifies all control techniques into market, bureaucratic and clan control techniques

whichare respectively suited to profit, non-profit and family organisations.

>» Key Terms

Standard It is a specific measurable outcome

in a key area, which serves as the basis for

evaluating performancein that area.

Break-even Point It is that point on the break-

even chart where the cost and revenue ofthe

enterprise are exactly equal.

Internal Audit It is an audit of accounts,

an evaluation of the application of policies,

programmes and methods, andthe attainment

of objectives in a fairly broad area of
operations, done by the company’s auditor on

a continuing basis.

Critical Path This is the longest sequence of
connected activities through the network, and

is defined as the path with zero slack
time.

Slack Time For some activities in a project,

there may be some leeway in, when an

activity can start and finish. This is called the

slack time in an activity.

Closed Loop System

A

closed loop system is

one in which the information and output data

are looped back up the system for necessary

corrections.

Zero-base Budgeting This is a budgeting

process which requires each managerto

justify his entire budgetfrom scratch [i.e.,

zero base), thus providing the framework

https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io
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raking priorities and replacementof Gantt Chart This is a visual description of |
bof ein rammes for old programmeshaving the currentstatus of a job. The chart reveals
new ee which jobs are lagging behind the normallowe" rate of progress.

@

Review Questions

1, Explain the basic steps in the control process.

   |

i”
2, What are the two main types of control? How is each type used? Which is more important and | :

why?
,

3, What are the essentials of effective control systems? Which essentials do you think are mostimportant?

[4, Whatis meant by budgeting? How are budgets drawn, approved and revised? Whatare the func-
tional and dysfunctional aspects of budgets?

5, “Budget making is primarily a planning process whereasit
ling.” Elaborate.

6. What are non-budgetary control techniques? Describe any two of them.
7, Whatis ratio analysis? Describe some importantratios used by organisations for the purpose ofcontrol. How far is ROI a measureoforganisational efficiency?
8. Explain the purposes for which break-even analysis is used.
9. How are PERT and CPM networks developed? Whatiscritical path? Howis it determined?10. “Just as planning, controlling should also be a dominantly forward-

extent is it possible?

ll. Write short notes on:

(a) Need for control

(b) Problemsin the control process
(c) Responsibility Accounting
(d) Human Resources Accounting
(€) Special Reports.

Indicate whetherthe following statements are TRUE (T) or FALSE(F):
(a) Future-oriented and past-oriented controls are alternatives to each other.
(b) The budget which gives the summary ofall functional budgets is called Master Budget.(c) Full expansion ofthe term PERTis Performance Evaluation and Research Technique.
(d) Full expansion ofthe term CPM is Control Procedure Method.
(c) Critical Path ina CPM diagram is alwa

will take.

[(a) F, (b) T, (c) F, (d) F, (e) F]
Here is a CPM network with activity time in weeks:

$ administration is a part of control-

e
a
e
e

=

looking function.” To what

12.

ys the shortest path in termsoftimetheentire project

13,
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(a) Determine the critical path.

(b) How manyweeks will the project take to complete?

(c) Suppose F could be shortened by two weeks and B by one week. Howcould this effect the

completion date?

((a) Critical pathis A-E-G-C-D,(b) 26 weeks, (c) No difference in completion date.]

14. The sales manager of a soap company complained,“I cannot draw up a sales budget until I know

how muchthe products will cost us so ] can estimate price and sales volume.” The production

manager asked, “How can I draw up production budget and give the sales managerthe data he

wants until he gives me an idea of what sales volumeto plan for?”

Howwould you resolve this apparent stalemate in the preparation of departmental budgets? I

(Pro7ECES

1. Talk to individuals that you know from some local organisations (companies,schools, government

agencies, etc.) about their organisation’s control system. What factors do they attribute to either

the successorfailure of their organisation’s control process?

>. “Even the most detailed and automatic closed-loop systems are open in the ultimate sense.” Do

you agree? Give reasons for your answers.

  

   

CASE

Ensuring Errective Controt System

Parmeshwari Prasad, Superintendent of the Green Roadways Companyis inchargeof the operation

and maintenanceofall company buses. The company has over 50 buses which operate on 8 long-

distance routes in the country. Because of recent complaints, Prasadis concerned about controllingthe

quality of service providedto bus travellers. Schedules, setting of fares, and replacementof equipment

are outside Prasad’s jurisdiction; instead his attention focuses on bus drivers, garage crews, and

the few people working at the main terminal. Assume Prasad has asked youfor recommendations

for a control system.  Discussion Questions

1. What “control points” do you suggest to beused?

2. How should actual performance at these points be measured? https://hemanthrajhemu.github.io


